
The Next Boston Band 

by Michael Fertik 

 

 

“Good Morning, Boston!  It’s one minute past the hour, and you are listening to the 

Sunday Morning Zoo with Elephant-Man and Danny on 95.3-The BOX, Boston’s Critical 

Hit Rock!  Very exciting news, Danny.  It is official: Steve Tyler of Aerosmith and Ric 

Ocasek of The Cars are winging their way into town this afternoon to emcee the kick off 

of the Battle of the Bands at the Lansdowne Street Music Hall tomorrow night.” 

 

“Is that right, Elephant-Man?  This news came out of nowhere!” 

 

“Yes!  Mayor Menino will be joining our show tomorrow afternoon.  He has officially 

made the Battle of the Bands part of his new Boston Revolution Month, which is 

highlighting all the great things about Boston.  Boston is a rock and roll town, but it has 

been a particular sore point with this mayor—and a large number of our city’s residents, 

let me tell you—that we have had no big bands, no really big bands, come out of Boston 

since the 80’s.  We have great clubs in this town, and great talent, but no one has broken 

out like Aerosmith or The Cars. 

 

Now things are looking up.  The Mayor is out to change all that.  Tyler and Ocasek, two 

hardcore Boston natives, have been talking about doing something to restore Boston’s 

rock-ominance for years now, so the Mayor invited them back to Boston to judge the 
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Battle of the Bands this year.  Well, they’ve gone and turned the dial up a few notches 

themselves and made this into a huge deal.  Tyler and Ocasek are coming in for the entire 

two weeks of the Battle to pick a winner and then launch that band’s career.  They have 

already lined up a $500,000 record deal with Sony for the top band of the Battle.  Ocasek 

will produce the album, and Aerosmith will have the band front their upcoming world 

tour on fifty of eighty arena dates!  Finally, Danny, finally!  Boston is going to have 

another huge band!” 

 

Mekhi Bessel opened his eyes twisted his neck to stretch and immediately wanted to 

vomit.  He touched his fingers to his lip and felt the swell.  The Tygers brothers had beat 

the shit out of him at 4:30 in the morning.  Then he had come home and drunk the 

Macallan’s 18 year because he had no Advil.  Now his head split and he couldn’t get up 

because of the bruising on his stomach.  He breathed through his nose to avoid moving 

anything and looked down at his feet past this girl’s matted hair and shoulders and 

stretched them from the heels to see if his calves were sore.  They were not.  He had not 

run fast enough. 

 

What was he hearing?  Mekhi programmed his clock radio to this station every Sunday at 

11 a.m. because it was the best music show the entire week.  Danny and Elephant-Man 

were Boston guys.  They knew everything about rock and always had first scoop.  Did 

they just say Steve Tyler and Ric Ocasek are coming to town to launch a band?  He 

wasn’t sure if this was exactly what was being said, but if it was it was huge.  He waited 

and heard again.  Yes, that was it.  This was huge. 
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Mekhi Bessel was maybe the top indie promoter in all of Greater Boston.  He could get 

anyone to come to anything.  He could get the Saudi kids from BU to show up to a 

football game at BC.  He could get the cokehead finals club WASPs from Harvard to a 

poetry slam at Chocolate City, the Afro-theme house at MIT.  And he knew from 

experience he could get the Euro-Latins from Emerson to dance salsa in the freezing cold 

to Israeli rock music in the parking lot outside the Beanpot hockey semi-final.  Mekhi 

was the guy who thought of selling “Yankees Suck” t-shirts not only down the Fenway 

during games, but also at the bars on Comm. Ave and Boylston, which were crammed 

with drunk fans and ten-dollar bills.  Anticipating that he might have bought too many 

shirts, and that the other hawks would soon invade his market, he arranged to have them 

silk-screened with the five middle letters left out, so he could turn the banner into 

“Yaliees Suck” in time for the Harvard-Yale game in November.  It wasn’t the right 

spelling, but his pitch that the “e” was for “suck extra” went over with 95% of buyers, 

amazingly.  He was surprised at how easy the Harvard girls were when he knocked on 

their doors to sell t-shirts.  It was as if the guys in their classes never smiled at them.  And 

twice someone had called the cops on him, but Harvard cops were fine.  Mekhi had a 

convincing Boston accent.  One time he told them he was from Reveah, one time from 

Me’for’, putting himself through Tufts by running this little business on the side selling t-

shirts to the rich kids at Hahvahd.  They let him go with a smile and whispered 

encouragement without even looking inside the box at the shirts or finding the ribbed 

condoms below them. 
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He had been an indiscriminate impresario since his sophomore year in college when he 

produced his first play and charged for it in violation of Theater Club rules.  Now, at 24, 

he had a whole series of gigs under his belt: nightclubs, rock and roll bands, hockey, 

football, girl’s lacrosse, good seating at the Head of the Charles, poetry reading, hip-hop 

(battles, a-cappella, and instrumental), dj’s, album launch, magazine launch, school 

committee candidate (Alan Price, Democrat, victorious), class day at Lesley University, 

ill-fated steak-and-live-blues restaurant, not-ill-fated brunch-and-live-blues restaurant, 

independent movie premieres, and the highly lucrative after-hours party.  Boston shut 

down at 1 a.m., so the party had to go somewhere just as it was getting going.  Mekhi 

found the lofts, bought the liquor, paid the dj, and collected the bar and gate. 

 

This is how he had run afoul of the Tygers brothers.  They cooked all the nightlife in 

Boston.  Last night was the first time they had given him such a serious beating. 

 

Mekhi’s dream was to manage and promote big bands.  He wanted to take bands to the 

top of the charts and make loads of money going all over the world putting on the 

greatest arena rock shows anyone had ever seen.  His most perfect man was Bill Graham.  

Graham had walked out of Russia when he was a kid to escape the Nazis—walked out of 

Russia—and slammed anybody who got in his way with a huge fist to the face.  Graham 

had practically invented rock promotion and had made millions launching bands like 

Jefferson Airplane, the Grateful Dead, and The Who, and with his Fillmore venues in San 

Francisco and New York.  Then he died in a helicopter crash in 1991 after he forced the 

pilot to fly in a storm. 
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To Mekhi promoting bands was better than promoting anything else.  It brought girls, 

fame, and dough when you got big enough.   And there was a real something you were 

selling, a legit product.  This wasn’t true with dj’s or bars.  With dj’s, indie promoters had 

what they called the Folger’s Crystals test.  They would advertise DJ KlueMe and maybe 

three people in the club out of a thousand could tell the difference when they played their 

kid sister’s mix tape.  The real dj couldn’t sue because then he’d be found out. 

 

Mekhi looked down again at his feet and at the clock radio.  11:05 a.m..  Elephant-Man 

and Danny were going on about Tyler and Ocasek.  They would be on the ground for two 

weeks, pick a band, and run with it.  Mekhi tried to think what he would do.  He was alert 

enough to know he had to work his brain through the fog and split to come clear on the 

other side with a plan.  Over the vomit taste and throbbing lip he mouthed the words 

reflexively that God was giving him the opportunity he had waited for the last five years 

and so help him he would grab the ball.  Thinking of a plan was going to take all of his 

effort right now but what this girl was doing at the moment was distracting.  So he 

decided to wait it out because he couldn’t move anymore or argue. 

 

This girl was from an MIT sorority.  Technically there was an excuse to that since she 

was actually the Wesleyan friend of an MIT sorority girl, but it was close enough that he 

couldn’t tell anyone about her.  She and her friends had been at the after-party last night, 

and she wouldn’t let go.  She acted as though they knew each other, hanging on his arm 
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and talking about a previous conversation they’d supposedly had.  She helped him home 

after the incident.  

 

It was finished eventually and she slid up closer.  He swung his legs out on the floor and 

then stood and walked into the bathroom with his right arm hugging his stomach.  He 

looked in the mirror.  He had a fat black eye, a busted lower lip, swollen upper lip, and a 

scraped cheek from planting the pavement.  His right ear looked cut or sliced, though he 

didn’t remember them having a knife.  His entire midsection had the early-warning light 

gray and yellow coloration of a rich black-and-blue bruise.  So did his right side.  His 

hands were a mess.  This would not go over well at work. 

 

Mekhi worked during the day in sales at AdapTrade, an enterprise-class software 

company in Lexington, Mass..  His title was actually “Regional Sales Director,” since the 

company was so small, only thirty people, but he didn’t direct anyone.  He didn’t have a 

region, either, because there were only two full-time sales guys to cover the whole world, 

which meant North America.  He sold a million-dollar piece of software, an electronic 

derivatives trading engine for financial exchanges like the Chicago Board of Trade and 

investment banks like Goldman Sachs.  There were not too many people in the world 

who would buy something like that, and Mekhi already knew all of them by name.  It was 

his first job after college.  He could talk for hours to the financial guys about Black 

Shoals and Single Stock Futures and to the technical guys about Service Level 

Agreements and high-availability failover.  He could talk about strip clubs and golf with 

the CEOs and drink scotch in New York and beer in Chicago.  He could smoke cigars 
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with the middle managers and talk about the difference between a Macanudo Robust and 

a Partagas Black Label so that they would nod and look at him like he knew something 

and tell their bosses that it was clear the firm needed to buy the AdaptMarket Trading 

Engine.  He could talk to anybody and make him feel like the most special person in the 

world.  That was his gift. 

 

At the office they knew Mekhi by his real name, which was Michael Benjamin Bessel.  

He was a direct descendant of Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel, 1784-1846, the Prussian 

astronomer who recalculated the orbit of Halley’s comet at age 20 when he was working 

days as an accountant for an import-export firm.  The 60 year-old alcoholic business 

development guy who Mekhi considered to be a jackass and who was a happy repository 

for the world’s useless information recognized Mekhi’s last name and made the 

connection.  A few guys picked up on it from him, and the business development guy’s 

longtime alcoholic jackass friend the CEO took to calling him “Friedrich” at company 

meetings.  He also called him Herr Bessel once but stopped after thinking that might 

appear to confer too much authority on a 24 year-old. 

 

No one at the office knew what he did after hours.  It didn’t pay to tell.  He didn’t want 

them coming to shows, and they wouldn’t understand how he could do two jobs and not 

blow either one.  The reverse was also true.  It wasn’t as if Chiqui the bouncer at M-80 

would take him any more seriously if he knew he had made $70,000 last quarter in 

commissions selling software.  Chiqui didn’t know what software was. 
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This stuff on his face, though, was going to pose a problem at work.  His hands, too, 

would need bandages at least for a few days.  They would ask him questions, and he 

might have to reschedule sales calls.  He twisted his neck around to see the full extent of 

the damage and tried to come up with a plausible explanation. 

 

“Hey, Mekhi?”  The girl slipped into the bathroom behind him wearing his powder blue 

Turnbull & Asser, the Sea Island cotton.  There was blood on the collar and sleeve.  “Did 

you hear the radio?  Are you going to put one of your bands into that contest?” 

 

He heard her and saw her in the mirror, but his mind was already tilting the tables in the 

allegedly free and open elections of the Battle.  How to meet the judges?  How to prep the 

bands? 

 

“Aren’t Tyler and Ocasek feuding or something?” she asked.  He didn’t answer and she 

asked again.  “Are you even listening to me?”  She sounded reproachful. 

 

“Oh yeah, of course.  They’ve been feuding for years.  One time Ric Ocasek set fire to 

Steve Tyler’s horse barn and killed his favorite Arabian jumpers and then Tyler took a 

shit inside Ocasek’s offstage guitars at Tanglewood with Seiji Ozawa and Itzak Perlman 

from the Clash.  It was real political.  I guess they worked it out, though.  Can you swing 

out onto Mass. Ave. and score us some Dunkin’ Donuts?”  She agreed and left humming.  

Mekhi sat down on the edge of his bed with his head hanging to minimize the throb and 

put a pen and piece of paper on his knee. 
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List of Things to Do this Coming Two Weeks in Order to Win the Battle of the Bands 

 

Then he wrote down Pistola underneath and underlined it.  Of the bands in his stable, 

Pistola was the clear choice for the competition.  They had a big fan base, looked good, 

sounded good, trusted Mekhi, and—important—he was officially signed as their 

manager.  Their sound was in the category of disposable rock, like Aerosmith and the 

Cars, and the guys in the band didn’t have personalities that would threaten anyone. 

 

1. Call the guys. 

2. Have meeting.  Get them focused. 

3. Do not hump Tina. 

 

Of course Pistola had their problems.  Allen and Charlie called Mekhi on Friday after 

rehearsal and announced they were finally and definitely kicking out Patrick the 

drummer.  Mekhi said on the phone it sounded like a good idea and planned to deal with 

it later.  It was a bad idea.  Patrick had something like a thousand friends in Boston and 

the band’s fans were essentially his.  He had also written 21 of their 30 songs, including 

the two that got radio play. 

 

There was another problem.  Charlie’s fiancée Tina was smoking hot with big fat red lips 

and Mekhi had sworn to hit that.  He had come close two weeks ago when she had 

gripped him backstage at the Middle East during the set and given him her cell phone 
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number.  Charlie worked days with retarded kids at a special ed state school, and like 

most band fiancées Mekhi had seen, Tina had begun to doubt the marquee future after a 

year and a half of rehearsals in her living room.  It was imperative that Mekhi not hit that 

in the next two weeks. 

 

4. Meet the judges. 

5. Reputation of other bands? 

6. Go over play list. 

7. All equipment working and must be where it needs to be. 

8. BUILD CROWD FOR PERFORMANCE 

Rock crowd but also diverse ( 1) Prada 2) Polo 3) boarding school) 

  Judges see crowd who wouldn’t come otherwise. 

9. Article in Boston Phoenix (Jeff Katz?)—emphasize broad appeal of sound. 

Interview, pref.. 

10. Press kits. 

11. Call Gigi. 

 

Gigi was the rapcore groupie who ran booking at the Middle East.  Gigi would get Pistola 

on the round list for the Battle of the Bands in an hour, because they certainly weren’t on 

it now.  What would have worried him even three years ago he now knew to treat like an 

administrative matter.  He knew Gigi—had hooked her up with the guy on Newbury 

street when she was looking for a Brazilian wax and then afterwards with a doctor when 

she got burned.  Before this morning Gigi was probably desperate to fill up the slots for 
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the Battle, anyway.  In the past it had been mostly for unbroken high school rockers in 

study hall bands, a decent way for the clubs to spike the crappy month of March with a 

load of all-ages shows. 

 

Mekhi bit a lip to concentrate and the pain shot through his face.  Then the nausea surged 

so he rushed into the bathroom knelt and hugged the bowl with the pen and paper still in 

his hands.  He heaved dry but spat bloody phlegm.  In his left palm he felt the paper get 

wet with the schmegma from the side of the toilet and he thought how terrible is the 

friggin’ maid and then he thought he should wash the gashes on his hands after this 

passed. 

 

12.  

 

He pressed the paper against the backside of the toilet seat.  He breathed heavily from his 

throat and let his eyes droop to let in less light. 

 

12. Tygers Bros. 

 

Mekhi had a running feud with the Tygers brothers.  To his knowledge he was the only 

person in Boston except for maybe an uncorrupt politician and some drug dealers who 

had a running feud with them, because they were the whole bottom line in Hub show 

business and it was a mess to rumble with their program.  They owned every single club 

on Lansdowne Street, plus Trio, the Paradise, M-80, and O’Reilly’s in Faneuil Hall.  That 
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was already 75% of the venues to dance or hear music in the city.  Mekhi knew that 

unofficially they also had half interest in the Middle East and Raza, and that they 

collected 20% payola from another dozen bars on top of that.  Dan and his zero-calorie 

I.Q. brother Swap were 6’5” and 280 pounds.  Mekhi could tell them apart early in his 

career because Dan had a ponytail and never let Swap say anything.  They wore dark 

navy Ralph Lauren wool trenchcoats and walked with surprising speed and agility.  They 

also always appeared with henchmen in puffies or trenches, though the brothers usually 

worked as their own muscle. 

 

Their methods were crude.  They originally came from New York but went bankrupt 

there twice and then moved to Boston 15 years ago when it was still sleepy and applied 

the same brute force tactics that had beaten them out of Manhattan.  Now Boston was 

their one-horse town.  It was next to impossible even to open a new place to compete 

because they controlled access to entertainment licenses through a connection to city hall.  

Even Aerosmith’s club Mama Kin had sold half to the Tygers brothers in the 90’s and 

finally sold out the rest a couple of years ago.  Dan and Swap renamed it the Lansdowne 

Street Music Hall so that everyone would know.  Only Whitey Bulger was higher in the 

Boston underworld foodchain. 

 

Mekhi was feuding with them because he didn’t obey their rules.  If a guy wanted to do 

nightlife business in Boston, Cambridge or Brookline—throw an after-party, run craps—

he had to ask the permission of the brothers and then kick them back a third.  Mekhi did 
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neither.  For a while he’d been getting away with murder.  He didn’t flaunt it, but the 

town knew. 

 

He got away with it because he made the brothers good money which they could not get 

elsewhere.  Mekhi’s crowd followed him, not the scene, and if the brothers broke him 

they broke themselves.  Every promoter worth mentioning in the same mouthful as 

Mekhi had his own crowd, but only his and one other guy’s had any size.  The other guy 

was Ferguson, a Haitian whose birth name was Jeremy.  Ferguson didn’t make problems 

for the brothers or for Mekhi because he carried 30-something professionals, an iffy and 

surprisingly stingy bracket in Boston, and worried too much about maintaining court-

mandated access to his 9 year-old to rumble with anyone’s program. 

 

Until now the brothers had tolerated Mekhi’s portfolio.  They showed up occasionally at 

his party to break everything, and twice they robbed him because he hadn’t back-doored 

the cash fast enough.  But mostly they laid off his gigs and never once barred him from 

their spaces.  Still, every time he had a meeting with them they took him to the back 

office and wanted to talk with him alone.  Then they gripped the table hard the whole 

time and looked ready to leap across it and massacre him. 

 

His beating last night was just them tightening their belts, Mekhi figured.  Watching him 

bye out of punishment for so long had given the newer guns the stupid idea they could 

push envelopes, too, and some of their vig had been arriving loosey-goosey the past two 

months.  The beating last night was way more public than it had to be. 
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Mekhi scrunched his eyes and thought through the main problem.  This girl would be 

back any minute and he would tell her he liked Hazelnut not Columbian and she would 

return to the store.  The main problem was that every show in the battle was on a stage 

owned by the Tygers brothers, that they would be pushing their own managed talent in 

the contest and would load the dice, that they had tenterhooks into every dj in Boston, 

and that on a dime they could decide this was the week Mekhi Bessel was not to be let 

near the doors of their establishments.  He looked at their name on the list and thought of 

what he should do. 

 

Mekhi picked up the phone and started dialing numbers. 
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Monday 

 

“Mayor Menino, thanks for coming on the show.  We are wicked psyched about Steve 

Tyler and Ric Ocasek being in town for the Battle.” 

 

“Me, too, Elephant-Man.  I’m going to be at the Battle tonight at Lansdowne Street—that 

place will always be Mama Kin’s to me.  For someone who grew up here listening to rock 

music and who loves the bands we have in town, it’s unforgivable that we haven’t had a 

big breakout for over fifteen years….” 

 

Mekhi took the cigarette off his lips and practiced Tom Menino’s sloppy fast-mouth 

Boston accent.  Then he slowed his blue Saab 9-3 into the Alewife T junction on Route 2 

and waited for the afternoon traffic.  It was standstill.  He looked at the dark gray sky 

through his windshield sucked cold air and Marlboro and divined no snow tonight. 

 

The traffic pattern moved inches at a time over the bridge by the Fresh Pond movie 

theater.  Mekhi leaned over the glove compartment and pulled out a piece of paper and a 

pencil.  He lit his cigarette a second time with his left hand and then unwrapped the 

bandage on his right.  His wrist and cuts throbbed with dry crusting, and his whole shit 

was aching and itching like crazy.  But he had a meeting in Harvard Square with Pistola 

in forty minutes and he wanted to prepare.  A guy in alternative-colored suspenders who 

was definitely in marketing for Accenture was talking on his cell phone five feet away in 

a black BMW 323i.  They were both parked on the freeway here, and Mekhi sensed the 
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guy looking at him, looking at the contusions on his face and at the suit on his frame and 

wondering why a Saab owner was so fucked up and also whether he was missing out on 

something secret and more manly than watching the New England Patriots on Sundays. 

 

At work the day had gone quickly.  Mekhi arrived at 7:30 and reviewed the follow-ups.  

Then he started dialing for dollars at 8:15 which is when CEOs and no one else is in the 

office.  At 10:30 he had update with the VP Sales Steve Lessland followed by a 

conference call with the Chicago Board of Trade’s techno-junkies.  Steve noticed his 

facial calamity immediately and huddled his wiry body in close to talk.  He used a 

gravelly whisper that had the excellent effect of making every conversation feel like a 

two-person conspiracy. 

 

“What happened, buddy?” 

 

Mekhi smiled through the hurt of his mouth because he liked Steve more every day.  “I 

was in an argument.” 

 

“Yeah, I can see that!”  Steve pealed.  Mekhi explained the circumstances of a football-

inspired bar fight he had seen on television.  Steve rejoiced in his revels and told him a 

story about being on the lacrosse team at UMass Amherst ten years ago and getting into a 

bruiser with UNH guys in Faneuil Hall.  Then the conversation moved to another lacrosse 

buddy from college who loved Itty Bitty Titty Magazine and that took them into the 

conference call with the techno-junkies. 
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The fat alcoholic CEO came in at 11:30, sat down, and told him that at IBM where he 

worked for 16 years they didn’t give salesmen desks even.  Then he told him that he was 

renting a giant Victorian House on Cape Ann for August by a marsh so he could go 

swimming with his grandkids.  Then he noticed Mekhi’s face felt embarrassed and left.  

He obviously talked to his alcoholic friend the business development guy because he 

came over at 11:45 and asked “Friedrich!  What the hell happened?”  He picked his 

pockmarked nose with his thumb while Mekhi demurred.  Obviously he told Harriet the 

Office Manager because she barreled into the cubicle with her linebacker body and 

pressed her mammoth breasts two feet in front of her into Mekhi’s chair until he told her 

about the football fight.  It was all over from there, because Harriet was the 

Commonwealth’s information sieve.  Steve and Mekhi concurred at 2:30 that this week’s 

sales calls would be covered by someone else for a flu reason, and then the day had gone 

exactly as expected. 

 

Mekhi propped the paper on the steering wheel. 

 

List of Bands to Beat 

 

1. Gangsta Bitch Barbie 

2. Letters to Cleo 

3. Laurie Geltman 

4. PMD K.O. 
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5. Two Ton Shoe 

6. C-60 

 

Gangsta Bitch Barbie was maybe the best rapcore band in the whole country never mind 

Boston.  Their frontwoman was a dynamic hardass with a perfect ripshit body and 

twenty-five piercings who flailed onstage in a bra and gripped her mic like a cigar.  GBB 

was well managed so none of her piercings were in horrifying parts of her face.  And they 

had roadies, which made everyone including Mekhi salivate. 

 

After the Mighty Mighty Bosstones and Hi-Life, Letters to Cleo had come closest to 

prime time of any group in town when their single “Here & Now” got picked up for the 

Melrose Place soundtrack.  Mekhi found their happy jazz rock to be an environmental 

nuisance, but he had tried repeatedly to become their manager.  The level of their 

musicianship was high, and all four members were 10-plus years into serious playing.  It 

might put them over the hill.  The drummer Lorne Verjee had produced Pistola’s last CD 

on a basement 8-track, and Mekhi had snagged him again to produce their next on the 16-

track at Q-Division, Boston’s most decent studio. 

 

Laurie was a nice gal, genuinely, and she worked hard at her own career, booking and 

gigging every week.  Her e-mail list was enviable, because she had built herself a steady 

group of 16 year-old girls with her solo act, Melissa Etheridge ballads, and spaghetti 

straps.  That is a loyal bracket, Mekhi thought.  He thought Laurie was cool and the real 

article. 
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PMD K.O. was Plastic Machine Doll Killer Operator.  Three guys and a dj put together a 

pure hardcore band without any pop, hip-hop, rap, or trance.  Mekhi heard them the first 

time at the Lizard Lounge on a Monday when they were still missing their cues.  He 

dropped his glass forty seconds into their set.  They were that fucking good.  They 

invented a completely new sound, moving rock and roll into the decade of hybrid music 

and advanced technology.  The turntables, drum machine, and keyboards had no trace of 

Kid Rock, Ja Rule, Dr. Dre, or Moby.  After talking with them, he realized they didn’t 

even know they were for real innovators.  He booked them for a few gigs at parties but 

his crowd did not react.  Their music—the fact of their music—was too smart.  He put 

them on the list because a few dj’s and critics had started to figure it out, and Mekhi 

sensed there was a buzz before a buzz building around them. 

 

Two Ton Shoe were the long-shot because they played only funk.  But the Shoe was so 

popular in the bar scene and so technically proficient that they could not be ignored.  

They had commanding onstage presence and an easy-going offstage prepossession that 

made bystanders feel cool.  Mekhi could just see two rockers like Tyler and Ocasek 

picking a band outside their own sound because they mistakenly thought it was the new 

deal. 

 

C-60 were called Cobalt-60 in the ‘90’s until the Tygers brothers took over management 

and forced the change.  They were the same five guys, the same heavy guitars, and their 

fans never figured out why they had switched.  The songs were solid sellable disposable 
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rock, and their headlining shows were great parties.  Mekhi had tried to sign them himself 

despite the fact they sounded pretty close to Pistola. 

 

The rest of the thirty bands in the lineup did not worry him.  No hip-hop group was going 

to win this Battle, not in Boston and not with these judges.  He had left his own decent B-

Side off the bill because all the scouts and press who would show were left or right of 

hard rock.  Never mind how hard it was to get insurance for the house on a hip-hop night.  

The high school rock bands would not have enough depth to launch a full LP.  And the 

Dropkick Murphys had done okay, but Celtic rock would never break nationally, and 

everybody knew that.  They wouldn’t bother entering. 

 

The cigarette was out the window and Mekhi plugged another.  He punched the gas, 

came through the Fresh Pond roundabout onto Concord and then sailed up Mass. Ave..  

After Harvard Square he parked on Mt. Auburn Street, shook his head to make the blood 

flow, and hoofed it out to Bartley’s Burger Cottage.  His shoes clacked on the brick 

sidewalks and he ran into six people he knew from his lists.  “Hey, Mekhi!” a Harvard 

chick said as she emerged with another girl from the Claverly dorm.  She definitely felt 

like she didn’t look her best.  She wore sweat pants and shifted her hair around with her 

hand.  Mekhi smiled no teeth and talked for a few minutes.  He heard her saying after-

parties to her roommate when he took off. 
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Inside Bartley’s Allen Bey and Charlie Wise were already sitting at a center table with 

the bassist Rupisthana Gupta, a skinny Indian from BU who also drew comics.  The juke 

box was playing “Centerfold” by the J. Geils Band. 

 

“What’s up, fellas?  Where’s Patrick?”  Mekhi hoped Allen and Charlie hadn’t fired him 

already.  That would be really bad. 

 

“He’s coming,” Allen rolled eyes with Charlie.  “He said he’d be on time, but…maybe 

the phatty blunt got him.”  Allen and Charlie considered this and all phatty blunt jokes to 

be the apex of American comedy.  Rupisthana, who went by Rupee, smiled crookedly 

and looked nervous.  Certainly Allen and Charlie weren’t all-star brainiacs, but Mekhi 

couldn’t tell how smart Rupee was because in two years he had said only one thing, 

which was about the album cover for their SP.  But he was on time for everything, and he 

hit his notes with passion and vigor. 

 

“Hey, Rupee.” Mekhi greeted him.  Rupee nodded rapidly twice and glanced rightwards 

as if he had been called on to make a speech at a wedding banquet. 

 

The waitress came over and they ordered burgers.  Mekhi chose the Ted Kennedy, which 

had extra cheese, barbecue sauce, and relish.  He also ordered sweet potato fries for 

Patrick, who probably wouldn’t eat more than one. 
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“So what’s going on, Mek?”  Charlie was somewhat business-like.  He wore the 

pervasive Clark Kent glasses but Mekhi believed him when he explained he had 

purchased his more than five years ago.  Charlie was skinny like a rail and strong, almost 

as skinny as Patrick, though he never worked out.  When he crossed his legs at the knee 

he looked like a rocker-intellectual from Rolling Stone Magazine.  On his lap Charlie 

held a pen and a five-inch binder full of papers.  He had it at every meeting, though 

Mekhi never found out what was in it because he never opened it up. 

 

“Let’s wait a few for Patrick to show up.  Got some good news for you guys!”  Mekhi 

changed the subject.  He told a story about racing some guy in a BMW home from work 

down I-95 and then asked them what they’d done this weekend.  The waitress brought the 

food at the same time Patrick bounded through the door with a messenger bag over his 

shoulder. 

 

“Hey guys!  Hi Mekhi!” Patrick beamed.  He slammed into a plastic chair and gangled a 

single sweet potato fry from the basket.  Mekhi thought he might not choose that 

particular chair, because now all four Pistola members were sitting on one side of the 

table, and Mekhi was alone on the other.  Some other people in the restaurant looked 

around to see what was going on. 

 

“Everyone, do you know I used to work here?”  Patrick asked loudly enough to mean 

either everyone in Pistola or everyone in the blast radius.  “It was my first job!  Ugh, 

disgusting.  I wouldn’t eat that if I were you.”  He pointed at Mekhi’s burger and then 
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leaned down for a close sniff of the bun.  Patrick had a very small head, and he cocked it 

as if to listen to the meat. 

 

In fact, every member of Pistola had worked as a short order cook somewhere before.  

They weren’t terribly different from one another in most respects.  Tonight Charlie was 

wearing a yellow Motel 6 t-shirt, Patrick was in a Superman t-shirt, Rupee wore a 

mechanic’s button-down with the name “Bob” embroidered on it, and Allen, the largest 

and heaviest of the band, had a black longsleeve that said “Harley Davidsons are for 

Women.” 

 

Allen was a 6’4” halfie blackwhite still carrying his baby fat.  He had no body hair or 

eyebrows, and he shaved his head almost every day.  He asked Mekhi what the meeting 

was about and put his whole burger in his mouth and swallowed. 

 

“Look, guys, I’ve got Pistola into the Battle of the Bands for the Steve Tyler/Ric Ocasek 

kickoff.  You’re playing tomorrow night at Mama Kin, mainstage.” 

 

“Nice, Mek.  That’s cool.”  Patrick was excited, as was Allen.  Rupee beamed, and 

Charlie maintained thoughtful serenity by furrowing his eyebrows. 

 

“The next few days are the melee eliminations.  Then they’ll have full sets this weekend, 

next week for semifinals, and then hopefully the Final.  It shouldn’t be a big deal 
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tomorrow night, twenty minutes and you’re done.  I’ve put together playlists for the 

shows.  How are you on these songs, Allen?” 

 

“Yeah, we’re fine.  We should be okay.” 

 

“How about equipment?  Patrick, your snare?  Patrick, you have to be on time tomorrow.  

Don’t coordinate costumes.  Just make sure you’re dressed to give notice that Pistola 

rocks.  No black, Allen.  Sing and look like you mean it and you’ll clean it.”  Mekhi 

talked math, crowds, and after-parties for fans who came out to support Pistola.  He 

jogged his leg up and down underneath the table as he spoke. 
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Tuesday 

 

“Good morning, Boston!  Great show last night.  Surviving the Battle from the kickoff 

melee were the awesome Gangsta Bitch Barbie, Tanqueray 11, and Liminal Head Event.  

They move on to the weekend sets.  Tonight we have Pistola, C-60, and Laurie Geltman, 

as well as Pleasantville, Mondo Taco, and…” 

 

Mekhi got out of his car at the office lot and walked in the door at 8.  The business 

development guy accosted him on the way in “Friedrich!  How’s the eye?”  Then Harriet 

the office manager slammed into him with her huge breasts “Are you feeling better?” and 

breathed heavily.  Mekhi asked them “Did I tell you…” and then he said his friend from 

home was suing a hardware reseller but got tied up in the third circuit in Chappaqua 

because of jurisdiction and respondeat superior until Harriet had to go pee and the 

alcoholic business development guy started licking his lips and staring at a corner.  

Mekhi said “Harriet, don’t go yet, there’s a lot more to tell let’s have lunch today,” and 

then he didn’t see them. 

 

He went into his office and pulled two pieces of paper. 

 

List of Companies to Call 

 

List To Do Today 
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Mekhi’s Sanyo cell phone rang.  The Caller ID said “Unavailable.”  He answered. 

 

“Hi, Mekhi!  It’s Tina!” 

 

“Hi, Tina.”  He looked at his paper. 

 

1. Do not hump Tina 

 

“Charlie told me he’s playing tonight.  Did you get them that gig?  That’s so cool.” 

 

“Tina…” 

 

“Yes, Mekhi?” 

 

Mekhi thought thick red lips. 

 

“Did I give you my number?” 

 

“Oh, no.  I looked in Charlie’s Pistola binder.”  Is that what Charlie kept in the binder? 

 

“Mekhi…. you going to Mama Kin tonight?” 

 

“Yes.” 
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“Are you going with anyone?” 

 

“I’m going with the band.  Can I call you back later?” 

 

“What should I wear to the show?”  Mekhi said leather pants and a tube top. 

 

2. Do not talk to Tina in front of band 

3. Advil 

4. Dr. Saint-Armand 

 

Mekhi had procured four bottles of Advil and put one in his car, his night table, his 

computer bag, and now his desk drawer.  His hands were getting better and his lips would 

heal soon but that was it.  His eye was half shut and there was pus and hard sleep coming 

out every hour.  Peroxide had cleaned his right ear but it was definitely sliced and he 

heard ringing and some kind of viscous fluid trickled down towards his neck.  Ever since 

Sunday morning he had felt acid in the back of his throat.  His midsection was almost 

completely black.  And his piss had been dark four times already.  He considered food: a 

warm sandwich. 

 

Mekhi wrote down names of companies.  He leaned back and compared lists.  Then he 

added: 
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5. Eat warm food—two meals 

6. Lansdowne by 3 pm 

7. Talk to Allen, Charlie, and Patrick by 7 

 

Mekhi tapped his pen and thought did he leave something out.  He popped four Advil and 

gripped his ribs.  They smarted. Then he picked up the phone in his right hand and direct 

dialed Sudipto Nandupakhaman in Chicago.  He answered after one ring. 

 

“Hello?” 

 

“How you doing, Suds?  It's Bessel.” 

 

“Michael!  Hello!” 

 

“How old are you today?” 

 

“Forty one.  Thanks for remembering.” 

 

“I hadn’t.” 

 

Sudipto was the head of the head of a Chicago derivatives exchange that he was trying 

hard to pull into the 21st century and away from the control of the sixty-something high 

school dropout traders who technically owned the place.  His septuagenerian boss refused 
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to let go, so Sudipto held the dubious title of Deputy CEO.  He had gone to MIT on an 

Air Force ROTC scholarship and had studied financial engineering in graduate school.  

He was smarter and more educated than anyone else at the exchange, but he had the 

disadvantages of being Indian instead of Polish or Italian, and of never having traded a 

single futures contract by hand. 

 

“Did you read the article on signal extraction?” Sudipto’s tastes ran alternately to 

baseball and computational math. 

 

“No.” Mekhi answered.  He leaned his phone against his shoulder and wrote  

 

8. Pistola at Mama Kin w/ equipment by 8:30 

9. Allen doesn’t drink 

10. Money to park in back  

 

Then he underlined Lansdowne by 3 pm. 

 

 “The Kitagawa.” Sudipto persisted. 

 

“Yup.” 

 

“Good tools for state-space.  I’m using it for my new Monte Carlo simulator.” 
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“Watch out for the diachronic time variance.  My guess is it won't work as well for small 

sample sizes.  Gotta have enough liquidity.” 

 

“Can’t reduce bias just by selecting one instant?” 

 

“Doubt it.  Straight Kullback-Leibler problem.  Log-unlikely, if you get my drift.  But 

what the hell do I know.”  He wrote Skip ‘Em and crossed out Emo Kids the line above. 

 

“I thought you said you hadn't read it.” 

 

“Happy birthday.” 

 

“Right.” 

 

“This is all fun and stuff, but did you get the specs I sent you?”  Mekhi looked at his 

laptop screen and opened the sales pipeline document in Excel. 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“Did you read them?' 

 

“No.” 
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“What do you think?” 

 

“How sure are you that it hits the the new speeds?” 

 

“It’s been tested.  Production environment, cluster spike and failover conditions.  What 

can I tell you?” 

 

“Anyone in New York have it yet?” 

 

“Nope.” 

 

“Anyone in New York order it yet?” 

 

Mekhi waited. 

 

“Can we do a pilot?” 

 

“For you, anything.” 

 

“That sounds expensive.” 

 

“Less expensive than the alternatives.” 
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“Put something together and let me know what that would look like.” 

 

“Will do.”  Mekhi typed Pilot Prep into Excel and hung up. 

 

Mekhi drove up two blocks from Mama Kin at 2:55 and stepped onto the sidewalk.  He 

hiked his leather jacket collar and put his hands in the pockets with his thumbs out. 

 

Mekhi made it a point to get to venues in afternoons.  The most obnoxious human 

scagbags in nightlife were pushovers at 3.  Every door in the world was wide open, and 

no one knew they were supposed to ask intruders what they were doing on premises.  

They had shelves to stack and alcohol stick to mop.  During the day Mekhi made friends 

and figured out if there was some crazy vibe brewing for the night.  One time he heard 

there were Hell’s Angels coming to hear rock and he pulled his band and the crew that 

played instead got massacred.  Today Mekhi wanted to see if the Tygers brothers were 

going to slam him if he appeared at their club.  He also thought maybe one of the judges 

would be hanging around so Dan Tygers could cahoot him. 

 

He opened the front door and walked downstairs.  All the lights were on everywhere and 

the floor crap and crappiness of the couches and walls were visible.  Downstairs one guy 

hauling crates raised up like a deer in headlights and stared until Mekhi smiled and he 

hauled again but no one else was there so Mekhi went back upstairs.  “Dream On” was 

playing loud.  Mekhi didn’t like the sign of that because the Tygers brothers were 
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personally indifferent to Aerosmith.  Then “Lord of the Thighs” came on.  That would be 

the 1986 Classics Live CD, on random play.  Bad sign. 

 

Mekhi walked towards the bar on the stage floor and saw Dan Tygers in his wool 

trenchcoat with a beer.  He had a fat black eye.  Mekhi thought did I do that when we 

tussled?  Didn’t think I was fast enough.  But great. 

 

Steve Tyler was sitting next to him. 

 

“Hi, Dan.” 

 

Tygers swiveled.  “You want a drink.” 

 

Mekhi said a Coke and Typee the bartender who had massive guns went in back to jigger 

the CO2 so the pump would draw.  Dan Tygers took a sip and there was silence except for 

the music.  Mekhi stood straight up almost between him and Tyler.  He already had his 

hands in his pockets so he could wait out Tygers as long as it took. 

 

“Who you working for today, Mek?” Tygers asked. 

 

“Hi, I’m Mekhi.”  He stretched out his hand. 

 

“I’m Steve.  Nice to meet you.” 
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Mekhi forced open his eyes so the damage would not be so visible, but then he thought he 

probably looked like a bug-eyed lunatic who didn’t know he had a huge shiner.  He 

smiled and shook hands. 

 

“You judging tonight?” 

 

“A little bit.”  Then Tyler flared open his mouth.  Mekhi saw eighty teeth.  God his lips 

were gargantuan from this close.  He could wrap them around a Goodyear tire.  He could 

sail with those chattels for a spinnaker probably. 

 

“Are you a musician?” 

 

“Mekhi’s one of our promoters,” Dan said, and then slap-gripped him with a giant hairy 

paw on the back of his ribs where the bruising was ugliest.  Mekhi tasted blood a second 

later and hoped it didn’t dribble out.  Tyler looked at him. 

 

“I’m working with a band in the show called Pistola.” 

 

“Is that your band, Danny?” Tyler wanted to know. 

 

Mekhi kept his hands in his pockets and Typee came back with a Dixie 24-ounce of Coke 

with ice.  Mekhi counted how many times the lyric “I just fucked myself in front of a 
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rock star” appeared on the 1986 Aerosmith Classics Live CD and then counted the 

seconds for Dan Tygers to figure out something to say. 

 

“Mekhi’s working with them on his own,” he said. 

 

Mekhi grabbed the drink and smelled it.  It was Coke. 

 

“You like being back in Boston?” 

 

“Yeah, I never feel like I left it, man,” Tyler replied.  “I still got a lot of my people here.  

I go back to all the old places.  Some things have changed, but most of the stuff is still 

around.” 

 

“You go back to Reveah?  Or Dorhchestah?”  Mekhi grinned at him stood up straight 

again and tucked his chin in towards his neck.  That was the most masculine posture in 

the Bay State.  Tyler smiled back and wrapped his mane around his shoulder and said 

“Oh yaw, ovah theah in Dorchestah all the time ovah theah.  You from Boston?” 

 

“Oh yaw.  Southie.”  No one knew. 

 

Mekhi’s throat and mouth curdled blood, and he coughed to keep it down.  The 24-ounce 

Dixie went undomestic in his hand, and he caught himself starting to spill Coke and ice 

on Steve Tyler.  So he winged the cup around and it headed for Dan Tygers.  The ice and 
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everything smacked him square in the face.  Then it drench-beaded on his wool coat.  

Tygers was standing up in a second looking down at his mess.  An ounce had landed on 

Tyler’s jeans, too.  Mekhi said “Holy shit!” and Tyler laughed and said “no problem.  

How you doin’, Dan?” 

 

Typee the bartender started cleaning with a rag.  Dan Tygers stood over himself mopping 

the Coke and ice from his face saying “Fuck fuck fuck!” 

 

Mekhi looked at his hand.  It was red with blood.  He said “wassup, Steve, sorry, man, 

gotta jet but see you tonight.”  He backed up, turned, and headed towards the exit.  His 

knees buckled and he staggered. 

 

When he reached the door, Dan Tygers was there with his brother Swap. 

 

“What do you think you’re doing.  Come to our club and fuck around with your goddamn 

band.  Drench me with my own Coke and fuck with me in front of Steve Tyler.” 

 

Mekhi felt lightheaded.  “How did you get here before I did?  I left you at the bar.” 

 

“I rushed,” Dan said.  He rose to his full height and loomed over Mekhi.  Then he pushed 

him two hands chest, and Swap Tygers shoved him against the wall.  Mekhi could reach 

out and touch the door.  If he could only get to the street, out to the daylight. 
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“You think you can fucking come here?” said Dan Tygers.  “What do I have to spell it 

out for you?  You fucked up, Mek.  You’re in deep saag now.  Don’t come here ever 

again.”  He punched Mekhi’s face hard from the right and Mekhi felt the adrenalin blast 

of shock.  His heart raced.  Then Swap slammed his gut and he doubled over.  Then Swap 

hit him again in the gut with his left and Dan punched him upper-cut in the face.  He 

knew he broke his nose.  The gash around his eye and his nose spurted blood on the floor 

as he fell forward.  Another knock on the back of his head and he was down.  Then his 

ear split again and he felt the ringing and fluid burst out.  He hit the floor and covered his 

face with his hands and Swap and Dan kicked his back and legs and twice they kicked his 

head hard.  Then they stomped his arm and his elbow and landed their heavy boots on his 

hip and on his side.  They kicked his kidneys and his vertebrae on his back and they 

kicked his stomach organs and where his gall bladder was from the back somehow.  

Mekhi coughed.  Then Dan Tygers swung his foot at Mekhi’s face and smashed his other 

ear so he heard it split. 

 

Then Mekhi thought for the first time that they meant to kill him.  Dan kicked him again 

in the back of the neck and Mekhi got to his knees.  He turned and caught Dan’s foot in 

his gut.  He pulled Dan’s leg into himself and they fell over together.  Then Mekhi 

pressed Dan’s face into the floor boards with his bloody hands.  He pushed his way 

through the steel doors and out onto the street, where he swayed back and forth on his 

way to the Saab.  He couldn’t hear now because his ears were ringing so loud.  As he 

careened away from the club, he saw four huge men in blue North Face and camel 

Burberry trenchcoats approaching on the street.  He wavered and felt himself try to duck 
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but they didn’t stop to massacre him or even look.  He passed and watched behind him 

until he was in the car, and he saw them entering the club and thought thank God he 

missed the reinforcements.  Then he stuck the ignition and tore down the street around 

the corner and onto Boylston. 

 

At 4 p.m. Mekhi huddled over his sink and spat blood.  His car, his hallway, and all the 

doors in his house now had drops of blood and smears where he held himself up.  He had 

no broken teeth.  But his gums and tongue were cut and bleeding in fifteen places.  He 

could barely see himself because the one eye had closed deeper from a heavy blue blood 

blister that horseshoed around the whole circle, and the other eye was seeping blood from 

somewhere like his forehead or scalp or it could have been sideways from his ear. 

 

His face was streaked red.  He could not make out the color of his skin.  One woman saw 

him getting into the elevator and she shrieked and he put his hands to his face and said he 

had a wicked nosebleed.  Now he laughed.  That must have sounded ridiculous.  The 

laughing split the slices in his lips and the sting shot through his head.  He felt tears 

running down his eyes.  Then he lost his balance and dropped straight onto his knees.  He 

cracked his chin square on the sink.  Then he laughed again and the pain shot through 

again and he felt tears stream his face. 

 

The cell phone rang.  Mekhi opened one eye and thought smash it.  It exploded four rings 

next to his ear on the tile floor of the bathroom.  He felt hung over.  He looked straight at 

the phone. 
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He put it next to his dome on the tile and hit OK.  Allen spit at him.  “Mekhi, if Patrick 

gives me a hard time tonight I’m going to tell him that he’s out of the band.  He’s already 

late.” 

 

“What time you got?” 

 

“It’s 8:45, Mek.” 

 

“I got caught up with some shit for the after-party.”  Mekhi craned and looked at his 

smashed game in the mirror.  The blood was caked dry now.  “I’ll be there give me ten.” 

 

“I’m going to kill Patrick.  Mekhi, he’s got to go.” 

 

“Is the equipment there?” 

 

“Yeah, but—“ 

 

“Are you at Mama Kin?” 

 

“Yeah, we’re here.  Patrick’s got his bass and his snare.  Charlie and Rupee hooked the 

rest in the Corolla because they knew he’d blow it.” 
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“It’s alright.  I talked to Patrick today.  He’s going to be fine tonight.  He’s coming.  You 

guys will clean it.” 

 

Mekhi pushed up now and held the phone in his cheek which stung.  His eyes got blurry 

so he dropped his head down to keep blood in it and held the counter and remembered I 

will not have Formica tops when I buy a house.  He leaned against the tile wall and 

pressed the phone to it with his cheek and calculated how long to shower. 

 

“Mekhi, do you know when we go on?” 

 

“Yeah.  I’m there.  Did you feel good after rehearsal today.  We’re gonna have a bangin’ 

after-party for the show this weekend.” 

 

“Nice.” 

 

Mekhi heard that he was mouthing words funny and felt the ridges on his tongue.  Allen 

hadn’t noticed.  He stuck out his tongue to see the cuts.  His tongue and face were the 

same color.  He pressed his tongue to the mirror and said “Lots of girls, Allen.” 

 

“Nice, Mekhi!” 

 

Mekhi rolled up to Lansdowne dripping from his head.  He rocked the black Versace 

Jeans stretch pants, Prada rubber-topped wrecks, a black leather jacket with the collar up 
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and a black Celtics Starter pulled down over the raking on his forehead.  The cap had 

been next to the bottle of Macallan’s 18-year and he vomited again when he smelled the 

scotch from Sunday.  He drained the blood blister in the shower with a paper clip.  Now 

he put his hands in his stretch pants pockets and walked forward shoulders tilting.  He put 

his knees and feet loosely in front of him because that was the only way to make Prada 

rubbers clack on pavement. 

 

He got out of his car on Boylston and hoofed it from there so the Tygers brothers 

couldn’t dismantle the Saab if they smashed him.  Now it was 9:15.  He counted out if 

Dan and Swap would be near the club door and took a fifty from his wallet. 

 

Outside the entrance there were bright lights and a camera crew, and the 95.3 BOX van 

with its broadcast antenna.  Mekhi approached thirty feet and looked at the faces and 

bodies.  He saw no Tygers brothers.  The bouncers looked lost.  He could slip up and 

inside in ten seconds.  He came to twenty feet. 

 

“Mekhi is that you?  Hi Mekhi!”  Ginny Sepulveda had the voice the Easter bunny would 

have if it could talk.  Mekhi didn’t turn.  He was ten feet from the entrance and already 

had his hand out to say wassup to the doorman.  The doorman’s hand was out to grab on 

his money, and the people in the line were already sweating him at the velvet rope and 

saying guest list to the bouncer with an earpiece. 
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“Mekhi!”  Ginny shrieked in delight and bounced behind him.  Mekhi saw the bazooka 

light following.  The doorman looked up and cocked his ear to the ground as if he was 

remembering to do something if Mekhi arrived. 

 

Mekhi pulled his hand swiveled and covered his face from the bazooka light.  Ginny 

threw her skinny arms around him.  Then she stuffed the fat Styrofoam microphone into 

his game.  “Hi, kid!  It’s me Ginny!  Get your hand out of your face.  We can’t see you 

on camera!” 

 

Mekhi kissed her on the cheek.  She was half Columbian and half Italian, a porcelain skin 

goddess with lips as big as Steve Tyler’s.  Ginny had grown up in Belmont but had never 

been to New York.  She could model for real in any city if she just went but did work for 

salons and malls here.  Now she was a senior at Lesley College for women.  Last year a 

guy at Channel 11 who thought she would give it up to him if he asked her to be on TV 

made her the teen culture correspondent.  That meant she went to all-ages rock shows.  

She made one segment on protected sex which they cut.  Mekhi knew her for two years.  

He had vetted her fiancé “yes, I think Jack is great.”  Twice per sentence Ginny flash-

corrected her head left to right. 

 

Mekhi said “You look good” and she beamed.  “You working tonight?” he asked.  

Behind him he heard “More Than a Feeling” blasting out of the club. 
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“Yep.  How ‘bout you?  You got a band in there?”  She turned and faced the camera.  

“I’m standing here with hot-to-trot Boston promoter Mekhi outside world-famous 

Lansdowne Street Music Hall.  Mekhi, come on, take your hand down so the people at 

home can see you!  Who is going to win tonight?” 

 

Mekhi saw himself the next morning on the office television with AIDS lacerations on 

his face standing in front of a rock club gurgling psychotic gibberish about “hot sounds” 

and “pumping after-parties.”  He leaned into Ginny’s ear, whispered “you look great 

girl,” then “Pistola’s playing tonight check them out,” and then “give a call.”  Ginny 

smiled and corrected her head.  Then Mekhi turned to the door and heard her talking 

about Pistola to the camera.  He pounded the doorman fifty and entered the club. 
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Tuesday night 

 

Inside was full.  They crammed to see Tyler and Ocasek in the flesh from a few feet.  The 

rock kids from Southie came because they felt ownership.  They knocked beer in huddles 

and talked about where they saw Steve drunk or where Ric used to mustang his car.  The 

punk kids from MIT came and plugged cigarettes and hung from their shoulders against 

the walls.  Later they would emerge to mosh in the pit.  Even the glamour girls from 

Emerson and BU arrived early.  They had one-flavored cocktails at the VIP rope, and 

Mekhi avoided that zone because that’s where the Tygers brothers would lurk.  

International kids toured the room in Sean John, shook hands one time, said “wassup,” 

and spoke Arabic fast.  The Jewish Springsteen fans came down from Worcester wearing 

Banana Republic mock crews with the Bon Jovi Catholics from Polytechnic who had on 

Ann Taylor and little gold crosses.  The girls from Stoneham and New Hampshire were 

obvious because they had big breasts with guts and were already laughing drunk because 

drinking on the way is cheaper.  The high school kids came to see the bands and 

disdained the crowd from the stairwells waiting to listen and battle-mosh. 

 

Mekhi hoofed it to the back.  He said hi to Zagreb, a Croatian pitbull 25 year-old at the 

bar, and then wassup to Nicole Souzi, a hottie from Nigeria.  Then he realized Nicole 

didn’t recognize his face and he didn’t pause to clarify. 

 

Pistola was in the rec room backstage chewing gum. 
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“Hi guys.” 

 

“Mekhi!”  Patrick bounced out of the felt la-z-boy and banged against a destroyed piano.  

Mekhi thought he’s not out of the band.  Charlie stared ahead in his Clark Kent glasses.  

He had already mounted his game face, a thousand-yard stare that evidently helped him 

concentrate.  Mekhi knew better than to talk to him directly.  One time he had talked to 

the other guys about Charlie’s missing cues and writing songs he didn’t write until 

Charlie blurted out fuck you.  Allen glanced at Mekhi to show he was in on some joke.  

Rupee looked persecuted. 

 

“Hey, Rupee.”  Rupee grabbed his bass and put it on his lap. 

 

“You fellas ready?  You ready, Allen?”  Allen said yes you got it.  “You got the 

playlist?”  Yes, and Mekhi went through each song again.  The equipment was there and 

the band had no broken fingers. 

 

“Hey, Mekhi?”  Patrick brought his face close and scrunched his nose.  “What happened 

to you?  Did you get into a car accident?” 

 

“Yeah, it was pretty bad, but I’m alright.  Did you know the history of this place?  

Aerosmith, the Cars, the Smashing Pumpkins all sat in here just like you guys.  Dylan.  

U2.  Joan Baez.”  The Mama Kin’s rec room was built for ten people but twenty-five 

were in it, all the bands and some hangers-on.  He said hey to Laurie Geltman and she 
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smiled and held a pen in her hand like a cigar.  All the bands were listening to him now.  

“Hi-Life sat here just a couple of years ago going to play for an empty on a Monday 

night.  Boston played here for drinks.  Look around guys.”  Allen craned to see the walls 

and ceiling.  Patrick gaped and Charlie’s eyes refocused.  The walls were black paint, 

posters, and graffiti.  The room smelled of piss, sex, and mildew.  Patrick stuck a red 

sparkle marker and tagged the piano.  “You guys are going to do great tonight.  You’ll 

clean it.” 

 

Gigi entered.  She had three more face piercings since last time.  She handed Mekhi a list.  

“Allen, you guys are up third.  Gigi will come get you.  The thing you want to do—

Patrick you’ve got roadies they’re good they’re from the show let them help you.  Rupee, 

remember that intensity on ‘Pavel’.  Make it visible.  I’m going to go work the crowd.  

Stay and hang.  Allen, Coke.  I’ll get you drunk after.  And stay away from the phatty 

blunt.”  One kid in the back in a blue down vest stuck a ceramic bong from his pocket 

and said “yoooooo!” 

 

Mekhi went to the bar, got a Coke, and stuck his back on the wall with his head down.  

He adjusted his feet in his shoes, put his hands to the sides, and clenched fists three times. 

 

Tug Houlan bundled onstage from left and turned off the music.  He picked up the mic 

made it screech and said “What’s up, Boston!” and a thousand people turned around.  

Tug—Mekhi thought his real name was Manny—was a full bear of a guy with dark hair 

even on the soft side of his arms.  He worked one week as a Mama Kin roadie in high 
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school two decades ago and walked up to the mic to introduce a band he loved on the first 

Saturday and the manager let him emcee every night since.  He was loud and 

enthusiastic, and everybody listened when he spoke.  The Tygers brothers kept him on 

when they grabbed the club because some fans came to see him.  He always wore an 

ailing forest green lumberjack button-down with the flaps open to show a white t-shirt 

printed with the cover of a Boston Magazine issue from 1998 that had a photograph of 

him and the headline “The World Wrestler of Rock.”  In the article Tug told the 

interviewer his familiar story about working in a Somerville icehouse when he was in 

junior high school breaking blocks for people’s ice boxes.  That was bullshit by ten years, 

though Mekhi figured his older brother had done it or his father.  The audience was 

perpetually afraid Tug would beat them up or think they were insufficiently hardcore and 

then beat them up.  He was forty and thinning on top so he scrunched his forehead to 

bring his hair forward, which made him look angrier and the crowd more uneasy. 

 

“I said what’s up, Boston!” 

 

“Hooray!  Yoooooo!  Wassuuuuuup!!!” the crowd roared back at him. 

 

“We have a huge show for you tonight.  The Battle of the Bands is under way and 

moving its unstoppable inexorable path to the weekend!” 

 

“Yoooooo!” 
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“Tonight Lansdowne Street Music Hall brings you six rockin’ bands in a multitalented 

show with a diversity of musical styles and arrangements.  Tonight we will hear 

Pleasantville…” 

 

“Yo!” 

 

“Mondo Taco!” 

 

“Yo!” 

 

“Pistola!” 

 

“Yo!” 

 

“The talented Laurie Geltman!” 

 

“Yo!” 

 

“Radioaktiv and 345!” 

 

“Yo!” 

 

“And C-60!” 
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“Yo!” 

 

“And tonight, coming back home for the first time in a long time, the huge, the colossal, 

the world-famous, Boston’s own Steve Tyler and Ric Ocasek!” 

 

“Yoooooo!  Wassuuuuuup!  Roooock!” 

 

The mosh pit was filling and one straightedge high school kid leapt-and-carried and the 

crowd said “yo!” 

 

“Without further ado, give a huge Lansdowne welcome to the boys from across the river, 

Pleasantville…!” 

 

The audience rocked and drew closer to the stage and the high school kid leapt-and-

carried again and now he had a following.  Pleasantville walked out in a roar and the bass 

player waved with his elbow in his gut.  The other guys plugged in their amps and moved 

half the speed of the roadies who set up and handed out guitars.  The drummer hit a few 

times and tested the bass.  The lead singer tried to look calm and went over to talk with 

the second guitar but they didn’t tell a joke or smile.  Mekhi wrote them off in eight 

seconds.  Only three bands would survive the night and they were loser, but this was so 

bad he winced for them and for Tyler and Ocasek watching it and for Boston for 

producing this as a Battle band and he thought should I be in Boston.  They had lost a 
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game crowd at championship psych in less than a minute.  He looked around.  Two rows 

at every bar were ordering new drinks which meant they had dropped attention.  

Someone should have told this amateur act that if the crowd is working harder than you 

to stay fired up you should pay them back their ticket for breach of contract. 

 

“Brrnnnnn!”  The lead guitar cored the amp and the audience yelled.  The vocalist 

launched Pleasantville into their best single with a throat yell followed by a screech from 

his six-string and then straight into a high-pitch punk bounce about rich people having all 

the fun.  He sang from the side of his mouth which would be cool if he developed it, and 

the single was saleable.  At least fifty people knew the words and rocked with their fists 

and elbows, and by two minutes another hundred rocked the hook which went “Help 

meee…I’m getting richer…I’m getting hotter...I’m get-ting biiitcher…Rich people fi-

gure…they should-n’t bo-ther….”  The bassist and drummer were in a different place, 

playing slowly for themselves.  The second guitar leapt all over the stage behind the 

vocalist to a rhythm that didn’t match the song and missed the first second of his vocals 

on the chorus every time.  Some planning had gone into their show—they were a heavy 

angry punk band but they kicked off with their one light punk pop song that played on 

Emerson radio—but they had solicited no advice and the frontman was too far out alone 

in quality.  Second guitar made MTV faces when he sang. 

 

They downhilled right after.  Drums and bass were more at home in the coarsepaper 

ploughing of rough and deadpan punk than they were in melody, but their noise and 

lyrics didn’t make anyone feel good and they didn’t get the crowd fired over their own 
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level of dancing in place.  When the high school kid leapt again he got a bigger crush 

than the band.  They huddled off the stage at the end of the songs and the crowd roared 

but they knew. 

 

Then Mondo Taco came on and did the same.  The Taco played rust belt American hard 

rock with salsa backbeat and guitar, a good idea that alienated both audiences because 

their playing and songs were too unfinished to make it sound intentional.  The crowd 

didn’t know whether to sway or bang their heads, and they didn’t learn any of the English 

or Spanish lyrics to the choruses by the end of their set.  The Sudbury kids in stonewash 

jeans and Skynnrd t-shirts tried to slam their necks and mouth the words but they 

couldn’t follow.  Mekhi plugged Advil and sucked Coke.  His right eye was screaming so 

much he knew he was crying and the tears were mixing with the gummy fluid coming out 

of the swell and loosening up a crust of blood.  Pistola would be much more put together 

than these guys but the audience was now twenty degrees colder.  He wiped his eye with 

the back of his hand and it stung but the pressure pushed out some fluid and the swelling 

went down.  He took an ice cube from his Coke and pressed the cut. 

 

Then Tug came on stage, they applauded Mondo Taco, and he called up Pistola.  Mekhi 

turned and scanned the reaction.  The crowd sent up a stadium yell and pushed forward 

into the stage.  He waited four seconds and Tug said it again “Pistooooooooolaaaa!” and 

the crowd crushed again.  Mekhi saw no high school kid.  He thought for sure Tyler and 

Ocasek would have to be seeing this and whoever else, managers, label guys.  Mekhi’s 

ice cube melted and he stuck another.  He turned back up and Pistola swung into position 
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with the roadies.  Allen strode across from right with his guitar slung like an M-16 and 

gave love to Tug.  Patrick waved to the back rows and hit the drums and forty girls 

screamed his name.  Rupee God bless him stood leaning forward on the balls of his feet, 

plugged in waiting to assassinate the first chord.  Charlie, opposite on left at mic two, 

broke out his hand over his head ready to lean backwards and play the entire set at 45° to 

the earth. 

 

The crowd screamed again. 

 

Allen did the 1-2, 1-2-3-4 and raked into “The Things that Do Not Matter” at twice 

tempo.  This was maybe their best-known song.  The crowd pressed into the stage with 

their hands up and squeezed Mekhi into the wall from the side.  Allen had never seen a 

crowd this size jam towards him, and he jumped backwards.  Then he saw that security 

was holding the fans and he returned.  The audience crushed again and yelled with him 

“it’s just a matter of the things that do not matter,” and they pushed the band through the 

first verse with their fists.  Mekhi counted four kids leap-and-carry off the stage in the 

first minute and another four in the mosh pit climb-and-carry.  The bars emptied out two 

feet deep and the hardcore kids in the balcony leaned over the metal rail from the waist 

and flailed.  Charlie leaned back 45° with his left leg out, pointed his face at the ceiling, 

and stuck his strings with three-foot arm wheels.  The veins in his arms were terrific and 

they engorged with blood and bulged over the muscles.  Patrick jumped out of his seat 

every time he smashed the snare and moved his head in circles like he was drowning and 

the girls thought he was helpless and screamed his name.  Rupee bulged his eyes and 
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punished the baseline notes.  Allen brought his height over the mic and drew his 

shoulders and elbows back so the stand hung from his mouth.  He sang low—Mekhi 

thought under his voice, work on this—but kept the volume big enough to carry the notes 

over the speakers.  They mixed the levels correctly.  The vocals were audible.  Charlie 

sang the backup “Bop bop bop bop” in high range when Allen sang “I’m calling myself 

today…I’m calling in sick…rig me a backbone ‘cause I’m about to collapse” and the 

Worcester girls and Emerson Steve Madden ones sang “bop bop bop” with him. 

 

“Things” was Pistola’s most radio-friendly single.  The list of their Top Seven Radio 

Friendly Singles top to bottom was 1. “Things”, 2. “Pavel”, 3. “Into the Wrong Hands”, 

4. “Flophouse”, 5. “Pinkshirt”, 6. “Maladjusted”, and 7. “40 Days”, except if it was a 

hard punk alternative station so 40 Days was number two and Pinkshirt was number 

three.  Things started nude with under-pressure vocals and a flicking bass chord then 

brought in first guitar for an emphasis chord then delivered immediately with rapid snare 

and deep thunking bass drum.  Second guitar came in with the drums and drove the 

vocals up and down the range.  The song held onto the snare beat for the remaining two 

minutes forty-five.  In the last forty seconds, Allen and Charlie gave it straight to the 

hardcore fan base with a whirling no-vocals guitar flurry, during which they did a mock-

choreographed side-to-side head bob with their eyes and mouths wide open to show they 

were making fun of bubble gum dance numbers.  The crowd bought it and pumped their 

arms up and down.  The band closed with a three-times refrain of the chorus “This 

chitter-chatter make me dumb…doesn’t matter…this chitter-chatter make me dumb!”  

They shut down their instruments all at once, as rehearsed, and froze in place to signal 
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applause.  The girls shrieked instantaneously, and the guys said “yo!”  The front row 

reached out towards the stage to touch them. 

 

Allen held the mic again and said, full voice, “Hello we are Pistola.”  Mekhi thought 

good but add an exclamation point.  The crowd roared again, and Allen broke out a foot-

long smile, which the Stoneham and Emerson girls both thought was credibly hot.  

Patrick tapped the snare into a light blaze to keep the crowd up, and Allen said “Thanks, 

the next song is called ‘Pavel’.”  Pistola had already communicated with the audience a 

hundred times more than the previous two bands combined.  Mekhi now knew they were 

winner tonight but the goal was to stoke the judges to create unfair advantage in the next 

round.   

 

‘Pavel’ started out like a stadium event.  Charlie tripped his guitar up in the high key, 

then Patrick came in right away with his snare.  Allen kept nearly still in front of his mic, 

swaying his chin only inches.  Rupee put one foot out in front of him and bent his knee to 

balance against his initial leap.  The audience craned their necks to see where Patrick’s 

heavy bass and drums were going to come in, and what beat the song would carry for 

dancing.  Twenty seconds later Patrick gave them the drum line, and the guys twisted 

their heads and the girls swayed their hips. 

 

Then Allen and Charlie unleashed the lyrics by shouting “Pave-ee-eel!!  Pave-ee-eel, you 

keep it in a she-ee-eell!”  Charlie leaned back towards the stage to introduce his loud low 

chords, and Allen charged ahead with a high double-bend lick under the lyrics “you can’t 
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seem to tell…why you keep it in a shell.”  Rupee leapt vertically into the air and came 

back down into his first tear of sixteenth notes, then he wrangled the neck of his 

instrument and lunged shoulders towards the audience.  Mekhi pressed ice again and eyed 

the crowd.  They crushed and flailed once more, and the kids in the balcony looked like 

they were losing oxygen.  The mosh pit was in continual climb-and-carry.  Two punk 

fans at the side of the stage squeezed past security and leapt next to Allen, who raised his 

fist in rock salute and made the club crush again.  The lyrics to ‘Pavel’ were 

straightforward, and the crowd learned every word before they hit the first chorus.  The 

band stretched a full-beat pause before every time they yelled “Pave-ee-eel!!”, so the 

audience could join, and each time more people yelled with them.  The side bars emptied 

completely, even though the rock kids from Southie had already spilled their beers on 

themselves and the fraternity preps in the middle of the floor. 

 

The song climaxed with another roar of “Pave-ee-eel!!”, this time with the entire club 

rocking the words, and then sunsetted the way it came in, on high key guitar and snare. 

 

Next was “Into the Wrong Hands,” the closest thing to either Weezer or the Beach Boys 

in Pistola’s repertoire.  It was a crowd pleaser for girls, telling a story of a guy who gets 

“pepper-and-salted to death” by hoochies and then remembers his ex.  The arrangement 

focused on Allen’s vocals and featured a guitar solo from Charlie.  Mekhi thought it was 

a good way to demonstrate the band’s range.  It was also their most polished stage song, 

and Pistola always smiled broadly and looked like they were having a good time playing 
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it.  The harder kids in the club didn’t mind.  They were already wound up, and they 

picked up on the rat-a-tat guitars to slam double-time. 

 

The girls in the crowd who knew the track shrieked and jumped in place.  Allen led them 

through the words “I never erase…the words from your face…until I fall…into the 

wrong hands….”  Patrick bobbed his head at the back of the stage and sang up towards 

the ceiling with his tongue sticking out, and forty girls screamed his name.  Charlie 

whipped an early riff, and he and Allen smiled at each other and then looked back at the 

crowd. 

 

Allen led the band into the second verse with faster rat-a-tat guitar and a higher-pitch 

vocal.  Then Mekhi heard the strings clacking on the guitars and bass.  The sound cut out 

on the speakers and amps.  No noise came from the stage except from Patrick who 

couldn’t hear the change and kept smashing his drums.  Allen stopped strumming and 

looked headlights.  He roved his eyes left, then right, then back of the room and up close.  

Charlie rose up from 45° and cocked his ear skyward then toed his amp levels.  Rupee 

looked like a lion would eat him and spun his bass and fingered the sockets to see if he 

was still plugged in.  The crowd stopped for a second to listen if the music was really off.  

Then one roadie ran across the stage one way and another one ran across the other way.  

Allen picked his string and nothing came out.  Mekhi stepped out from the wall.  The 

crowd milled and he heard them swear.  He raised his left hand high.  “Allen!”  His lips 

burst and stung.  Allen swung his head downstage and peered into close rows against the 

lights.  “Allen!  Allen!  Look left!”  Allen saw him.  “Smile!”  Then he gestured fingers 
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“smile.”  Allen smiled at him, then he understood and smiled at the back of the room.  

Four more seconds and the straightedge high school kid jumped stage, posed muscles, 

and leapt-and-carried and the crowd yelled. 

 

The speakers screeched and whomped bass.  Then Allen picked a string and it made 

sound like normal.  He looked at Mekhi.  He gestured to keep going and Allen did 1-2-3-

4.  Pistola picked and drove forward from the start of the chorus.  The crowd turned back, 

jumped on the floor, and crushed at the balcony.  Mekhi gestured fingers again and Allen 

bared his teeth and the girls yelled “whooo.” 

 

Mekhi backed the wall again, tongued his lip, and closed his eyes to stem the throb.  He 

had yelled and shown himself near the lights at the front of the room.  Now the whole 

Tygers crew would leap on him from the stairwell and massacre him under trenchcoats 

with no one in the house wise.  He decided it is time to leave.  Go through the mosh pit, 

stay low and public to the other side bar with the Arab kids, they were dressed like him.  

Then walk along the bar through the Dockers Sam Adams salesmen and out the front 

door. 

 

Mekhi crouched and moved into the back of the mosh pit.  A high school kid flailed and 

decked him elbows in the temple because he was decking everyone elbows in the temple.  

He closed his eyes and moved faster.  Pistola had thirty more seconds to play then the 

moshing would stop.  Mekhi reached a fat guy, three-buck-something with a goatee, who 

mouthed the words to a metal song in his head and knocked it in syncopated rhythm with 
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his elbows and hands.  The goatee made up the whole backside of the pit for five feet 

across.  Mekhi edged behind him.  Then the goatee leapt from his hind legs with his arms 

up into the scrum and eight people collapsed under him.  Mekhi saw the hole in the 

crowd and ducked through it.  He reached the side bar and said “keefic” thumb and pinky 

to the international kids.  Pistola’s song ended, the crowd crushed, and Tug emerged to 

interlude.  Seventy-five people barned the side bar and Mekhi made way alongside 

pretending to talk to friends as he went.  Now it was forty feet to the front door and he 

turned and walked hands pockets straight towards it.  He spotted two large men muscling 

their way through the crowd behind him.  He picked pace, hit the gates, and was out into 

the street. 
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Wednesday 

 

“Pistola, C-60, and Laurie Geltman advance to the next round.  Off-the-wall moment last 

night.  The power cut out during Pistola’s set.  A tense minute there.” 

 

“There was almost a riot, Elephant-Man.” 

 

“A riot!  Everything turned out all good.  Pistola finished up in bangin’ form.” 

 

Mekhi hopped his car and entered the AdapTrade office at 7:45.  Harriet stood with the 

CEO’s assistant Pravda in the kitchen, brewing something.  He waved hello, tucked his 

chin to his chest to examine papers, and walked to his desk.  They followed.  Mekhi took 

off his coat and emptied the Dunkin Donuts change.   

 

Harriet slammed into him huge breasts.  “Why do you put your coins in the pencil box?” 

 

“I’m saving up for a jet.” 

 

“Oh my God, Michael!  What happened?  Did you get into another fight?  Are you 

alright?”  Harriet covered her mouth with her hands.  Pravda slid around her and agreed 

“Oh my God.”  Pravda spoke in an East European accent.  She and her sister were the 

off-the-boat diversity of Malden.  “No, this is bad, Mr. Bessel.  Have you seen a doctor?”  

She sat on Mekhi’s desk and took off his starter cap.  He stared straight ahead and then 
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saw her leg in front of him.  He believed Pravda was a refugee from Bosnia, and the CEO 

thought that hiring her and spending the company’s money on her H1B would lead to 

sex.  “What did you do, Mr. Bessel?  Can we do something for you?” she asked. 

 

“Call him Michael.  Everybody calls him Michael,” Harriet said. 

 

“Do you prefer it?”  Pravda asked. 

 

“That’s fine.  Michael’s fine.”  He thanked them for their attention and said there was 

labor to be done and God forbid the upstairs management think he wasn’t working.  They 

laughed, offered bagels, and left. 

 

Allen and Charlie had called Mekhi after the show last night.  Mekhi told them he had to 

get up early for meetings so he had to duck during their set.  They were jubilant.  The 

audience reaction was strong.  “Man, that was so much fun!  What an awesome crowd!  

Did you see it, Mek?”  Mekhi scrunched his eyebrows.  “How’s Patrick?  Where’s 

Patrick and Rupee?” 

 

“They’re here, man.  Everything’s all good.”  They were roaring over the midnight street 

jam in the background as the club disgorged fans. 

 

“How was C-60?” 
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“Pretty not bad, actually.  I like their second song.  I couldn’t quite hear the vocals, 

though.  They closed.” 

 

“Alright, so we’re on for Saturday.  Good work, fellas.  You cleaned it.” 

 

“Mekhi, did you see it when the power cut out?  That roughed me hard!  I was so scared.  

Charlie thought the phatty blunt had screwed us over.”  Mekhi felt his eyebrows relax.  “I 

thought we’d flatlined for sure.” 

 

Tina called him, too. 

 

“Where’s Charlie,” he asked her. 

 

“He’s in the bedroom, fast asleep.  I think he’s feeling good.” 

 

“Congratulations.” 

 

“I wore a tube top.” 

 

Mekhi turned on the flex-o-bed lamp and saw 2 a.m..  He winced from the stretch and the 

100 watts, and then from closing his eyes again.  “Wassup, Tina?” 

 

“Nothing’s up.” 
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Mekhi read blitz.  He sat up in bed.  “Good show tonight, definitely.  Glad you came, 

Tina.  The guys put up the hits, and the crowd ate it.  They’ll have a good show Saturday 

and we’ll get to the semifinals for sure.  Did you have a coupla drinks?  Hot crowd 

tonight.  What time is it?  Woah, Tina, 2 a.m..  I think I might drop off and let you go.  

I’ve got an early day.” 

 

“I saw you run out of the club.  Were those guys chasing you?”  Mekhi thought he heard 

a yaw in her voice, a new sound, way down the back of her throat. 

 

“Tina, I gotta bust.  Let’s catch up soon.” 

 

“Do Charlie and Allen know you’re in saag?  It didn’t seem that way tonight.  Do they 

know?”  Then he clicked off. 

 

Pravda brought a bagel and two plastic knives in case one snapped.  Mekhi closed the 

office door and dialed. 

 

Tug Houlan answered immediately.  “Hello?”  Mekhi wondered why Tug was always at 

his desk at the Lansdowne Music Hall at 8:30 in the morning.  What did he do at that 

desk? 
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They discussed the show, and Tug asked how is business.  He also said March is slow as 

shit but thank God for Tyler and Ocasek.  Then Mekhi said “Tug, what happened last 

night?” 

  

“What do you mean?” 

 

“The power outed.” 

 

“It got fixed.  Oh, yeah, Mekhi, I meant to tell you, sorry about that.  But it got fixed 

right?” 

 

“Did you hear the amps got pulled?” 

 

“No, no, no.  Someone must have tripped.  It won’t happen again.  Good show, Mekhi.  

You’re coming back on Saturday, right?” 

 

“Did you know that once happened to Tip O’Neill when he was giving a speech for the 

police union?  Sound went out right there in the middle of the speech.” 

 

“No kidding.”  Mekhi heard Tug stop creaking his desk chair. 

 

“He was giving a speech over at the Hynes Convention Center during the Big Dig thing 

‘cause the cops – d’you remember – the cops wanted compensation to work the overtime 
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in the hard hat zone, and Tip O’Neill said right then and there on the spot he was going to 

put it in the law in Congress so that the developers had to pay for the cops for the 

overtime.” 

 

“I bet they didn’t want to pay for that.  I bet they were pumped when the speakers cut out.  

Yeah, sorry about that.” 

 

“No problem.  You don’t think Dan or Swap would pull out the plugs or maybe tell 

Typee or someone to do it?  Because you know they could make a lot of money if C-60 

won the whole Battle.” 

 

“No, no, no, man, not in my club.” 

 

Then Mekhi dialed Jeff Katz at the Boston Phoenix.  “Candy Girl” by New Edition was 

playing in the background at his office. 

 

“Good show, huh, Jeff.  Laurie Geltman is good.” 

 

“Really?  I thought she was off a little.”  Katz had a semi-permanent sinus infection, so 

he had to suck mucus from his nose and cough it up mouth every time he spoke.  People 

disliked giving him interviews over the phone.  But every word he wrote down was 

published and read, unedited.  “Hot night, though.  I hear there was even a Whitey Bulger 

sighting.” 
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“No kidding, like in the club?” 

 

“That’s what I hear.  A possible bona fide surfacing.  Too bad the power went off during 

Pistola, Mekhi.  I thought I saw you leave early, during Pistola or something, kind of 

fast.” 

 

“I want to call one in, Jeff.  I want to get Pistola some coverage this week.  This is their 

break.” 

 

“Right.” 

 

“I’m thinking about a band profile, or a better something.  They’ve got a really broad 

appeal in their sound, and they’re polished.  I want to get this across.” 

 

“A profile is lame.  I can see something on the broad appeal, though, that’s true.  You 

don’t want a profile.” 

 

“I’m doing an after-party on Saturday for the band.  It’s going to be crazy, off the hook.  

Let it out on the d.l..  There will be all kinds of people.” 

 

“I’ll think about it and call you back.  We can set up an interview?” 
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“Alright.  But you go to press tomorrow night, so we can’t do the interview at the party, 

right?  But let it out on the d.l..  You’re going to love it.” 

 

“Where are you doing it?” 

 

“Charles Hotel Apartments, 806.” 

 

“His Royal Flyness.” 

 

“Yes, you got it.” 

 

“I’ll think about the shape of the article and come back.” 

 

“Fine bonitas Saturday.  Hey, man, do you think there is any truth to the idea that the 

Tygers brothers cut out the power for the Pistola show?” 

 

“Say it again?” 

 

“I don’t know.  I just keep hearing that they cut it out to trip up the band.  Because 

Cobalt-60 and Pistola sound so much alike and they don’t want to get…it’s probably 

bogus.  Definitely bogus.” 

 

“It had occurred to me.”  Katz sucked mucus. 
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“I mean, I don’t –” 

 

“For sure the Tygers brothers don’t have much love for you, Mekhi.” 

 

“Hey, that’s not true!  We get along fine.” 

 

“And they manage C-60.” 

 

“Interesting.” 

 

“I think I’ll talk to my editor.  The Tygers brothers know Tyler to begin with.  I wonder 

who would know what happened for sure.  You didn’t see anything.” 

 

“No, definitely not.  But I bet you Tug Houlan would have an opinion.  He runs 

everything down there.” 

 

Mekhi had volunteered the apartment of Pakoor Al-Assis, His Royal Flyness, a 21 year-

old senior at Harvard who was the eldest son of a Pakistani-American family that made 

money at JP Morgan.  Pakoor had vicious breath and social diseases.  His parents had 

barred him from having friends or leaving his Manhattan home in high school, so at 

college he deployed a bottomless expense account to rake lost time.  His Charles Hotel 

pad – a duplex featuring floor-to-ceiling bays eight floors above the river – was part of a 
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scheme to meet girls, but his breath and hardwiring had prevented even a single kiss since 

he had arrived for freshman week.  He remained undeterred, however.  Mekhi was now 

his only conduit to attractive women, and Pakoor gladly footed the bill for anything that 

could get him up to bat. 

 

The money wasn’t the point.  Mekhi would collect gate same as always.  The point was 

safety.  The apartment was private property under the exclusive control of Mekhi, the 

building management, and Pakoor.  There was less danger that the Tygers brothers could 

manifest, bust down the doors, and uzi the crowd.  Mekhi planned on hiring an off-duty 

uniform in case, and at someone else’s spot in Boston it was a dice roll on which cop 

would come and who else was paying him. 

 

Mekhi dialed Ginny. 

 

“Hello?”  Ginny flash-corrected her head even over wireless. 

 

“Hi, Ginny, it’s Mekhi.” 

 

“Hi, Mekhi!  World-famous promoter Mekhi!  Guess what?” then she said wedding cake 

and invitations and the bridal shower. 

 

“What lingerie are you wearing?” 
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“Stop it!  You’re so funny!”  Ginny pealed and flash-corrected again.  He heard her turn a 

corner in her car, sharp.  Mekhi wondered if he would cause an accident. 

 

“Listen, bonita, did you hear that Dan Tygers unplugged Pistola during their set?” 

 

“No.  Did you?” 

 

“No, Ginny, I’m making it up.  Can you keep a secret.” 

 

“Oooh, I’m good at secrets!” 

 

“You can’t tell anyone I told you.” 

 

“Promise!  Promise!”  Double flash-correction, peal. 

 

“One of my guys in the band saw it happen.” 

 

“Really?” 

 

“No, I’m making it up.  But listen, he’s afraid that if someone finds out, he might get beat 

up or something.” 

 

“Oh my God.” 
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“But I can’t tell why Dan Tygers would want to do that.” 

 

“That’s so screwy.” 

 

“Listen, are you curious about this?” 

 

“Uh-huh.” 

 

“You know everybody.  Can you ask around for me just see what beef the brothers have 

with Pistola?” 

 

“Oh, yeah, I can do that.  Some sleuth work?” 

 

“I’ll take you to J.P. Licks for full-fat ice cream.” 

 

Steve Lessland the VP of Sales knocked and entered at 8:45.  “Hey, man, Mike, I heard…  

Man!  Pow!  No kiddin’.  You get into another brawl?  They’ve got you on the run or 

what?”  He pealed and sat down in a chair.  Then he huddled forward elbows knees.  

Mekhi leaned back and crossed his legs, which sent a searing shot to somewhere in his 

lower back.  “What happened?” 

 

“I slipped on a bar of soap.” 
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“That bad?  It looks like you slipped on Whitey Bulger.”  Mekhi didn’t say anything.  

“Have you seen a doctor?  Have you gone to the hospital?”  Mekhi grimaced.  “You look 

like you’re in pain, man.  Listen, Bessel, if there’s something going on…just as a friend 

now.  You gambling?  You owe someone money?  Are you gambling?” 

 

“Thanks, Steve.”  Mekhi took his leg off and put his foot back on the floor.  “It’s a little 

personal.” 

 

“I understand that.  Just let me know if something.  I can cover stuff for a while.  Are you 

up to making calls?  We can put you back in meetings soon, but I think you should get 

into a hospital maybe.  If it is gambling or money, please, Bessel, Jesus.  Be smart.  I 

might get our friend in biz dev to help out with some of the flyout in the next two weeks, 

and we have face-to-face in town, too, so I think we can swing that with him, he seems 

game.” 

 

“Steve, he’s got holes in his nose.”  Steve pealed and said I know.  “The ripe accounts are 

not expecting him, man.  They’re expecting me, someone young.  They know you, you 

should go.  He can seriously piledrive three ripe sales in the next two weeks.  You don’t 

think he can advance, do you?  We have to advance.” 
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“I’ll go along, definitely for the ripe accounts to close, for sure.  But I’m in Texas after 

and we have to advance with your other leads.  You’ve gotta call and tell them you can’t 

swing into town.  We’ll get biz dev to go.  He can keep ‘em warm for you.” 
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Wednesday afternoon 

 

“Ric Ocasek, good to have you back on the show, great to see you back in Boston!” 

 

“Thanks, Elephant-Man.  You know I love your station.  You know I love your show.” 

 

“No kidding.  Did you hear that, Danny?” 

 

“I heard that, Elephant-Man, and I hear that.” 

 

“Yeah, my kid pulls it up on the Internet, and I listen to it wherever I am.” 

 

“So cool.  Great shows this week.  Long sets start tomorrow, Friday, and continue 

Saturday in a pared-down two-day melee round.  Both shows will be at the Middle East 

in Cambridge.  Ric, how do you like judging?” 

 

“It’s nerve-wracking.  It’s worse than getting up on stage the first time.  The bands have 

been really good.  But at the end of the day you’ve got to pick the ones that win and the 

ones that don’t advance to the next round.” 

 

Mekhi fumbled right hand for a Marlboro.  Then he slowed into the left lane of Route 

128.  Rush hour clogged the exit 30 approach.  His fingers stretched to close around the 

pack, and he breathed twice and then coughed into the bandage on his hand.  He closed 
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his eyes.  Take a second to steady, he thought.  Then he felt air time in his head, a light 

pulsing like hangover and then a dispersion of blood and concentration.  The Toyota 

Landcruiser behind him honked and he rolled up fifty feet.  Then he felt the crack of his 

lips with his tongue and tossed the Marlboro out the window. 

 

Mekhi put paper on the dash.  He had forty-five minutes to reach Dr. Saint-Armand: up 

Concord Ave, over to Garden Street, left on Chauncy, through to Everett.  He could park 

probably four blocks max from the office or in the lot outside Shaw’s supermarket. 

 

List of Pistola to Do for Saturday: 

 

1. “Peeestolaaa!!!”  Allen 

2. Allen opens throat more 

3. Confirm levels, vocals good Tues. 

4. Patrick is on time 

5. I’m on time 

 

Traffic inched.  Mekhi looked out his right window.  The guy from Accenture in 

alternative-colored suspenders was sitting next to him in his BMW 323i.  He was peering 

out of his car, directly into the Saab.  He leaned into the window, and Mekhi sensed he 

was trying to examine his gashes up close.  He had a decent face, not a liar, with the neck 

of a man used to concentration and detail.  Then he saw Mekhi looking back at him and 

he withdrew and nodded at him with his mouth closed.  Mekhi nodded back.  The guy 
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touched his tie at the knot, and he started to smile.  Then the Landcruiser honked, the 

traffic loosened at exit 30, and they separated. 

 

Mekhi parked and clacked pavement to the doctor’s office.  He greeted the receptionist 

and she looked at his face and touched her lips and cheekbones.  She was a Southerner 

with a platinum Ladybird Johnson bob-and-swoosh.  Dr. Emil Saint-Armand was from 

North Carolina, and that was the basis of his hiring.  He had moved to Boston forty years 

ago and still rasped with thick Colonel Sanders GOP brisket flavor. 

 

“Looka here, son.  You been wrastling with the prison guards again?  You know you 

cain’t whoop ‘em they got wooden billy persuaders and what you got?  They’ll pound 

you every time.”  He hooked his thumbs in his belt for a better look.  He was reedy and 

six feet, with dilapidated muscle tone and delicate fingers, a tall mint julep.  “Nurse!  

Nurse!  Come in here and look at this man.  A fine young man.  Meet Miss Mary Kay 

Black.  Now what do you suppose kind of car accident caused this hoopla?  Have you 

ever seen anything like that?”  She said no.  Mekhi finished unbuttoning his shirt and 

then she covered her mouth with both hands.  “This brave nice young man is doing a 

martial waltz around town at full cropduster throttle, like this, strictly in the interest of 

medical science, Miss Mary Kay, because doctors have long wanted to know how 

foolishness can both kill a man and diminish his pain in the same week.  You can go.” 

 

Mekhi looked at him. 
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“Who did this?  A car accident, right.  That would explain the classic air bag impact 

craters all over your back.”  He sat down and unhooked his thumbs.  His crossed his legs 

so tight it looked like there wasn’t meat on them.  “How can I make this plain, Michael?  

I think you could die.  You have to go to a hospital.” 

 

“I passed out in the car on the way here.”  Mekhi felt his eyes sting. 

 

“What color is your urine?” 

 

“It’s dark.  It’s been dark, and now it’s sometimes light and dark.” 

 

“When did this happen?” 

 

“A few days.  But a few days, and then a couple of days.  I don’t remember perfectly.” 

 

“Let me get you to a hospital.” 

 

“How long would I have to stay there?” 

 

“Two weeks.  Michael, why are we talking about this?  What the hell is so important?” 

 

Mekhi’s eyes stung fully now.  “I have to go.” 
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Thursday 

 

Thursday was express.  Hub nightlife stood in limbo awaiting the next stage of the Battle.  

The radio blared the “coming-ups” of the competition, highlighting every huge prize 

available to the winning band.  Daytime djs listed the labels sending reps to town to 

watch the remaining rounds.  There were nine majors and at least fifty independent ones.  

They said an additional hundred professional band managers and promoters were arriving 

in the next forty-eight hours.  Four talk-jockeys used the same police presence joke, 

suggesting that so many power rock people in one place deserved helicopters and metal 

detection.  Elephant-Man called it “the real Slamdance Festival,” and the afternoon 

competition on 104.1 called it “the Sunrock Industry Conference.”  Tyler and Ocasek did 

drops and full interviews in heavy rotation. 

 

Mekhi had fallen asleep early.  When he got home he saw that the Merry Maids had 

cleaned all the blood in his apartment off the walls, doorknobs, and floors, and he knew 

he wasn’t paying anyone enough.  He had expected everything to smell hostile by the 

time he returned, but instead the whole program was pine-scented.  He crashed hard, 

relieved and stinging in his eyes, and he woke up this morning thinking he felt somehow 

healthier and more awake.  He showered, dried, and dressed in the navy Armani ribbed 

suit, Armani top-to-bottom 100% cotton check button-down, red tie full Windsor, and 

unbroken bright tan Allen Edmonds that would rub his heels too much by the end of the 

day.  His Sanyo cell was fully charged, and he turned the ringer on Highest With Vibrate 

to make sure.  Looking in the mirror he decided no hat. 
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He arrived at the office at 8 a.m. and horned with pending accounts.  Steve waved 

through the window around noon but was phoning at his own desk, so they didn’t talk 

except for a conference call with Texas.  The business development guy said “Friedrich!” 

three times between morning and afternoon but each time there was a funny political 

story about Michael Dukakis and no mention of bar fights or client contact.  Harriet came 

in to inspect and slam huge breasts.  She reported “he looks a little better” and Mekhi 

counted the seconds till the information reached western Massachusetts.  Pravda hung at 

the doorframe with one leg crossing the other.  The fat alcoholic CEO was off-campus all 

day. 

 

Mekhi got two calls.  The first was from Ginny.  The second was from Tina. 

 

“Hi, Mekhi!  Ow!” 

 

“What happened, Ginny?” 

 

“I hit my head with my phone!  Ooh!  I talked to a whole bunch of people.  Guess what?” 

 

“What?” 

 

“Guess!” 
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“Funny, sweetness.  What happened?” 

 

“So everybody seems to be talking about the music getting cut off during Pistola.  I’ve 

talked to like a million people, and they all know about it.” 

 

“Really.  Did –” 

 

“And you know what else?  Like half of them say it’s because someone ripped out the 

plugs for the speakers.  Can you believe that?” 

 

“What about did they see the Tygers brothers do it or someone?” 

 

“One girl said she heard it was a bartender at Mama Kin’s.  And a waitress who works 

there—d’you know Michelle with red hair who works on the second floor?  I know her 

from Lesley—she said she saw Tug do it or something.  But I think she’s an idiot.” 

 

“No one saw the Tygers brothers do it.” 

 

“No, but I asked everyone that.”  Good work, girl. 

 

Mekhi said after-party and they clicked off. 
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Tina called during the Texas conference and left a message.  “Mekhi, it’s Tina.  We need 

to talk.  It’s about Patrick.  Call me on my cell and let’s find a time to get together.  It’s 

about Patrick.”  He looked at the ceiling, read blitz and ulcer, and elected not to return 

serve. 

 

Mekhi did not hear from Jeff Katz at the Phoenix.  He decided on balance take it as a 

good sign.  That meant no interview with Pistola for tomorrow’s edition.  But it also 

meant probably he was running with a piece on unplugging the amps.  What kind of 

information had he gotten?  Or maybe he was writing on the broad appeal of Pistola—for 

sure Katz had never needed an interview to do anything like that. 
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Friday 

 

“Good Morning, Boston!  This is the Friday Morning Zoo with Elephant-Man and Danny 

on 95.3-The BOX, Boston’s Critical Hit Rock.  Gotta feel like the Gossip Guy this a.m., 

Danny.  I’m looking at the column of veteran rock journalist Jeff Katz in today’s 

spanking new edition of the Boston Phoenix.  He reports on the sudden power outage 

during Pistola’s Wednesday set.  He says in his column he has turned up evidence that 

foul play was involved, and that fingers are pointing to the mighty, mighty Tygers 

brothers as the responsible villains—you know them, Danny, Dan and Swap Tygers own 

the Lansdowne Street Music Hall as well as many other nightspots in town—they’re big-

time guys.  And he says in the article that the Tygers brothers did this because of a beef 

they have with Pistola’s promoter and manager, a young guy named Mekhi—fairly well 

known guy around the Boston club scene—always wearing a black leather jacket with the 

collar up.  Apparently, these guys have some kind of longstanding beef–” 

 

“ – a beef over what, Elephant-Man?” 

 

“ – over some crazy underworld nightlife stuff.  I don’t know that world.  Those people 

are crazy.  Katz’s article says it’s over money, but he also says that it might be over a 

girl.  Who knows?  Could be drugs.” 

 

Mekhi blasted eyes and sat up.  He gripped his stomach but did not feel the bruising.  

Then he swung his feet and floored them. 
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“Katz reports that Mekhi was seen the other day outside Mama Kin.  The Tygers brothers 

own Mama Kin, as you know.  Katz writes that Mekhi was spotted outside the club with a 

crew of—get this, Danny, ‘henchmen!’ henchmen! henchmen, what is this, Sarajevo?—

‘wearing puffy jackets and trenchcoats’?  Who is this guy Mekhi, anyway?  The O.G.?  

Have you ever met him?” 

 

“I think I have.  The word is for sure I’ve been to one of his shows.  Jeff Katz writes that 

he does good business, and he lists a couple of Mekhi’s shows I’ve seen.” 

 

“Personally, I’ve never met the guy, but I’ve heard his name.  Boy, this must be some 

beef for them to take it out on his band.  Pistola’s a good band, too.” 

 

Mekhi didn’t know if the part about the power outage was true.  It hadn’t started as true.  

It had gone from a lie, his lie—no one in the world knew what happened unless someone 

saw it—to a rumor to a whole different news column some time since last night.  He 

looked at his feet and considered maybe Katz’s version was accurate.  Maybe he found 

out something.  Then why spec a motive in the article?  And what the hell was this about 

his having a crew? 

 

Katz had screwed him by not calling him back.  He had flipped the script.  Mekhi’s early 

warning sonar had failed.  He had gotten no buzzing feeling in his gut, no instinct pickup 

from years of selling software and tickets and t-shirts to lifeless middle managers who on 
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a dime and a lap dance would switch suppliers by not returning phone calls.  Mekhi 

counted how many times he had not seen it coming in ten years of handshakes and 

signatures.  It was small.  Then he counted how many minutes till the brothers heard the 

story.  Even smaller.  Then he thought how bad is it that I am the story and not Pistola.  

He listed the ways and tapped his pencil when he reached the teens.  Then he grabbed his 

Sanyo from the shelf and shut it off.  He felt the bruising on his stomach now, and when 

he put his head on his knees the lacerations on his legs burned like hot flowers.  Then he 

cried.  Mekhi heaved up and down and cried, and he did not look at anything except his 

feet through a crack between his knees. 
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Friday, later 

 

Mekhi walked into the office at 9:15.  He had looked out the curtains of his apartment 

windows for twenty minutes before leaving, and he had walked five blocks in the wrong 

direction to approach his car from behind. 

 

He closed the door of his office and sat.  Then for almost two hours he alternately put the 

phone to his ear and put it back in its cradle.  Twice he pretended to be typing.  When 

someone tapped on his window he held his hand up and smiled.  But the whole time he 

looked at the whitewash wall. 

 

The CEO got in at 11:00.  Pravda and Harriet opened Mekhi’s door and said the CEO 

wants to see you.  Mekhi got two coffees and ten small heavy cream packets.  He entered 

the CEO’s office. 

 

“Why hello there, Michael.  Oh, good idea, is one of those coffees for me?  Excellent.  

Are you planning on using any of that cream?  Well, if not, heh heh.  Some people prefer 

milk or skim milk, but I find big guys such as me like cream.  People such as me of 

Scots-Irish descent have long life expectancy on a diet that is bad for most other people.  

Cheers.” 

 

Mekhi watched the CEO drink coffee. 
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“Well, I hope you’re feeling alright.  It sounds as if you might have some personal stuff 

keeping you busy.  That’s no problem.”  The CEO gesticulated with his hands to show no 

problem.  “We all get busy from time to time.  As you might have noticed, I haven’t been 

coming into the office every day, and sometimes I come in a little late.  That’s because I 

have business meetings, and because I live up in Portsmouth, and the snow 

sometimes….”  He gulped his coffee. 

 

“So it seems that our Director of Business Development will be taking over some of the 

workload while you heal up.  He’s done sales in the past before, and –”  

 

“How long have you known him?” 

 

“What?” 

 

“How long have you been friends.” 

 

“We played basketball together at St. Joseph’s high school.  Oh yes, we go way back, and 

I can tell you for sure he knows how to sell.”  Mekhi looked into the CEO’s eyes.  They 

darted around.  “So I thought I’d just ask you to come in here this morning so I could let 

you know I vouch for him and his sales ability myself.  People such as me with 

experience know good salesmen.  I’m sure he’ll do a good job.” 

 

There was a pause. 
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“As always in cases such as this one, traditionally, there’s an administrative matter, and I 

wanted to make sure I addressed it and made the decisions myself, because I’m the 

CEO.” 

 

“You’re talking about money.” 

 

“Yes, in fact, that’s just it.  Traditionally in these situations, when I was at IBM, the guy 

taking over the accounts would get all the commissions.  But we’re not going to do that, 

because you’re just going to be doing a little less visible work for a few weeks.  And 

we’re always very appreciative of all the good work you do.  So I thought it would work 

well if we split the commissions between you two for the quarter.” 

 

“The whole quarter.  All the accounts.” 

 

“Why yes, I thought –” 

 

“He’s never talked to these accounts.  I’ve been working Texas for fourteen months.” 

 

“Yes, but I think we’re in a critical closing period now, and I think they might want to 

meet someone more senior and close with him, anyway.  I was thinking of going down 

there myself and –” 
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“Why are you trying to penny me?”  

 

“I’m sorry?” 

 

“Why are you trying to fucking penny me?” Mekhi looked at his eyes and spoke three 

decibels whisper. 

 

The CEO drew his head back, his mouth opened, and his eyes slid back and forth to the 

walls.  Then Mekhi lunged forward and flared his arms.  The CEO pushed back in his 

chair and dumped his coffee between his legs.  He howled and Mekhi stepped outside, 

and then he didn’t see the CEO, the business development guy, or Steve for the rest of the 

day. 

 

There were twenty missed calls on his Sanyo by 3 p.m..  They were Boston numbers 

calling about his blood feud with the Tygers brothers.  He pulled into Trowbridge Street 

at 4:45.  Tina was sitting on the stoop of his building, smoking a cigar.  He stopped and 

put his Brenthaven laptop bag on the pavement. 

 

“What’s your program?” 

 

“Good afternoon, Mekhi.” 

 

He stuffed hands pockets. 
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“What do you mean what’s my program?” 

 

”What do you want.  What are you selling, Tina.” 

 

“You don’t look too good.  Did you slip on a crowbar?  You know I’ve been waiting here 

for an hour and a half.  It’s cold.  Where do you go during the day in that suit?  None of 

the guys seems to know.” 

 

“Tell me, Tina.” 

 

“I think you look cute in that suit.  I bet lots of girls tell you that.” 

 

“Why did you come here.  What did you think was going to happen.” 

 

“You don’t pay attention to me anymore.” 

 

“We’re not dating.” 

 

“But you like me, don’t you?  I’ve seen you look at me before.”  Tina crossed then 

uncrossed.  Then she produced a compact and examined her lips.  “They’ve been talking 

about it all day on the radio.  Allen called Charlie this morning.  He was pretty psyched.  

I’m not sure Charlie is, though.  He thought you were using this competition to promote 
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yourself instead of the band.”  Tina put away her compact.  She wasn’t wearing a 

handbag, so Mekhi couldn’t tell where she put it.  “I told him that wasn’t true.  Then he 

got the idea that it’s true that a girl is causing trouble between you and the Tygers 

brothers, and somehow that it was me.  I told him that’s not true, either.” 

 

“Very nice of you.  Tina, nothing can happen between us now.” 

 

“As I see it, you are promoting yourself over the band.  I have no problem with that.  You 

are pushing yourself because you think you’re bigger than Pistola.”  She rose and let the 

smoke ooze out of her mouth.  “We don’t have to lie.  I’ve always known what you’re 

about.  I know how important this week is for you, and I want to help.  You know what I 

was thinking when I called you last night?  I was thinking I was going to tell you that I 

was going to fuck things up between Allen and Charlie and Patrick so that they would get 

rid of him and Pistola would lose.”  Tina added a decibel.  “Can you believe that?  I was 

going to threaten you, just to get you to pay attention to me.  To get you to fucking pay 

attention to me!”  She brought her grille up to Mekhi’s and screamed.  “Who the fuck did 

you think I was?  I was ready to act like some kind of A-league witch and put the vice on 

the competition and squeeze till I what, till I what, till I got you to fuck me! 

 

“I’ve known Charlie for five years.  I thought he was cute, and he was in a band, and we 

started dating.  I thought I was in love with him.  I was twenty-one.  I even had an 

abortion with him, God damn it!  I realized three years ago that he was probably too 

stupid to love me, and that I definitely didn’t love him.  But I was living with him. 
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“And he had his dream.  The Dream.  The Life.  Charlie and Allen talk about it all the 

time.  D’you know that?  How often they talk about it.  Every day, Mekhi.  We’re going 

to be famous, we’re going to be stars.  In rehearsal, in the kitchen, in the car, in the bar.  I 

got so fired up.  Charlie told me every night ‘when I’m famous, you’re still going to be 

my girl, we’re going to get married.’” 

 

She looked at him and curled her lips. 

 

“Then you came.  They started talking about you.  Charlie used to come home every day 

and say this guy Mekhi is going to make it happen for us.  I trust him.  I believe in him.  

Then you and I met, d’you remember, you came to my house to watch rehearsal.  I knew 

after one minute that Charlie was right, that you were the guy.  You would find a way to 

make them famous.  And I knew I was going to stay with Charlie to see it through, to be 

with him when he became famous. 

 

“You kept coming back to my house to watch them rehearse.  You talked to the band.  

You taught them what to do, how to present.  That’s the word you used, ‘Present!  

Present, present!’  Do you remember?  At some point I just stopped watching the band, 

and I started watching you.  You looked at them so intensely.  You made them feel so 

good.  You always smiled at them.  But I saw you when they weren’t looking.  I saw you 

look so serious you might bust right there in the middle of my living room.  And I didn’t 

see Charlie anymore. 
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“Now what, Mekhi.  How much time have we spent in the same ten feet?  How many 

hundreds of fucking hours.  I still don’t know anything about you.  Nobody does.  I still 

don’t know your last name!  Doesn’t anyone ever ask you your last name?  Do you ever 

just feel good one day and volunteer it?  By the way, this is my last name and this is my 

favorite goddamn color! 

 

“You know what happens now?  Two of the biggest rock stars on the planet decide to 

drop out of the sky and run a competition that is going to ruin my life.  It’s easy for them, 

isn’t it?  Pistola is going to win.  I know it in my gut.  I knew as soon as I heard about it.  

Charlie is going to become famous.  And I know him, Mekhi, he is going to leave me.  

And you are going to leave town.  Tina will be dust.  Tina will be rock detritus.  I don’t 

want Pistola to win, Mekhi.  I don’t want any of this to happen.  Maybe I can stop it.  I’ve 

given everything I have to give to this band. 

 

Tina sobbed.  Her chest heaved double time.  She looked at the pavement and then she 

looked at him. 

 

Then Mekhi said “what do you want?” and she cracked him on the face backhand.  His 

cheek scorched hot flowers, his knees buckled and then he felt the adrenalin rush up the 

back of his spine. 

 

“What, Tina, I don’t know.  What do you want me to say.” 
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Tina rubbed her eyes, and Mekhi thought for a second the mascara replaced itself after 

she smeared it.  “You’re a merc,” she said, and she retreated. 
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Saturday 

 

Mekhi said a Coke and the bartender dipped a 16 ounce Dixie under the fountain.  Then 

Gigi rolled to him and said hello, and he gave her love and asked her what’s the program 

for the night.  She spun her clipboard in her palm and rapcored her answer.  “Yo, much 

love at you, Mek, bussin’ it with that Pistola droppin’ bombs all up in Mama Kin’s.  I 

can’t even tell you how many phone calls I got in this piece today, kid.”  She pointed at 

the clipboard.  The paper was laminated to protect from liquor and fire.  “Half the 

freakin’ world is rolling tonight.  Peeps I don’t even know asking for press passes, VIP 

lists, drink tickets.  We don’t even have a fucking VIP list at the Middle East, bra!  I keep 

tellin’ ‘em.  But they say ‘nah, I’m Clive Davis, I’m from Island Records, I’m Berry 

Gordy, I’m Whitey Bulger.’”  They laughed.  Then Gigi kicked one step back and 

fingered the rings in her belly button, which was exposed to reveal pelvic muscles.  She 

ordered a Diet Coke and stepped closer again. 

 

“Tyler and Ocasek will be here soon, man.  They’ve got six guys security each, but they 

don’t want to look like they’ve got any.  We’ve got three radio stations coming down, 

with crews, plus a half dozen cops, the mayor maybe somebody says, four bands and 

their guests, and your punk ass.”  She pointed at him.  Then she smiled fifty teeth, cocked 

her head, and sipped.  “I only got enough room for six hundred people in here, anyway.  

I’m not going to have space for the paying customers, dawg!” 

 

“How did G.B.B. bring it last night?  I heard they ripped it apart.” 
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Gigi bounced and flailed her clipboard.  “Mek, I can’t even tell you.  They dropped it 

hard on that crowd!  Krisa tore up the stage!  Listen, man, I need help with something.  I 

need a ride to IKEA in Framingham to pick up some chairs for my apartment.”  Mekhi 

said for sure, then he said after-party, and they split. 

 

Gangsta Bitch Barbie was probably Gigi’s favorite band in the Battle, and she was 

friends with Krisa, the hot lead singer.  She was biased, but Mekhi asked because he 

sensed she was right.  The band had reportedly handed out phat beatdowns to the rest of 

last night’s field, including C-60.  Krisa took the opportunity of the closing set to throw 

down with thirty minutes of fast rhyming and million-amp guitars.  Mekhi had a feeling 

that people were saying star quality. 

 

The twelve advancing bands were broken into three sets, on Friday, tonight, and basically 

the leftovers on Sunday.  Only two bands could move on from each show.  The buzz was 

that C-60, Tanqueray 11, and an acid punk band called Sample Set had all come with 

decent game to last night’s contest but had clearly not anticipated the energy of Krisa’s 

crew.  Tyler and Ocasek had selected C-60 to advance along with Gangsta Bitch, but the 

choice wasn’t obvious.  Mekhi wasn’t sure if he should expect Tygers retaliation. 

 

He arrived at the club at 8 p.m..  The show and after-party program were situated, and he 

wanted to perch at the bar to watch who came in and make sure nothing adverse went 

down in the early hours.  Pistola had settled their equipment behind the stage and were at 
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the bar looking at anime sketches Rupee had drawn on a yellow pad.  Charlie was not yet 

committed to the 1,000-yard game face because it was two and a half hours till their stage 

time.  He stood alternating between composure and guffawing at Patrick’s exclamatory 

praise of the cartoons.  Allen held a loose and positive mood, and after he practiced 

saying “Peeestolaaa!!!” with his elbows and shoulders pointed back, Mekhi said it would 

be alright to have one beer but no Guinness. 

 

Three huge men came down the stairs and looked around.  Two of them wore black Puma 

berets backwards, and the third had on a brown Stetson and rawhide boots with spurs.  

They headed to a column in the middle of the hall and leaned against it.  Gigi went over 

with drink tickets but they smiled and said no thanks.  Ric Ocasek descended the final 

two steps and came into view at the bottom of the stairwell.  He ran his right hand 

through the soft spikes on his head and then hooked thumbs into hand-made black leather 

pants.  A huge bulge emerged from the crotch.  Gigi approached him with the clipboard, 

as did the floor manager and a couple of fans.  The room was still empty, and Mekhi 

leaned against the bar and considered whether Ocasek showed up so early in order to 

signal security or down-to-earth.  Pistola hadn’t yet noticed anything, except for Rupee, 

who gaped his mouth like he’d been shot.  Three more huge guys stepped down the stairs 

and set themselves in the back near the coatroom. 

 

Steve Tyler arrived two minutes later and grabbed Ocasek by the shoulders.  They 

commented on the fact that they were both wearing black leather pants, and Tyler 

suggested that he go naked for the rest of the night.  Then they crossed the room and said 
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something about bandmates soaking up the California sun, then they agreed that Boston 

weather was good for the Massachusetts soul. 

 

Mekhi plugged Advil and drank Coke.  Tyler ordered a Sam Adams tap, and Ocasek 

ordered red wine.  They came in red 16 ounce Dixie.  Tyler turned around and said “Hey, 

Mekhi!  Wassup, man!”  Mekhi heard Pistola scramble ballistic behind him. 

 

“Hi, Steve,” Mekhi extended his hand and pumped and was aware that he was wearing no 

hat to cover his face. 

 

“What happened, man, were you in a fight?” 

 

“Something like.”  Mekhi grinned twenty teeth. 

 

“But you should see the other guy, right?”  Tyler winked.  “Do you know Ric?  Ric, 

Mekhi.  Mekhi’s managing a band in the Battle and is apparently also fighting Whitey 

Bulger’s army single-handed.”  Ocasek unhooked a thumb and pounded five.  Now 

Mekhi was standing in a three-man huddle with Steve Tyler and Ric Ocasek.  He stood 

straight and drew his chin back into his neck.  Then he asked “how the hell did you guys 

find parking?” and the rockers grinned and loosened their shoulders.  Then Mekhi said 

“have you met Pistola?” and opened up the huddle to wave in the band. 
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He motioned to have them meet Allen first because he was the most likeable, and he 

wasn’t betting on Ocasek’s ego. 

 

“Allen Bey, meet Steve and Ric.  He’s the lead singer and plays guitar.”  Allen threw 

back his head and gangled his hand forward from the shoulder.  “Hey!  Great to meet 

you!  Rock on.  I feel like saying we’re not worthy.” 

 

Ocasek and Taylor returned the pound.  Ocasek grinned and nodded like he was in on a 

secret while Tyler said “We saw you last week.  Rock on, man.  We liked your sound.  

You have a good structure to your songs, too.  It’s a high level.” 

 

 “The crowd gave you some love,” Ocasek said, and he grinned so that Mekhi thought 

maybe he, Tyler, and Allen knew one another and were playing a joke. 

 

“Thanks, man, we were pumped about that crowd.  We’re hoping to do a good show 

tonight, too.” 

 

Ocasek said Allen looked bugged out when the amps cut out, and Allen said, “fully!” and 

bellowed.  Then he replayed getting bugged out, and said “Yo!”, and Ocasek said “no 

worries, dude, the same thing happened to me.  I almost shat the first time.” 

 

“This is Charlie, Patrick drums, and Rupee the big bass.”  Mekhi ordered another Coke.  

“Patrick also writes a bunch of the songs.” 
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“Is that right?” Tyler asked.  Did you write the ones we heard the other night?  They were 

a high level.”  Mekhi wondered why he kept saying high level.  Is that code for 

horrendous, or maybe drugged out?  He sipped and refreshed the rigidity of his neck. 

 

Patrick continued.  “I love writing, man.  I love your writing.  ‘Walk this Way’ is such a 

good tune.  And I’ve tried to base like five songs on ‘You Might Think.’  I can’t believe 

this.  It’s so cool to meet you.  We grew up listening to your music.”  He stepped into the 

middle of the huddle and invaded Ocasek’s personal space.  “I heard you were producing 

songs with Billy Corgan.  What was that like?  Did you rock constantly?”  He flailed his 

arms diagonally to show constantly.  Allen grabbed his pants and pulled backwards.  

Ocasek said it was nice to work with Billy, and Tyler said rock on.  Then it was Rupee’s 

turn to say something.  He looked at the floor tiles immediately in front of his shoes until 

Charlie reached out his hand. 

 

Mekhi felt a warm wave of blessing wash over him as Charlie smiled manfully, 

introduced himself, and shook on it with each of the rock stars.  “It’s cool to meet you.  

Thanks for the kind words.  I hope you enjoy the show tonight.” 

 

“Right on.  Nice to meet you, Charlie,” Tyler said.  He and Ocasek said cheers and drank.  

Then Gigi came over with her clipboard. 
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Saturday, later  

 

The house flipped to overflow by 9:30.  The Bacardi Breezer marketing team had 

sponsored the night’s show as part of a campaign to boost sales in the winter under the 

name Boston Bacardi Freezer Breezer, so the pre-show warmup was Gigi talking to the 

crowd intermittent with a dj and two girls dancing in blue bikinis.  The fans were already 

reeling and bop-dancing, draining the supply of free rum drinks.  Gigi had two punkcore 

kids tossed after they decided that their frozen headaches made them impervious to pain 

from mosh pit head butts.  They left noses bleeding. 

 

The hack local promoters were drunk already, too.  But the pros were in evidence.  

Boston hadn’t seen so many real producers, managers, or A&R reps in no one knew since 

when.  Twenty guys lingered around the edges of the room in black leather jackets with 

the collar turned up.  Another twenty rocked brightly colored sweaters and checked their 

watches every five.  Others wore button-downs, couture collarless from Industry, or 

subdued Hawaiians.  The younger ones had on Calvin Klein or Hanes clean white t’s with 

wool Kappa longshoremans on their heads.  None wore sunglasses except for Matt Pearsh 

from Colonnia Records, who arrived, said hello Tyler, and then dabbed a Palm Vx near 

the equipment ramp at the side of the hall.  Mekhi hung shoulders against a load-bearing 

column near the middle and watched them, practicing the good handshakes in his pocket.  

He had less money, less clout, and less network than almost anyone he observed, and he 

read quarterback annihilation blitz in each man’s face.  He was confident that Pistola was 

on their minds.  Mekhi maintained line of sight on the rec room door so he could see if 
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anyone tried to walk in or if Pistola tried to emerge.  He looked at the floor and worked 

out the number of footsteps required to run interference. 

 

Mekhi closed fists three times and breathed.  Then he swerved right and saw Rick Rubin.  

Rubin was at least 300 pounds, half a buck bigger than he looked on TV.  His beard hung 

midway to his navel.  Ric Ocasek crossed the room to say hello, and Rubin pressed his 

palms together Buddhist and bowed.  Mekhi watched Rubin and Ocasek cross the room 

together and saw Rubin whisper into his ear.  He thought it’s true what they say, Rubin 

doesn’t have a loud voice.  Then he thought Jesus, Rick Rubin is here, Jesus.  He left the 

column and walked next to the rec room door.  Then he put his back against the wall and 

faced the hall.  His heart rate picked pace.  He felt himself looking around frantically for 

the Tygers brothers.  He calculated this was the perfect time for them to come up behind 

him, nailgun his body to the speakers, smash their way into the rec room where the bands 

were waiting, and gang-sign Pistola into a lawyered contract before the rest of American 

show business could do the same.  Mekhi took his fists out of his pockets and laid them 

by his waist.  Then the adrenalin moved blood away from his face and then the room 

blurred and the noise faded for one second.  He closed his eyes and breathed deeply 

through his nose.  The room restored. 

 

Gigi mounted the stage.  She cut out the dj and the speakers screeched.  Then she 

switched the input to her mic and held up her clipboard to block the lights glaring her 

face.  She rapcored the welcome. 
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“Yo, yo, yo, yo!  What you doin’, Middle East?” 

 

The fans closed into the stage.  They yelled. 

 

“I said, Middle East, what are you doing?” 

 

The crowd yelled “yo!” one more time. 

 

“Nah, nah, you don’t seem to be doing jack shit right now.”  She dropped her elbow into 

her pelvic muscles.  “I said WHAT ARE YOU DOING?”  The crowd crushed lightly and 

whooped.  It was a smaller room than at Lansdowne, a smaller crowd.  They were still 

building speed. 

 

“Middle East, you’re looking hot tonight.  I am your host and emcee Gigi!”  The dj 

dropped knees and waved arms shoulders to show “we’re not worthy,” and the crowd 

yelled.  Five hardcore heads at the bar yelled her name and she pointed at them with her 

mic hand.  Mekhi thought she doesn’t emcee much, maybe give her notes in two days 

when she cools off.  “We have a phat show up in here tonight.  Middle East management 

is proud to present a night in the fight of the Battle of the Bands.  Thanks to Bacardi 

Breezer or whatever.  And thanks to these two skank hoochies in the blue bikinis.”  The 

crowd laughed and whooped.  “Much love to our judges, the Monsters of Rock, Steve 

Tyler and Ric Ocasek, in the hooouuuse!”  A spotlight cued and picked them up next to 

the bar.  They waved.  Mekhi smiled fat lips and nodded at the production value. 
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“Now shut up while I spit it.  Tonight we feature four rounds of championship battling.  

But there ain’t tonight no undercards.  Opening the show is the Plastic Machine Doll 

Killer Operators!” 

 

“Yo! 

 

“Then the bombing sounds of Two Ton Shoe!” 

 

“Yo!” 

 

“Pistooolaaa!” 

 

“Yo!” 

 

“Gravel Pit!” 

 

“Yo!” 

 

Gravel Pit was given the closing slot by right.  They had won three Boston-wide battles 

in past years and were probably the city’s veteran top dogs.  Mekhi wrote them off for 

that reason; for sure they’d be seen as played out pimps of a local glass ceiling. 
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Gigi gave the sendoff and bounced the stage.  The crew set up for PMD K.O., and the 

crowd refreshed Bacardi Breezer.  Mekhi turned his head right to left but could not see 

the Tygers brothers anywhere.  He touched the wall behind him to make sure he was still 

standing against it.  Then he looked at the rafter above him. 

 

PMD K.O. leapt to the stage and crossed to their instruments.  All four guys wore velour 

exercise warmup suits in base colors.  Rip Trail, the lead vocals, rocked gleaming grey 

and had cut his hair to look like Mike D from the Beastie Boys.  He immediately thrust 

his right hand rocket towards the sky with the index finger out.  Then he threw his left 

foot out next to the microphone, swung his hips right, and grimaced.  Then he tapped his 

left foot and threw a hand to the dj, who wore shiny red and a 25-gallon sombrero.  The 

dj hit the drum machine, and the speakers released a stadium avalanche bass.  Boom, 

boom, boom.  The thumping matched Rip Trail’s foot.  He grimaced at the crowd, and 

the crowd crushed inwards and yelled.  Ten hardcore kids who had the band’s SP hung 

the back of the mosh pit, covered their mouths, laughed and said “Yooo!”  Trail rocked 

his left leg harder.  Then he threw his right hand down in a full air guitar circle-wipe, and 

The Tea, in shiny blue at stage right, pressed his sound box and out came a loud 

“thwaaannng!” that shook the glass in the stage lights.  Mekhi smiled.  Then he turned his 

shoulders towards the stage.  He saw one man in a lime green sweater laugh out loud, 

clap his hands twice, and smile thirty teeth at the floor and then at the stage.  They threw 

their hands up in arena rhythm to match the bass and bobbed their heads and watched Rip 

Trail for the bombing lyrics intro.  He grimaced again and thumped his leg.  Then he 

threw his hand to the dj again and the crowd looked at him for the addition.  The dj thrust 
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a switch and the Bossanova beat from Casio glided out over the bass.  Fifty people 

laughed, and then another fifty.  Rip Trail released his face in a beaming smile and then 

the room got it.  Mekhi opened his mouth.  The band had created the strong audience 

whip by themselves after a bland warmup from Gigi and then had sent them straight into 

a belly laugh.  Now the fans would not only be in a rocking mood, but a good one, and 

they would give favor to all of the band’s mistakes for the rest of the night.  The K.O. had 

definitely figured something out since last time Mekhi had watched them. 

 

Rip Trail smiled again.  Then he bounced his head Spice Girl to the drum machine bass.  

The crowd yelled “yo!” and laughed again.  Then Trail stopped moving, and the rest of 

the band froze and shut off the music.  The lights flashed out.  The girls screamed in the 

dark like a haunted house, and the guys yelled “yo!”  Five kids lit lighters.  Then red 

lights glowed up on stage and the dj set out another beat, this time with intermittent big 

bass and light strip production chords.  The combination signaled PMD K.O.’s rave-core 

song “Dropkick to the Mazda,” and the hardcore kids at the back of mosh immediately 

electrified the front half of the crowd by leaping vertical and starting the body-smash.  

The red lights glowed brighter, and the exercise suits shone in the frequency.  Trail’s 

stool was gone now, and he stood with his two feet planted in a triangle behind the mic 

stand.  He unzipped his jacket to reveal a Calvin Klein ribbed wife beater and a glimpse 

of tatted arm muscles.  The local girls screamed and raised one fist rock salute.  So did 

the ones from California.  The New York girls from Wellesley standing near Steve Tyler 

grasped their Kate Spades to their shoulders and opened their mouths a centimeter. 
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Trail held the mic to his mouth and leaned forward.  “Strictly on the underground,” he 

said.  “Strictly.”  The punk and hardcore kids yelled “yo!  That’s right!  Wassup!”  

“Strictly on the underground,” he said again.  Then he reached back with his body and 

leapt forward into the first song. 

 

Mekhi listed the things they had done right, and then separately which ones would carry 

for Pistola.  Sixty seconds into their set PMD K.O. hadn’t said a word and had brought an 

unfamiliar audience from zero to pro boil.  He wrote them in.  All they had to do now 

was play competently.  Only champ slobs could blow this lead. 

 

The dj spun the 1 turntable with his left hand and threw away the 25 gallon sombrero 

with his right.  The Tea, who got his handle because his real name was Tom Collins 

Lipton, swung his arms around the sound box and a 40-inch production board.  Roger 

Deft on stage right wrecked whites-and-blacks on three separate sets of three extended 

decks each, working 240 keys of sim-percussion alone.  Deft’s green warm-ups shone 

blue in the red stage beams.  Trail said “Listen up!” and then punched the first verse. 

 

“Round my way I’m a cold cream killer…real blood spiller…chinchilla…fake rhinestone 

dealer…‘cause I throw my eighteen-wheeler…into your silk-screen griller…I’m an 

eighteen foot gorilla call me Genghis Kong…I’ma spill my spell on you with my Genghis 

wand!” 
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The audience yelled and bounced.  The tune was adequately radio-friendly, a vocal wailer 

with a wall of noise behind it and three separate thunking rhythms behind that.  The 

verses were too fast for any crowd to follow, but the refrain was “So I laid a dropkick to 

the Mazda,” which the middle of the hall sang at top voice after one minute. 

 

Trail closed the song and then dropped his head.  The music vanished.  The audience 

crushed.  Trail looked up again, smiled forty teeth, said thank you, and introduced the 

band.  Both the girls and boys yelled for every name.  Then the band members removed 

their jackets to show only white ribbed beaters and muscle tone.  

 

Now all four moved downstage into a straight line.  The Tea rolled his sound box in front 

of him.  Roger Deft hung a small keyboard around his neck.  The dj produced a single 

turntable and placed it on milk crates at the edge of stage center.  Trail plugged a guitar 

and the girls yelled “Whooo!”  Mekhi had not seen him with a guitar before.  Then Trail 

did 1-2-3-4 and thrust his hand downwards into a loud chord.  The band answered 

immediately with a gyrating industrial whistle from Roger Deft and The Tea’s heavy 

drums on bottom.  That was the baseline.  Then The Tea hit buttons and switches to add 

police sirens, prerecorded scratches, and temperate distortion to Trail’s vocals.  The 

single, called “Blender,” was a teenage lovelorn icehater, where the girl caused problems 

first by rejecting and then by accepting the guy.  Trail ricocheted the octave range at least 

once per verse, and the band added the big bass and a hippie twang line above the 

hardcore foundation to make the program more fun.  Worse musicians would have made 

it heavy for the sake of the message, but this crew had it figured. 
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Then after the third verse Trail stepped away from his mic and hunched over his guitar.  

The other band members hunched over their instruments.  They revived the pure baseline 

from the beginning of the track.  Then The Tea, who Mekhi had sorted as the most 

technically imaginative of the team, lurched his body weight into the sound box and 

worked his hands into a riff on the baseline.  First he switched open a sample of Tina 

Turner’s shriek from “What’s Love Got to Do with It” over the dj’s main beat.  Then he 

replaced it with the full-throat yell from Soundgarden’s “Black Hole Sun”.  Then once he 

established that sound he mixed in both samples together.  Then after ten seconds The 

Tea switched out the double mix and substituted the lyrics “Fuck you like an Animal” 

from the chorus to Nine Inch Nails’ “Closer.”  Rip Trail looked at him and smiled.  Then 

Tea switched the mix of Tina Turner and Soundgarden in and featured all three clips 

over-lapping and -laying, still strapped to the back of the baseline thunk.  Mekhi dropped 

his glass.  He looked at the audience.  It was just too smart for most of them.  The crowd 

swayed and jumped, but of the ones paying attention to the music most of their eyes 

glazed over.  They could tell they had witnessed gymnastics, but only a handful gleamed 

at the impossibility of a seamless triple-mash coup de grace.  For sure Rick Rubin was 

somewhere in the back gutting himself. 

 

The Tea dropped his volume and the dj stepped forward.  He tweak scratched the platter 

to interrupt the baseline and then ramped to twice speed.  He flared and orbited.  Then he 

titled the table towards the crowd so they could see him work.  They crushed.  Then he 

bounced his body at twice the speed of The Tea’s booming bass and flipped every switch 
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on the table.  Mekhi thought he saw the dj produce a third hand to operate the record.  He 

had seen this part of the show before, and it was hard not to notice that the dj was making 

all of the sounds with only one disc in front of him.  The raver kids in Fila zip jackets 

shouted “yo” and plugged glowsticks in waves.  The MIT frat brothers who dj’d on 

laptops at house parties moved forward to challenge the mosh and yelled to each other 

that this was the only hardcore band they could stomach. 

 

Then Roger Deft stepped forward and the dj pointed at him.  He pressed his keyboard and 

lifted the dj’s 1/16th note riff exactly as it came off the table.  The crowd crushed, and he 

smiled at them.  Then he leaned from the waist so they could watch his hands.  He played 

two note combinations on top of the dj’s riff, and then he went silent to let the band’s 

baseline refresh.  Then he put the baseline in his neck and shoulders.  Then Deft played 

piano, focusing on the keys at the bottom of the range in a forlorn over-ballad melody.  

Then he flourished hands up the range and back down.  Mekhi swore he heard Guns ‘n’ 

Roses “November Rain.”  If it was there, Tyler and Ocasek would hear it for sure.  This 

was a misstep.  But the crowd pressed and yelled again at the display. 

 

Rip Trail had teed himself up with the band, and now he profited with the guitar solo.  

The fans gave love when he stepped forward before he even played a note.  The girls 

craned their necks away from their one-flavored cocktails so they could get a better look.  

Trail strummed a riff on the baseline and held the sustain in a high octave like Jimi 

Hendrix.  The alternative and classic rocker kids threw hands and spilled Bacardi 

Breezer.  Then Trail leaned back on his right foot and leapt forward on his left.  He 
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assaulted the solo, and the audience flooded forward.  But Mekhi thought now this is a 

real mistake.  Trail could not play guitar.  The crowd was mostly responding, but Trail 

was interfering with his own chords with slow hands and sloppy fingers.  The sound of 

his jam was in the same zone as the baseline, but he didn’t have the skills to work it out 

on the instrument.  Mekhi clenched fists and twisted his face.  These guys were 

downhilling in front of the tastemakers after proving they could rope an audience. 

 

Trail stepped back into the line, and the band immediately picked a four-way blend jam.  

Mekhi unclenched.  The choreography was good and the sound worked well.  The Tea 

had definitely planned the cacophony.  All four pieces created the same deep backbeat 

bass, and all four played a noisy fast version of the song’s main baseline.  The band 

plucked, switched, and scratched simultaneously every second, and they flared shoulders, 

chests, heads every half.  The audience crushed hard now, and the band leaned close into 

their instruments for extra concentration and speed.  They weren’t four dj’s, or even dual 

dj’s, but they played their instruments for Blue Man Group visual effect.  These guys 

could use management help.  Gimmick bands end up in Vegas.  The judges could 

interpret this as Siegfried and Roy instead of stadium rock pyrotechnic, and they were 

bound to be turned off by the guitar. 

 

One kid with dirty blond bangs and an untucked striped Polo leapt on stage and flung 

himself backwards on the crowd.  PMD K.O. continued the blend jam for twenty more 

seconds.  Then Trail stuck the mic again, belted the chorus twice, and slammed the song 

shut.  The crowd heaved forward.  Trail smiled his whole face and sweat flowed down in 
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a sheet from his hairline.  He held one hand up and said “Thank you.  We are Plastic 

Machine Doll Killer Operator!  PMD K.O.!”  Then the band exited left.  Allowed to play 

four songs, they were leaving after two.  Mekhi thought bold but not bad—the audience 

thought they had cleaned it. 

 

Gigi mounted.  The fans crushed the bars and demanded Bacardi Breezer.  She gave 

props and then “Now give me a big welcome to Boston’s own funk band Two Ton 

Shoe!” 

 

The Middle East erupted.  Guy Cuttrell, the Shoe’s lead singer, crossed from stage right 

and waved from his rotator cuff.  They erupted again.  The band was so popular among 

Hub bar hoppers that the Battle planners would have been committing ticket suicide by 

slotting them on another night.  They assembled at their positions and launched.  “Full 

Measure” was the first song, a combination of happy amped bass, puffy guitars, 

synthesizer keys, and cymbal-emphatic drums.  Cuttrell’s lyrics compared the weights of 

his woman’s head to his heart, and then household items.  “How much does the lawn 

chair weigh?  Twelve pounds!  How much does the toaster weigh?  Four pounds!  Oh 

yeaa-aah!  Four pounds!”  The guitar climbed the range, and the bass dipped.  “And what 

about my heart?  What’s that you said?  Five tons!” 

 

Mekhi felt bad.  The song was a chestnut, but it would not relate on the radio.  They cut a 

striking line onstage, and they had already exhibited their easygoing polish, but Cuttrell 

was 34 and the second youngest in the band.  It was difficult to imagine two old rockers 
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like Tyler and Ocasek feeling cool telling the world that the new new thing was a band in 

their thirties.  Just maybe Shoe could finesse that if they had added FM horses to their 

songs, but they hadn’t made the adjustment. 

 

Cuttrell closed the first song.  The Tygers brothers strode through the crowd towards the 

door of the backstage rec room.  Mekhi slammed his shoulders against the wall.  Pain 

shot through his head and then down the width of his back.  He flipped his collar and 

looked across the audience at them.  Dan slapped someone on the back and whispered in 

Swap’s ear.  Then they stuffed their hands into their trenches and turned to face the band.  

Mekhi considered probably they have earpieces connected to mics stitched into the 

judges’ clothing and maybe buzzers attached to ephedrine drips straight into their anal 

canals. 

 

Two Ton Shoe played “Bulletin: Fury,” which no one in the room would know was a 

direct lift from Louis Armstrong’s “I Love Jazz,” including most of the lyrics, unless they 

had drunk beer with Greg Cuttrell at an after-party.  The tune showcased talent on each 

instrument without a complicated jam, and it was reliable to make any crowd feel part of 

an insiders’ spontaneous event.  Then they cruised over a harmonic teaser segue into 

“Cambridge Field Heart,” a three-minute jet engine that was the closest the band got to 

rock and roll and consequently their only tune to get airtime on Boston’s WBCN.  It was 

a ballad with a plausible narrative, and every verse ended with the music cutting out and 

Cuttrell smiling the lyrics “I’m gonna git you, bi-otch!”  The fans owned the words after 

half a minute.  They pointed fingers, threw their hands from the elbows, and slung the 
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line to imaginary exes.  The men at the edges in sweaters and leather jackets laughed out 

loud each time.  Mekhi looked and saw the Tygers brothers laughing with their heads and 

mouths open 110º to the ceiling.  Then he felt his fists were gripping white and his teeth 

were clenched.  He breathed out short through his nose. 

 

“The fact is…I’m gonna git you, bi-otch!” 

 

The band used the harmonic segue again.  Cuttrell sang round blues notes for the first 

time.  The song was unfamiliar.  Crowd momentum slowed to match the relaxed guitar 

and keyboard.  Cuttrell and backup vocals fixed eyes at love-song distance three-quarters 

to the back of the room.  Then: “I’ve been playing myself for ten years…  Been settin’ 

here burnin’ my own two ears…  Now I can see you walking right ahead of me-ee…  But 

you’re slipping away… Yes, I think you are getting awaa-aay…  Oh I ain’t never been 

cross-country…  I ain’t never been to France…  I used to think you’d want me…  Now I 

know I’ve missed my chance…  Oh I’ll miss you-ou…  Oh I hope I won’t miss you-

ou….”  The girls from Stoneham cooed and the Caboverdes from North Cambridge grew 

sad faces and breathed out. 

 

Mekhi looked at the Shoe and scrunched his eyes.  He thought this is a brand new song.  

Good move. 

 

Cuttrell and backup vocals finished.  The audience applauded and shrieked, and the blond 

kid with the Polo shirt yelled “Rock on, Boston!”  Then Cuttrell stepped microphone, 
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gave ten teeth, shrugged, and said “Thanks.  Two Ton Shoe.  Thanks.”  They walked left 

into the rec room. 

 

Gigi mounted.  She lifted her left foot above shoulder height, slammed it down on the 

stage, and yelled “Hooooooooo!”  Then she did it with her right foot.  Then “Give love to 

the big Two Ton Shoe!” and the crowd said “yoooo!”  The bartenders flung Bacardi 

Breezers to the five-deep crush.  One kid projectile vomited on a bargirl and then gurgle 

heaved on his Abercrombie rugby.  The security guys in small black t-shirts punched him 

in the face and dragged him up the stairs by his hair.  Then Mekhi saw PMD K.O. next to 

the bar replaying the incident in detailed gesticulation. 

 

How long had they been on the floor?  He hadn’t even seen them leave the rec room 

behind him.  They were surrounded by ten men in sweaters and leather jackets circle-

creaming business cards and grabbing shoulders.  Rip Trail looked at each card and 

nodded like he could read.  Then he put it in the side zip of his Bugaboo ski jacket and 

sipped 16-ounce Dixie.  How hard do these fools need a manager? 

 

Mekhi counted the bodies around the band.  Ten in the circle, then another ten hovering 

around them, and another twenty watching the ten who were hovering.  Fans didn’t have 

a chance.  One guy in the front row held a white paper packet and a pen in front of him.  

He was talking directly to Trail.  One other guy held a silver Rolex on his middle fingers 

five inches from his chest. 
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“Ladies and Gentlemen!  I give you the mean, the bangin’, the bombin’…Pistoooolaaaa!” 

 

The crowd cored forward and gave eighty decibels.  The bars emptied.  Allen walked out 

first, leading with his pelvis and tilting ten degrees back from his waist.  He lifted his face 

up towards the sky and nodded his head quarter-notes.  The girls stretched arms, and the 

guys shouted “yeaa!” in the baritone range.  Drops of perspiration formed on Mekhi’s top 

lip.  Allen raised the mic stand and brought his body underneath it in center stage, fixing 

his eyes on the rafters fifteen feet into the audience and shaping the top half of his mouth 

into a smile.  Charlie cruised a 1000-yard stare and contracted his face muscles.  Then he 

added a scrunch on his forehead that raised his eyebrows two inches.  He plugged into the 

amp, lifted his guitar above his nipples, and froze.  Rupee adjusted a bright red Pacific 

Sunwear nap-hugger away from his eyes and rocked back on his left foot so he could 

stomp the first chord with his right.  Patrick entered and stopped midway onstage.  He 

leapt up and clacked the sticks hard.  Maybe every girl in the house screamed his name.  

He leapt again and punched the air and stuck his tongue past his teeth up, then down, 

right and left fast.  Then he crouched above the stool behind the drum set, stretched his 

right leg to hover above the bass pedal, and raised his arms gorilla over the cymbal and 

snare. 

 

Rupee tapped the first notes up and down his bass, and the fans knew it was “Flophouse” 

and they threw hard arms and chests in anticipation of the chorus.  “Flophouse” was the 

band’s most conventionally structured and lyrically obvious song, but it had the catchiest 

refrain of all the tracks in their repertoire and the added benefit of containing the words 
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“Only Babbling,” which was the title of the band’s SP, so the dedicated fans had adopted 

it as their anthem and the diehard ones gripped the fronts of their album t-shirts and 

moshed immediately. 

 

Charlie picked up Rupee’s bass line after two chords and then Patrick smashed his entire 

set all at once for a bridge of heavy drums from the opening to Charlie’s vocals.  This 

was Charlie’s song.  He delivered with such tightly wound intensity that Allen’s main job 

on the track was to sing backup and bring the crowd along with them.  Charlie bolted his 

feet to the stage the entire tune, apparently deaf to the lightness and humor of his own 

writing, so Mekhi had coached Allen into the role of emcee for the track, giving him a set 

of hip thrusts and Robin Williams Aladdin scowls for the audience to love while he 

belted the chorus.  The net effect was a straight crowdpleaser, and Charlie usually pointed 

to the fact of the audience response as evidence that his soul-searching philosophy pose 

and angry facial concentrate were the right presentation for the tune. 

 

After one verse the crowd belted “in a flophouse waiting to come ooooouuuuuutttt” along 

with Charlie, and then the girls lipped “aaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhaaaaaahhhhhhhh” with Allen.  

Mekhi watched six guys in sweaters and leather jackets inch forward toward the rec room 

door.  He watched the others crane necks to read the depth of the audience’s response.  

Then when they saw that the Baltimore Club kids at the outside of the mosh pit were 

mouthing Allen’s refrain “didntcha see what’s wrong” and whipping their right hands dj, 

they inched forward towards the door, too.  The press of men jostled Dan and Swap 

Tygers.  They scowled.  The sweaters and leather jackets kept pushing.  Mekhi craned to 
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get a good glimpse of the grimacing and smiled ten teeth to himself and sang with Charlie 

“change all my priorities…they’re only traveling…I’m only babbling…” and felt the 

diehard fans shake the room as they cored the words over the entire band.  Allen blew a 

huge smile, and Mekhi thought the judges better be seeing this. 

 

Charlie raised his hand Statue of Liberty and let the chord expire on his strings.  The 

mosh slowed, and the fans craned necks toward the stage.  Then Allen shook his head and 

relaxed his stance, and then they knew the song was over and gave love 

“yooooooooo!!!!!”   

 

Mekhi watched Allen and Charlie breathe hard chest heave and count fifteen seconds like 

they had rehearsed.  Then Allen said “Wassup, Boston!” and the crowd gave 

“yooooooo!!!!”.  Then Allen said “Peeestoooolaaa!” and Mekhi thought perfect. 

 

Then Allen lifted his eyebrows to show he was surprising himself by starting his own 

guitar immediately.  He gave tommy gun low notes and shook his head short epileptic to 

show that this was “Pinkshirt,” Pistola’s longest but fastest-moving single.  Then he lifted 

his left finger “one” to confirm for the fans that it was “Pinkshirt” and he was about to 

sing “one more look…one more soouuund…and I’m gonna lie doowwwwnnnn.”  Mekhi 

craned to see if Tyler was getting Allen’s one-hand stadium guitar but couldn’t see above 

the Speedracer kids doing the leap and epileptic head shake that had become the tune’s 

signature dance.  The rock hall mission for this tune was to find a partner in the crowd, 

next to you or across the room, and keep leaping for the duration of the track to see who 
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could get higher and keep the head shake going stronger.  Mekhi couldn’t see past the 

guy in front of him except for the stage. 

 

Allen played four more bars and then Charlie and Patrick jumped in place and attacked 

their notes.  They gave head shake and tongues in time with Allen’s.  Rupee didn’t have 

much to do for the first half of the song, but he followed the choreography and let his 

entire skinny frame turn epileptic shake and the MIT kids shouted “Peeeeeeeee!!!!!” 

 

The premise of the song was simple.  It gave Allen a chance to sing “where did you come 

from…where have you goooooone” in as many different ways as possible.  The story line 

was that the guy wanted to know what had happened to his pink shirt after the breakup, 

but the lyrical connection of the verses to the theme was thin.  Mekhi liked the track 

because it was a showcase for Allen’s up-octave singing, which was the best 

underdeveloped part of Pistola’s talent, as well as a window for the most highly 

coordinated rapid-fire guitars the band had in its repertoire.  When Allen sang “where did 

you come from” for the tenth time, he and Charlie stared straight into the crowd and 

played blinding fast hands notes up and down the song’s entire range of scales.  The 

sound was clean and forty decibel intense, and, put together with the epi-shake every 

other bar at the drum beat, pure rock and roll.  Mekhi turned left and then right.  It looked 

like the whole room was jumping. 

 

Then Allen and Charlie pointed at Rupee, and he picked up the guitar line with his bass.  

The crowd rushed forward and threw hands.  Then Rupee pointed at Charlie, and Charlie 
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raised the neck of his guitar head level Spinal Tap and gave impresario fast scales.  The 

crowd threw hands again “yooooooooo!”  Then Charlie pointed at Allen, and the bass 

and drums dropped away.  Allen crooned “where did you come frooooooom…where 

have you gooooooone,” and the girls shrieked “yoooooooo!”  He sang it again and then 

again.  The vocals burst unblemished over the room, and the audience rocked hands and 

head shake.  

 

Then Allen smiled sixty teeth and pointed at the audience.  Charlie, Rupee, and Patrick 

pointed, too.  Allen sang “where did you come frooooom…where have you goooooone.”  

He pointed again and sang.  Then the crowd picked it up.  The front half of the room 

started first, “where did you come froooom…where have you gooooone.”  Allen smiled 

and pointed again.  Then the back half of the room picked it up.  Allen kept the words 

going, and the whole room roared them back at him.  He sang it four times more, and the 

crowd sang it with him.  Then Charlie and Allen cut their guitars and kept pointing.  The 

band and the crowd sang the lyrics acapella together.  Allen smiled a hundred teeth and 

the fans crushed forward.  They sang the words together four more times.  Then the band 

pointed hard all at once toward the crowd, and they stepped away from their mics to 

show keep singing without us.  Then the crowd sang the anthem acapella and band kept 

pointing.  The band gave four hundred teeth.   

 

Mekhi said holy shit out loud but no one heard him.  The band had never practiced this.  

He had never seen them do it, anyway.  They had never had a crowd at volcano boil like 
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this before.  He shouted “where did you come froooom…where have you gone…” and 

threw hands and shook his head like one of the fans.  Yes, he thought.  Yes.  Go, go, go!    

 

Allen let the crowd sing the words eight times before he stepped behind his mic again and 

started playing the notes on his guitar.  The band picked up with him after three more 

turns and then gave head shake again to show crescendo.  The crowd leapt and gave head 

shake and “yooooooo!”.  Then the band nodded heads more slowly to signal the end, and 

the crowd whistled and threw hands.  Then Allen and Charlie smiled and yanked the 

necks of their guitars and Patrick tapped the snares to bring the song out. 

 

The crowd crushed hard.  Mekhi felt himself get pushed and then he thought where are 

the sweaters and leather jackets and where are the Tygers brothers. 

 

Pistola launched into “Pavel,” and the crowd crushed again.  To show range, the band had 

picked a different arrangement for tonight, one that included an extra verse and a drum 

solo for Patrick.  Allen and Charlie moved to the sides of the stage to give the fans a 

direct line to the drum set. 

 

Mekhi craned and made out the Tygers brothers starting to lose their cool and elbow back 

against the A&R guys in sweaters and leather jackets who were moving their way toward 

the rec room door and salivating from their gums and tonguing the corners of their 

mouths.  The A&R guys didn’t seem to notice that the brothers were jostling them back.  
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They tapped notes into blackberries and herded forward looking for spaces in the press of 

bodies. 

 

Then Mekhi heard Allen and Charlie sing “Paveeeeeelll…you keep it in a sheeeee-

eeellll” in unison and knew that there was less than a minute left in the tune.  The A&R 

guys or Tygers brothers were going to force, fight, or bribe their way into the rec room 

and then ass gang every band that was in there.  Or Pistola would mosey out of the rec 

room thirsting for a drink and they’d get hoovered 360 with cash wads, Rolexes, and 

hookers in Bentleys before they even reached the bar.  Mekhi figured sixty seconds to 

cross the room, get into the back before the other guys, and bolt the band out of the club. 

 

He touched his fingertips together in his pockets then made fists then uncurled them.  He 

looked fast left and right, then he lurched forward and shouted “Paramedic!  Paramedic!”   

 

The emo kids from Canada in careful bangs and t-shirts printed with “Maple Leafs Blow 

You” ignored him.  So did the Ghanaian visiting students wearing Harvard vests and 

button-downs.  But the crunchy EMT part-timers from Brown moved out of the way and 

gave him just enough breathing space to make headway toward the stage.  Onstage Allen 

shouted “Paveeeeellll” again, and Charlie tweaked a flourish chord that signaled just one 

more time around the lyrics before they closed.  Twenty seconds.  Mekhi crossed the 

mixed Jewish Riqueno reggaeton kids in dreads and Daddy Yankee and Super Guillao 

jerseys and the girls in round jeans and Boricua Chiquita t-shirts no midriffs.  He crossed 

the downtown Oi! kids in Union Jack sleeveless ts with and the Quincy Celtic Rock kids 
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in shamrock longsleeves.  He pushed through the mosh and somebody in a torn brown 

corduroy jacket with Steampunk Hero blazoned on the back slammed his ear but he 

didn’t stop.  “Paramedic!  Paramedic!”  Pistola finished the song and walked off the 

stage.  Gigi emerged and the crowd roared but space at the front opened up as the fans 

crushed towards the bars for refills.  Mekhi reached the corner of the stage, leapt over the 

rail two hands, and exited to the right.   

 

Inside the rec room a giant marijuana cloud obscured visibility.  Pistola was putting away 

their instruments.  

 

“Great show, fellas!” Mekhi shouted, clapping his hands.  “The call-and-answer was 

perfect.” 

 

“Thanks, Mekhi, we thought of that today, in case it worked, which it did, so that was 

pretty cool,” Patrick explained.  Allen nodded his head and Rupee stuffed hands pockets.  

Charlie gave a thousand-yard stare at the wall a yard away from him. 

 

Mekhi said “fellas, we’re gonna head out right away.  Gigi will take care of the 

instruments.  We’re going out the VIP.”   

 

The band cocked heads and looked at him what’s up.  Patrick said “man, can we at least 

get a beer?”  And Allen said “come on, what about the chick?” then the band cocked 

heads and looked at him what’s up. 
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“Naw, man, we gotta prep for the after-party.  The hotness will be there, too.” 

 

Mekhi popped the emergency exit handle behind the stage, and they hit the cold air.  He 

walked them north away from Mass. Ave. where he parked to Allen Street, then up to 

School and down Windsor before looping around to Mass Ave. again.  The sweat 

steamed off Pistola’s heads and they started to shiver.  “Dude, did you see that chick in 

the front row?” Allen announced.  “I need a minute of that.”  Then Patrick said “we’re 

out of songs.  We need more songs.”  Charlie looked at Patrick hard then stuffed hands 

pockets and looked at his shoes while he walked.  Then Patrick said “Mek, when’s the 

last time you ate something?” 

 

They reached the Saab and Patrick said shotgun.  Allen stretched his huge hand over 

Patrick’s head said “big mofo privilege” and turned him toward the back door. 

 

Mekhi drove the Saab onto the bricks outside the Charles Hotel at 11:45 and pounded the 

porter twenty.  He hoofed the lobby and grabbed four Red Wine Sap apples from the 

bowl on the concierge desk.  The guy behind the counter with the German haircut winced 

when he looked square at Mekhi’s face, and then the guy squinted when he grabbed the 

apples.  The band munched.  Then they crossed the courtyard to the elevator for the 

apartment building.  The doorman was new.  He pushed three bills on a frame less than 

5’9”.  The blood drained from his program when they stormed inside, and he raised his 

hand.  “Excu—” 
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“Don’t let anyone up without buzzing me.”  Mekhi pointed at the man’s chest and hit the 

button for the Otis.  He sat on the stool again and wiped sweat with the back of his 

sleeve. 

 

“Okay, I’ll buzz up everybody.  Could you maybe let me know what’s going on tonight?  

Is there a party?  I’ve been getting complaints.” 

 

“I know.  It’s all been taken care of.”  Mekhi looked at his eyes.  The doorman drooped 

his chin into his neck and sweat steamed outwards towards the collar.  “You’re doing a 

crack job.  Keep it up.” 

 

Pakoor stumbled when they opened the door.  “Hi, Mekhi!  My man!”  He rushed 

forward holding a clear 5-ounce plastic Bombay and Schweppes.  “Fuckin’ shit!”  

Mekhi’s face warmed in the acid of his breath.  Pakoor believed cool people were 

cavalier so he said “Fuckin’ shit” after every sentence. 

 

“Wassup, Prince!”  Allen shouted.  And then Charlie said “yo!  Prince Pakoor how’s it 

hangin in the phatty bong palace?”  Allen plucked Pakoor’s shirt at the flanks and said 

“Nice threads.”  It was the Prada limited camel cashmere with engine red collar trim.  

“Thanks, man, fuckin’ shit.” 
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Mekhi gave the side-to-side, up-down-and-grab pound and said “one love.”  Pakoor 

beamed.  Then “listen, Pak, my mens need some food.  Swing pizza or steak or 

something?”  Pakoor thrust a finger in the air and led them into the kitchen to work the 

refrigerator and phones. 

 

Fifty students milled at the edges of the room and smoked Dunhills on the balcony.  They 

held their straws index thumbs.  Mekhi counted bespoke leather pants and handbags, and 

then he counted Escada vs. Kate Spade.  He smiled when they looked.  Then he clapped 

hands one time and walked to the sound system.  The speakers blared Pink Floyd’s 

“Welcome to the Machine.”  Johnny Cash and Steppenwolf were queued to go next.  

Mekhi pressed stop.  He stuck Moby, Eminem, Outkast, U2 Dischoteque, and a live Dire 

Straits and pressed random.  Then he pulled back his shoulders, tucked his chin, and 

flipped eyebrows three times at the crowd.  They laughed and came inside from the 

balcony.  Then Mekhi walked over to the cop. 

 

Richard O’Callahan was a Cambridge police officer, nearly thirty-five, tall and fast 

enough to sanction peace in an outbreak.  Mekhi thought Tony from West Side Story, 

except he had bright red hair and freckles.  He even sang.  When Mekhi spoke with him, 

he mostly nodded and sometimes narrowed his eyes Clint Eastwood.  As far as Mekhi 

could gather he had never met the Tygers brothers, but perfect information was 

impossible.  O’Callahan was from upstate New York and had no kids, which made Mekhi 

more comfortable. 
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Mekhi said hello, then look out for the Tygers brothers.  I’m worried maybe some saag, 

not likely, since it’s a private party but Jesus.  Mekhi had prepaid him because prepaying 

cops under forty years old made them more zealous.  Then Mekhi said “How’s your 

wife?  Boy is she beautiful.  Did I tell you I saw this terrific blonde in Stah Mahket in 

Pohtah Squah not even two weeks ago, could have been a model, and I swoah it was 

youh wife.  Oh yeah, I even went up to her and said Annie! whatcha doin’ heah? wheah's 

Richahd?  And she turns around and sure enough she stares at me like I’m some kind of 

wicked stupid!  It wasn’t Annie, as it turns out it wasn’t, but it could have been!”  Mekhi 

drew his hands wide to show it could have been, and Richard pealed.  “You look tired, 

Richahd.  You ain’t gettin’ your beauty sleep?”  Richard smiled thirty teeth and said 

“they got us working overnights to free up the detectives for Boston detail.  Someone 

says Whitey Bulger’s back in town but that’s kissell.  Half the crew isn’t even going into 

Boston on the shift.  Union vacation is all.”  He pealed again, and Jimmy Chin smiled 

next to him. 

 

Then Mekhi shook hands with Chin, who was operating the door.  Chin was bulky by 25 

pounds but gave off that he knew kung fu, so it worked out.  And he had never yet 

directly lied to Mekhi.  “How is it?”  Chin replied “Two fifty even,” which Mekhi 

thought was exactly right because he counted twenty men and five badly dressed girls. 

 

Jimmy Chin was the most dangerous Chinese in Boston.  Nowadays that meant less than 

it did in the ‘80s, since the worst part of the Combat Zone had been copped down to four 

blocks and since the restaurant owners and import merchants had formed the Chinatown 
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Assembly and voted on Thanksgiving Day 1994, wearing Pilgrims Hats and meeting in 

the main dining room of the Tyler street China Pearl, to stop paying all tributes.  Now the 

Triads who weren’t in federal caboose down Ray Brook or Allenwood lived in 

Lexington, where the school district was better. 

 

Chin had scuffed the dry cleaners and kite makers on Essex street just after junior high 

school, and he had killed one man in a fair fight.  But he had no record except for juvie 

arrests from roughing with Crips and the Irish in what used to be the neutral territory on 

the Commonwealth Pier before they built the World Trade Center.  At sixteen he was just 

beginning to collect real sums for the 14K Hau Triad when the bottom fell out.  The 

bosses and even most of his crew dropped zip codes and started paying taxes, but Chin 

stayed.  He ran game at the edges of the Chinatown Business Bureau with shop owners 

and barbers who couldn’t count on shelter from the new legitimate kingpins.  Sometimes 

he managed to lean protection on the higher profile merchants, too, especially if he knew 

they had gambling in the back for their friends or hookers for the Celtics.  Chin was 6’4”.  

Some people thought he had murdered a hundred guys.  So it wasn’t a big discussion 

when he came to lean protection.  Then in the late ‘90s people started to ask him to run 

jobs and since then he had a solid freelance stream for almost every interest in town.  He 

managed steady income and even a loose crew for the bigger stuff, but he still lived in the 

same boiling hot apartment he had moved into at sixteen.  During the day, between three 

and six in the afternoon, the Boston nightlife system could find Chin eating a mango-

tapioca frosted shake at Zhang Wen’s Dessert Parlor.  He always wore the high-end 

Vuarnet ski suns around his neck like another pair of eyes below his Adam’s Apple. 
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Chin asked “Did your band win?” 

 

“I think so.  We’ll know in twenty minutes.  They cleaned it.” 

 

“That’s good.  Congratulations, Mekhi.” 

 

Then Mekhi entered the kitchen.  Pistola sat at the counters.  Pakoor breathed on Valerie 

and Avery Bush, the bright blonde BU sophomore twins who were on the payroll to serve 

drinks and pretend they were spinning music. 

 

“Hi, Mekhi!”  They squealed and hung his neck.  The weight went down his spine and 

into his legs.  Mekhi coughed hard to cover the buckling of his knees.  Valerie said 

“Bless you d’ya want Kleenex?” 

 

Mekhi replied.  “Valerie, you look terrific.  Check out that bangin’ ass in the stretch black 

pants.  But you’re killing me.  It’s midnight.  Did I hire a dj for this party or what?  I 

don’t even see the turntable set up.”  Valerie danced into the living room.  “Avery, I 

always knew you were older and wiser.  Let’s the do the champagne thing.” 

 

They stuck the silver punch bowl from the cabinet below the sink and filled it with ice.  

Then they lined up one hundred clear plastic 5-ounces on the silver trays and poured the 

three dollar Intro 2 Cava.  There were two cases in the fridge and ten more in the Formica 
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cabinets.  In five minutes Avery would put the bottle of Veuve Clicquot Grande Dame 

into the slightly melted ice and surround the punch bowl with the trays on the living room 

serving table.  The guests would grab a glass, sip, and say “I love Veuve!”  Avery would 

wear a white dish cloth over her left forearm and say “Yes, you can just taste the 

difference.” 

 

Pakoor slid over and breathed heat and rotten ochre.  “Mek, who’s the Korean hanging 

around my door fuckin’ shit?”  Mekhi smiled forty teeth and said “you don’t know 

Jimmy the Chin?  He’s a legend.  Jimmy’s worked every crowd and been the body man 

on every music caper for the past dime.  He can handle himself.  One time Patrick Kenzie 

and Bubba Rogowski from Dennis Lehane’s crew backed Jimmy into an alley down 

Uphams Corner and he warned them to back off then broke their bones.  It’s good for you 

that he’s got your back.”  Pakoor said “that’s awesome fuckin’ shit” and wiped his 

mouth. 

 

The Sanyo rang and Gigi exploded on the line.  “Pistola won, chabón!  They cleaned it!  I 

don’t even think it was close, kid!”  Mekhi gave thumbs-up to the band.  They hopped off 

the counters, hollered, and rushed into the living room, except Charlie, who hung at the 

doorjam looking at Mekhi and then joined them.  Mekhi said “thanks, bonita, you rock.  

Who else?  It was the Plastic Machine.  Too bad for the Two Ton Shoe.  I’ll see you at 

the party after I kick everyone out of here!” 
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The crowd in the living room grew.  The doorman called upstairs for ten groups of people 

but then stopped.  People came from the show and from the bars in Harvard Square.  The 

Harvard kids came from the finals clubs on Mt. Auburn Street, and Mekhi saw one crew 

of Emerson seniors roll in giddy from a club that was definitely on the Alley off Boylston 

where Boston had its only on-the-table go-go girls.  O’Callahan frisked a few of the guys 

who came in, and Jimmy Chin slowed the intake.  The hallway grew noisy and the Otis 

came up full of new arrivals but they had to ride back down again because there was no 

room to step off. 

 

Mekhi plugged a Marlboro.  Ginny walked into the living room from the balcony in a 

black cocktail that was improbable given the March weather.  When did she arrive?  “Hi, 

Mekhi!  Do you like Jack, my fiancé?”  She held Jack’s hand and flash-corrected her 

head left to right.  “Yeah, he’s great,” and then he crossed to the kitchen to grab another 

bottle of Grey Goose, the 1.5 liter. 

 

Mekhi had plotted with Pakoor to finance a prize for Tina.  Mekhi said he was the go-

between for a lackluster admirer because she wasn’t getting it in her current arrangement.  

“An affair of the heart, my friend,” he said on the phone, and Pakoor had said “tell me 

about it.”  The kid had organized a personal shopper at Bulgari to purchase the Tubini 

white gold necklace.  The jeweler had stuck twenty-eight cultivated pearls and 252 pave-

set diamonds.  Now Pakoor stood against the refrigerator with one hand wrapped around 

the freezer handle.  His eyelids hung halfway down, and his back arched, pushing his 
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stomach forward.  An unfamiliar twenty year-old white cadet in glasses and a scarf stood 

next to him. 

 

Pakoor raised a clear plastic Maker’s whiskey sour.  “Wassup, Negro!”  Then saliva 

peeked out of his mouth and he wiped it backward. 

 

“Pak, this is unseemly,” Mekhi said.  He narrowed eyes and straightened Pakoor’s Prada 

camel cashmere. 

 

“What?  I can’t hear you.  I think I’m a little inebriated.” 

 

“I said I like seaweed.” 

 

“Yeah, me, too.  Edamame.  Fuckin’ shit.” 

 

The cadet in the scarf said “Edamame is the string beans, Pakoor.”  He stuck his hand.  

“I’m Trevor.” 

 

“Glad to meet you, Trevor.  Bangin’ party, huh.  You know the dj?  She’s the hottest new 

thing on the East Coast.  I heard both the Black Eyed Peas and the Beastie Boys have 

already asked her to spin.  She has played every major spot in New York and Paris.  Even 

did Club Queen with the Pet Shop Boys on New Year’s gay night two months ago.  Do 

you hear that?  She cleans it.  Listen to that.  That move right there.”  Trevor nodded.  
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“Her spin name is Betty Battista.  Good name, get it?”  Trevor fingered his hair, nodded 

and said “cool.”  “And the promoter of this party is like the stunner, man.  He gets all the 

chicks.  His name is Mekhi, knows Russell Simmons like that and Prince William and is 

best friends with Leo DiCaprio and Paul Pierce from the Celtics.  Name is Mekhi.”  

Trevor mouthed “no shit” and turned his head to see if they were in the dining room.  “I 

just saw a model on the balcony outside.  I bet you Mekhi has already hit that.”  Trevor 

adjusted his program with two hands and clacked tile out of the kitchen.  Pakoor gripped 

the handle of the freezer door harder. 

 

“Listen, kid, lay off the booze thirty minutes.  Have water.  There is some fine hotness 

and we’re gonna work it.  Once the party thins in a coupla hours we’re going to stand you 

behind the turntables.  You’ll hold the Bose phones to one ear and flip some switches.  

Valerie will cue it up so it all runs no problem.  I’ll tell the chicks you’re the phatty host 

doing a strict-fun guest dj for the late-night VIPs.  Then they’ll roll to you for sure.” 

 

 “Okay, we’ll try it,” Pakoor said.  “I must fuck all the bitches.” 

 

“So did you swing the phatty Bulgari?” Mekhi asked.  Pakoor pulled the freezer door and 

removed a velvet case.  Mekhi opened it, stepped back to let the recessed 75-volt high-

hats hit the diamonds directly.  They supernovaed.  “Jesus.” 

 

Mekhi left the kitchen and said wassup one time to the left side of the room, come to the 

show on Friday, Pistola will clean it.  A fat kid who went by Econolodge pounded him 
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hard five and yelled “I’m so fucking there!  Pistola rocks!”  Then Econolodge threw his 

fists in front of him and pumped his pelvis forward five times.  Then he slapped Mekhi 

hard on the back and said “Peeestooolaaaa!” and thrusted pelvis five more times.  Mekhi 

thought he felt himself bleed internally.  Do people even feel themselves dying?  “Thanks, 

Econolodge.  Respect.  Glad you’re coming.”  He stuck his hand right pocket and gripped 

the Bulgari Tubini to make sure it was there.  The diamonds scraped his palm.  He 

walked through the right side of the room saying wassup and come Friday, hugest after-

party with Rick Rubin, access only for people who come support Pistola, sex, models, 

Jake Gyllenhall. 

 

Then he posted in the corner by the balcony.  He sat on the air unit and felt the pressure 

ease from his back and legs.  Mekhi breathed.  From here he could see the door, Chin, 

O’Callahan, and the turntables.  He watched the three dollar Cava fly off the trays.  

Avery smiled at the guys, touched their hands as she passed out the glasses, looked at 

them and said “come see me next Friday after the Pistola show, okay?”  She spotted 

Mekhi watching her and smiled at him.  Mekhi thought an extra three hondo bonus.  Now 

the girls in the sparkle halters in the middle of the room raised their hands above their 

heads and danced small steps with one another.  Mekhi looked as Trevor rolled to them 

with the inside information on DJ Betty Battista.  They looked impressed and then dissed 

him.  He rolled on till he hit every one.  Mekhi counted the minutes before the whole 

party knew and Valerie’s gate stock prices rose.  
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Then the four Icelandic visiting students from Northeastern stepped to the air unit with 

one shoulder leaning left as they walked.  They thought Pakoor was black.  “Wassup, 

Mek!  This party is da bomb!  We stoked!  You da bomb!  Where our Negro Pakoor?  

Don’t you cognize Bill, playa?  Cognize this!”  The main one pointed at his chest with 

both index fingers.  His name was Vilhjálmur but he introduced himself as Bill and talked 

in the third person.  “Yo, yo, where Bill’s Negrizo Pakoor?”  All four of the Icelandic 

kids had natural charcoal black hair but every three weeks they re-dyed it Mars black.  

Three boys and a girl, each 5’11”.  They had almost identical freckles.  “Tell Bill where 

his Negrizo is!” 

 

“Pakoor is in the kitchen.  He’s going to spin later.  He’ll be the bomb.  Come next 

Friday.  Jadakiss will be in the piece.” 

 

“That’s the shit!  Yo!”  Then Vilhjálmur put his face a foot from Mekhi’s.  Mekhi winced 

as his eyes refocused.  “Mek!  Fuck!  Check your visor!  Dat’s da designer shiner!  Bill 

read about dem shits.  He ain’t even trying to lie to you, homes, dat’s da designer shiner 

the Viking Bill peeped in Bang magazine.  Bill so gonna get him one of dem shits.”  The 

Icelandic kids took off in the direction of the kitchen throwing punches to indicate how 

they would get dem shits. 

 

Mekhi saw Guy Cuttrell and the Two Ton Shoe push their way through the door.  Jimmy 

Chin pounded them five.  Jeff Katz from the Phoenix walked in behind them.  The show 
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was over at the Middle East and a new crush would arrive in minutes.  Mekhi counted the 

the number of reasons not to lure Katz into a bathroom and shieve him with a towel rod. 

 

Cuttrell beelined.  Mekhi rose and they pounded five backs.  He coughed as he said 

“Sorry about the result.  The Shoe is the best.  Everybody knows that.”  Cuttrell said 

“that’s love, man” and “you got Johnnie Walker Blue?”  Mekhi smiled and nodded.  

Then he said “I’ll set up some gigs for April.”  Cuttrell said that’s love again and the 

Shoe could use the bread.  They entered the kitchen and opened the liquor cabinet.  

Pakoor was leaning over the sink.  Phlegm slipped unbroken from the corner of his mouth 

down to the stainless rim.  The Icelandic kids were dancing on the tile and drinking 

Malibu rum from the bottle.  Vilhjálmur slapped Pakoor on the back and yelled “my 

Negro!”  Pakoor spat more phlegm.  It remained in the unbroken drip from his face.  

Then Vilhjálmur saw Cuttrell and raised the Malibu bottle to the ceiling.  He yelled “Yo!!  

Wassup my Negro!!!  Welcome to Bill’s Malibu kitchen party!”  Cuttrell stopped and 

hooked thumbs belt.  He sniffed.  Vilhjálmur spat fast Icelandic to the rest of the crew 

who shouted “Two Ton Shoe!”  Mekhi said “Guy, meet the Icelandic kids.” 

 

They leaned against the cabinets and sipped Blue Label from the Lismore 12-ounce 

tumblers.  Mekhi sucked Advils.  Cuttrell never spoke much, which made Mekhi grateful.  

The Icelandic kids drank the last of the rum and left pointing to their chests shouting 

“Negro!  Negro!  Negro!  Cognize this, Negro!”  Mekhi breathed.  Then he felt the scotch 

dry out his face and he wretched.  Cuttrell looked at him then back at his glass and 

nodded slowly. 
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Jeff Katz swung open the door and stood in the frame.  “Hi, Mekhi.  Guy.  I’ve been 

looking for you fellas.”  He sucked mucus hard and then coughed it up mouth.  Pakoor 

phlegmed again and looked at Katz, wiping drool camel sleeve.  “The party is red-hot as 

usual, Mek.  Thanks for having me.”  He sucked mucus once more and Pakoor spat 

phlegm throat.  Cuttrell squinted and lowered his glass from his lips. 

 

Mekhi handed Katz a tumbler.  He straightened neck and counted seconds.  Then Katz 

said “Pistola cleaned it tonight, Mekhi.  Congratulations.” 

 

Mekhi said thanks.  Then “Do you see who’s here tonight, fellas?  That’s the best part of 

Pistola.  Everybody loves them.  Did you spot the business school jetsetters in the corner 

with the red Andrew Christian goldfoil Che Guevera t-shirts?  The authentic rock kids 

with the Clark Kent glasses by the window talking up Allen and Charlie.  The writers 

who came up from Providence in the grey Smedley turtlenecks.  They must be hot as hell 

but they’re dancing in the middle of the room.  And the painters who came down from 

Portland in the smudged lime green Patagonias.  You got the Emerson kids with spliffs in 

their fleece pockets knocking knees with the cocktail chickenheads from the French 

House at Wellesley.  There must be eight bona fide hip-hop heads in the room.  This is so 

much better than promoting anything else.  Real people love the band for real reasons.  

Where did you get that info about the Tygers brothers?” 

 

“This crowd is here because of Pistola?” 
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“Definitely.  I invite them but shit, they were at the show and all of them will be at the 

next one.” 

 

“You think the Tygers brothers are going to let you win?” 

 

“Jeff, what other band in Boston reaches rappers and both the lulu lemon girls and chai 

lesbians from Emerson.  Come on.  Help me out, Cuttrell.” 

 

“Mekhi, how are you feeling?  You don’t look too good.”  Katz sounded like he had an 

ounce of snot in the side of his mouth.  Pakoor lifted his head from the sink suddenly, 

shouted “yo!” and burst out the doors flailing arms. 

 

“Jeff, you know me a long time.  Don’t count me out.” 

 

Cuttrell said “word” and Mekhi felt grateful.  Then he opened the door.  Jeff Katz said 

“Mek, I wouldn’t count you out if they billed you against Lennox Lewis.”  Then he 

sucked mucus.  “You haven’t said what you think of the article.”   

 

Mekhi smiled forty teeth.  “You’re the best, Katz.” 

 

“Yo, Mekhi, is this battle about you or Pistola?” 
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Mekhi spotted Tina talking to Jimmy Chin at the door.  He had his hand on her waist.  

She was smiling and touching his face.  Then Mekhi looked left and saw Charlie at the 

window fixed on Tina thousand-yard stare. 

 

Mekhi stepped to Valerie at the turntables and switched off the music.  The room 

screamed.  Jimmy Chin sat up, Tina turned around, and Charlie craned his neck.  Then 

Mekhi stuck the microphone and said “yoooo!!!!!!”  The room gave back “yoooo!!!!!”  

“Alright, alright, a lotta love to everybody up in here.  I wanted to welcome all my 

peoples back for another good night of that good music here at the bangin’ Charlie Hotel.  

I know you all want to give some love right now to the fellas of that top band, those four 

mens who just gave all their juice right there on stage at the Middle East tonight, the all-

original, all-live, all-natural, cherry-flavored PISTOOOLLLAAAA!!!!!!” 

 

The room erupted “Yoooo!!!!!!  Pistolaaaa!!!!!”  The crowd turned to look for band 

members.  Mekhi felt himself leech sweat out of every pore.  Then he felt his temperature 

drop.  He coughed and tasted blood.  He put his arm around Valerie’s shoulder and felt 

her surprise when he actually leaned weight on her. 

 

“I said show love to Pistooooolaaaaaaaa!”  The room exploded again.  Mekhi nodded 

now.  The giddiness of the applause had obtained critical mass and even the slackers had 

stopped sipping and started shouting praise.  Then he saw Tina standing five feet away 

from Jimmy Chin.  Her face was crimson.  He couldn’t tell ecstasy or rage but she looked 

so goddamn hot. 
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“Now we need to give love and respect to some of the other glorious peoples in this 

piece.  All love for Boston’s own proprietors of funk, the soul of the Hub, Guy Cuttrell 

and the Two Ton Shoe!” 

 

“Yo!” 

 

“And whose house is this?  Whose house is this!?!  Who is the bangin’ prince of the 

Charles?  His Royal Flyness, Pakoor Al-Assis!” 

 

“Yo!”  Twenty heads turned looking for him.  Pakoor flailed arms by the wall and yelled 

“Fuckin’ shit!” and the Icelandic kids shouted “Negro!”  Then Pakoor fell backwards 

hard on the floor and destroyed a three-foot Polk speaker. 

 

“I know you are all as pumped as I am that Pistola is playing next weekend!  Check it 

out!  Great show coming up on Friday night at T.T. the Bear’s?!” 

 

“Yo!  Pistooolaaa!” 

 

He pointed at Valerie with his microphone hand.  “And how about this little one right 

here?!?!”  He waited for the crowd to refocus.  They were at stadium froth and he beamed 

fifty teeth to show them how proud he was of them and of her.  “Ladies and gentlemens, 

you have got to show some love for the sounds of Miss Betty Battista.  How good is this 
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music.  And I know you fellas have noticed how good she looks, too!”  The crowd 

crushed in to see her.  “I’m gonna trust you all to make this party a fucking rager.  You 

are all my beautiful peoples.  Betty and I are gonna drop this new single on you right 

now.  She just did this as a collabo with DJ Danger Mouse.”  The MIT Carhart kids and 

Patagonia painters wailed “yes” above the crush.  “I know you’re gonna feel it.  Betty 

Battista and DJ Danger Mouse remix for your earification…the sweet sounds of Donna 

Summmeerrrrrrrrr!!!!!” 

 

The crowd ripped again as the thump and synth bells set the stage for the retagged lyrics 

to “Dock of the Bay.”  They turned back into the center of the room to dance.  Mekhi put 

his full weight on Valerie who looked up at him.  Then he backed onto the air unit by the 

kitchen, lowered the rim of his hat, and popped his collar. 

 

Mekhi concentrated on the floor boards trying to make them come into focus.  He let air 

run slowly in and out of his nose.  Then he saw Tina’s shoes and feet.  He knew her feet 

and legs.  They looked excellent like every other part.  Mekhi felt his right palm mist. 

 

“Hi, Mekhi.”  She stepped one foot into his space and put her hand on his knee. 

 

“Hullo, Tina.  Glad to see you.” 

 

“I think I’m sorry about what I said.” 
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The music blared.  Mekhi could hear the apartment dancing and more people piling in.  

He decided best not to look up. 

 

“Just try to be nice to me, okay, Mek?” 

 

“Did you say hi to Charlie?”  He pointed left.  “I think he’s with Allen near the window.” 

 

“I see him.  Look at me.”  Mekhi cocked his head left and looked out the side of the hat 

rim.  His stomach contracted. 

 

“Tina, it’s a big time for all of us.  A lot is in motion.” 

 

“Thank you for looking at me.”  She smiled broadly.  Mekhi scrunched eyebrows and felt 

pain face and chest. 

 

“I want us to get along.  Please.” 

 

“I’m sorry what I said.” 

 

“No, it’s not like that.  Listen, I have something for you.”  He pulled the Tubini from his 

pocket and slung it low from his hand. 

 

Tina’s eyes widened four centimeters.  “Sweet fucking chattels!” 
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“You’ve been really good to the band over the years.  You’ve been good to Charlie.” 

 

“Is that really for me?”  She looked at him and he rolled his head back down to look at 

the floorboards.  Then he cocked his head right and saw her face again. 

 

“Yes.  I told you I got something for you.  This is for you.  You were right.  You haven’t 

gotten enough love from the band.” 

 

“Oh my God.”  She squealed and he spotted tears.  She looked at the diamonds and then 

back up at him. 

 

“Don’t hug me.” 

 

Tina cooed.  She lifted the necklace from his hand and felt the pearls.  Then she grazed 

her fingertips across the diamonds.  Mekhi lowered her hands from the light. 

 

“It’s a touchy time, Tina.  I think maybe Charlie doesn’t need to see this.  Maybe just 

take care of Charlie a few days.  There’s one more week of this, and then we can work 

the rest of it out.  Can you hang with it?” 
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“You don’t want Charlie to see me hug you?  Or are you so beat up that it will hurt?”  

She smiled from the side of her mouth.  Mekhi looked her up and down.  His hands oozed 

fresh mist. 

 

“Please go say hello to him.  And put that in your pocket.  Much love, Tina.” 

 

She patted his hands and walked towards the window.  Mekhi looked at the back of her 

pants and then at the floor and then at his shoes.  He counted six long breaths and got up. 

 

“I’m tired, going to sleep,” he said to Chin on the way out the door.  “When Gigi gets 

here tell her I’m sorry I didn’t stay.”  Mekhi picked the gate out of the grey lockbox and 

fingered it in his pocket.  Maybe four thousand.  “I’ll get the rest tomorrow.”  Chin 

leaned in.  “You’re in deep saag, Mek.  You don’t look great.  What I’m hearing, I’d be 

careful.  The city is sweating this week.  Guys are looking for you.  I hear people are 

making visits with weapons no reason.  Holler you need help.”  Mekhi said thank you and 

turned.  Chin put his hand on the leather jacket.  “I wouldn’t say, Mek, if it wasn’t.  

Holler you need help.  And look, I’ll give you a heads by phone if Dan Tygers reaches 

out to hire me for something about you.” 
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Sunday 

 

“It’s another beautiful March Sunday, Elephant-Man!  And the entire Hub is on fire from 

the two great shows this weekend.  We haven’t had a battle like this in my memory.” 

 

“Mine, neither, Danny!” 

 

“Four bands already chosen to advance to the seminfinals.  Gangsta Bitch Barbie, C-60 

from Friday night, Pistola and PMD K.O. from last night – woah! what a show! – and 

tonight we’ll get two more from Letters to Cleo, beautiful Laurie Geltman on the solo, 

American Made Missile as the only hip-hop act to advance this far, and Liminal Head 

Event.  And let me tell you something, Elephant-Man, Misters Tyler and Ocasek cannot 

be having an easy time of this.  The competition has been fierce and the quality very, very 

high.” 

 

“That is true, Danny.” 

 

“Disappearing act from Pistola last night during the show.  They took off after their set.  

They were spotted leaving with their manager Mekhi.” 

 

“That’s not even polite.” 
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“Not even polite.  What do you think they were doing?  Mekhi seems to have a flair for 

the dramatic.  Is he trying to call attention to himself?  Is he trying to stir some 

controversy?” 

 

“This guy is turning out to be an interesting lothario for the battle.” 

 

“There has got to be a little civility here.  A battle’s a battle, but it’s not really a battle.” 

 

“Good point.”   

 

“But let’s be fair.  We’ve got to get this guy on the phone for his side of the story.” 

 

“How do we reach him?  Does anyone know how to find this guy Mekhi?” 

 

Mekhi was getting sick of feeling like he needed to puke.  He turned his head on the 

pillow and coughed.  Then he touched his stomach and below.  Something like blood or 

pus was pooling under his skin.  Maybe he couldn’t wear a belt now.  He felt fluid bead 

and creep from the side of his left eye.  It slipped into the dry cracking on his temple and 

kindled the skin. 

 

Mekhi thought one week. 
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“We’re making progress now, Danny.  Never underestimate the monster excellence of the 

loyal listeners of 95.3 The BOX, Boston’s Critical Hit Rock!  We don’t yet know how to 

call Mekhi, but we have heard from a cool denizen of Boston’s seamy rockominant 

underworld, and we now know Mekhi’s last name.  Mekhi Bessel.  Mekhi Bessel, are you 

out there?  Call our line!  We’ve got a radio show APB out for you to phone in and give 

us a piece of your mind!” 

 

Mekhi sat up into his knees and spittled on his chest.  “Oh God!”  He coughed and 

shuddered.  “Oh God!”  He thought he felt his cranium splitting from under the surface of 

his scalp.  Then he felt his skin scaling from his hipbones all the way down his legs 

beyond his knees to his feet.  He swung them to the floor.  Suddenly his soles felt like 

they were bleeding and he grabbed them to make sure.  They were dry but he heaved 

again.  Then the liquid on his stomach slipped up and down his body cavity under the 

skin and he lost balance. 

 

Mekhi laughed.  “Oh my God!  Oh fuck!”  He felt his body keel rightwards onto the 

mattress and his bruising flamed again.  “Oh God!”  I’ll buy a gun?  Maybe call Jimmy 

Chin buy a gun?  “Holy shit I’m dying!”  He felt himself laughing and heaving.  Then he 

saw phlegm gathering on the bed sheet in front of his face and he laughed again.  “Yes!  

Buy a gun!”  Jesus, stop.  You’re going crazy.  Mekhi heard himself laugh again and 

shriek.  Then he heard Elephant-Man and Danny say Mekhi Bessel twenty times in three 

minutes.  He put his hands on his ears and counted the number of distinct parts of his life 

and body that were disintegrating simultaneously.  He stopped at ten and decided infinite. 
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The Sanyo exploded on the shelf behind him.  Mekhi pressed the button to stop the sound 

but it rang again immediately.  The caller ID said Charlie Pistola.  It rang again with 

Unavailable ID.  Then Allen Bey and Gigi.  Then Rob Tunny who helped Mekhi 

sometimes with the pickup at big parties.  Then numbers he didn’t recognize.  He went 

into the kitchen, sat at the plywood table and drank Coke.  More calls came in and he 

looked at the screen and touched the button to stop the ringing. 

 

He waited ten minutes.  “Six” by the Neats floated through the window.  Mekhi shut it.  

Then he plugged a Marlboro and ashed in the Coke can.  He stuck pencil and paper from 

the drawer with the silverware. 

 

List of Things to Do with One Week Left 

 

1. More time with judges.  Not overboard.  Be careful you are not the story. 

(2.  But be honest: Will Tyler and Ocasek care?   

a. Good business in their view?  Or maybe they are pure musicians?) 

3.  Be careful you are not the story. 

a. Disadvantages? 

i. Pistola gets angry. 

4. Call into the radio show? 

5. Keep Pistola good. 

a. Charlie 
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b. Tina 

c. Allen & Patrick are good.  Rupee is good. 

6. Songs to play. 

7. No gimmicks for last rounds.  No uniforms, no coy bullshit. 

Straight rock, straight performance. 

 

He sat back and looked at the ceiling.  He would tell the band he suspected Jeff Katz was 

making funny with everyone’s rep to help Pistola’s chances. 
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Monday 

 

“More results after last night’s show, Danny, and we now have the full set of six 

semifinalists chosen and ready to continue the Battle on Thursday!” 

 

Elephant-Man congratulated Laurie Geltman and Letters to Cleo on rounding out the 

bands who advanced.  Mekhi was not surprised.  Putting Laurie on Sunday was good 

contest management because her crowd would show any day of the week.  It was 

probably a gift to let Cleo play then because the competition was thinner.  Liminal Head 

Event was too poppy and color-coded to do more.  And the three rappers of American 

Made Missile had mis-stepped.  They had given rhymes acapella in the belief that it 

would help get them signed.  The judges were musicians, and the Missile did not 

understand that it was music more than anything else that ultimately moved product.  

Their lyrics were too politically conscious to grab the attention of Tyler and Ocasek, but 

they had started to believe the press attention they were getting as Boston’s new serious 

mcs.  Their column inches were mostly from one MIT master’s student who moonlighted 

as Sans Serif for a preppy underground paper called Spit and who seemed actually to buy 

their paranoid conspiracy theories about Viagra, aliens, and 9/11.  A.M.M. had amped 

this edge of their act on stage and now they were out of the Battle. 

 

Steve Lessland crept close in his chair.  He smiled at Mekhi and let his eyes twinkle for a 

two count before he opened his mouth.  Mekhi smiled back and rested chin palm.  He had 

come in at seven.  Steve appeared at seven thirty and futzed in plain view till eight.  
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Mekhi decided it was easy to like Steve.  He allowed himself to be charmed by the sale 

job of the smile and pause. 

 

“I heard you been bucking up for yourself, buddy.”  Steve pealed quietly. 

 

“Nice.” 

 

“With the boss.” 

 

“Yup.  I’m with you.’ 

 

“With Segnor Roger.”  He pealed again. 

 

Mekhi waited.  He felt the early chest and forehead licking of a fever.  He had slept ten 

hours but had woken three times raining sweat.  That felt like convalescence compared to 

this morning’s heat.  He saw Pravda walking slowly past his window carrying a steaming 

mug and turning a teaspoon around the rim.  Then Harriet appeared behind her and 

slammed into Pravda’s back huge breasts, knocking her out of the frame.  Harriet looked 

left into Mekhi’s office and walked on. 

 

“I mean, I just want to make sure everyone is good here with de minimo drama.  Coming 

to the end of the quarter.” 
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“I know you have kids.  What do you want to do?” 

 

“What did you say to the HGIC?” 

 

“What did he say I said?” 

 

“Felt to me like he was scared of you.” 

 

Mekhi adjusted. 

 

“I mean, can you blame him?”  Steve pealed.  “You tell him whatever you told him, and 

you roll into the office with bruises like you’re in Fight Club!” 

 

“What’s your sense of what happened?” 

 

“I think he tried to penny you.” 

 

“Well?” 

 

“You won, but it might be one of those Greek victories.” 

 

Mekhi stared at the plaster on the wall behind Steve’s shoulder. 
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“Gerald will get some of the commission for the pieces he’s helping start and a touch on 

the accounts he is picking up in middle stage, but not too much.  I gotta tell you.  He’s 

been big.  Asked for less than Roger was gunning for when he heard.  And he’s not that 

bad a sales guy.  I’m surprised at the subtlety.  Whips it out with the Catholics.” 

 

Mekhi looked back at Steve’s eyes. 

 

“He gets nothing on Texas.  Nothing on the late-stage work.  I think he’d suck with the 

evangelicals down there, anyway.” 

 

Mekhi grazed his eyebrows with his right ring finger.  He thought first of the amount he 

had in the Cambridge Trust account.  Then he thought of the billfold in the apartment and 

the backup under the lining in the trunk of the Saab.  He added it all.  Then he thought 

Pistola should try to rock “40 Days” at the Friday show.  What can they do with the song 

to emphasize their punk range?  No.  Keep it as is.  It’s good.  Tyler and Ocasek would 

definitely pick up any flavor that the band inflected.  There was no need to lead these 

camels to water. 

 

Then Mekhi thought about camels.  Would the Tygers brothers ever let him drink?  His 

heart flashbulbed as he remembered what Saint-Armand and Katz had said.  Then he felt 

the acid from his heart rate score his lungs and he coughed twice hard into his fist. 
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You have nothing else to live for.  Put everything down on this one.  He looked at his 

shoes and waited.  He thought of the story about Paul Newman the alcoholic plaintiff’s 

lawyer in The Verdict.  There is no other case.  This is the case.  There is no other case.  

This is the only case.  Then he thought of the story he liked telling where Billy Connolly 

had fought eight guys in a row bare-fisted for the right to walk away from Whitey Bulger 

and go to college out of state without having to worry for the health of his mom and 

sister.  Then he didn’t know if he was joking. 

 

“Where are you, buddy?” 

 

Mekhi looked at Steve.  He eyed his laptop and understood he had lost six minutes at 

least. 

 

Steve leaned back in his chair.  Then he lowered his chin into his neck and crossed his 

arms.  Mekhi felt himself tapping right heel floor. 

 

Steve said okay we’ll talk later.  Mekhi watched him go straight into his office and dial 

numbers. 

 

Mekhi closed his door.  He looked at his shoes for a full minute.  Then he snatched the 

List of Companies from the drawer, sat one hip desk, and dialed hard.   
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By 12:30 he had moved the ball with guys in Chicago, San Francisco, New York, and 

Texas.  He detailed progress on the laptop.  Then he heard soft knocking. 

 

Pravda entered.  She leaned against the whitewash, drooped hands waist, and crossed her 

right leg left.  Mekhi noticed she said nothing and read blitz.  He said “Oh, hi, there, 

Pravda, what’s up?  Did you see the David Cronenberg movie this weekend?  I remember 

you said you liked the last one.  Oh yah, I heard this one’s great, and the actress from Rip 

Tide, she’s terrific, along with Ethan Hawke.  I’m gonna go try see it.” 

 

“It’s 12:30.  I came in to ask if you wanted to have some lunch, Mekhi.” 

 

It took a second for him to process and confirm that she had called him Mekhi.  He felt 

himself smile Dick Cheney and looked straight past her to see if Harriet was with her.  

She wasn’t.  Pravda closed the door.  She was now beaming at him.  She slung her right 

hip low and then back. 

 

“Where do you want to eat?”  He rose and sat hip desk.  He glanced around the room for 

a spotlight he could shine in her face. 

 

“Anywhere.”  Now Pravda smiled sixty teeth and her mouth blazed two thousand lumens.  

Mekhi looked directly at her and winced. 
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“We’ll go into Lexington.  Hartwell House is too heavy.”  He wrapped the gray Missoni 

scarf with the silk side facing his neck and they walked to the Saab.  Then they drove out 

onto Maguire Road, left onto Hartwell, and then left again onto Mass. Ave..  Mekhi told a 

story about a guy he’d met at one of the financial exchanges who got raving drunk one 

night at a convention hotel bar and started yelling he was scared he had hepatitis.  Pravda 

laughed.  She slapped the side of her head when she laughed hard and Mekhi memorized 

it in case he saw other Bosnians do the same.  They hopped out at the Thai restaurant and 

ordered coconut milk soup.  Then Mekhi said “So you been listening to the radio this 

weekend.” 

 

Pravda cocked her head left and opened her eyes. 

 

“I don’t think so.  I don’t like the radio in this country.” 

 

“Come on.  You got me.  Nothing to hide for either one of us.  For either of us to hide I 

mean.  You were listening to the radio?” 

 

“Maybe.  But I don’t think I listened to the radio this weekend.  Which station?” 

 

Mekhi tipped a spoonful of soup.  He immediately coughed when the Serrano chili hit his 

throat, and he set the bowl aside.  Then he looked at Pravda.  She bit her lip. 

 

“How did you know some of my friends call me Mekhi.” 
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“A little bird named Tina told me,” she said fast, looking at him then at her hands and 

then back at him. 

 

Mekhi’s brain lunged.  Pravda hadn’t heard on the radio, but Tina told her?  How did 

Tina know her?  He stared hard.  What, is there a network of you people?  Mekhi 

suddenly thought maybe there is a Boston he didn’t know about.  A secret underground 

place of channels and information sieves he hadn’t penetrated.  He imagined Pravda, 

Tina, and Harriet whispering to one another in the corner of some after-hours club in the 

Ladder District blaring celestial rock and house while Mayor Menino, Elephant-Man, and 

Conan O’Brien played real estate poker and the Tygers brothers sat on Tyler and 

Ocasek’s laps hoovering out their facial blackheads with micro suction cups.  Then the 

Celtics, Red Sox, and Patriots show up and everyone gangbangs stashes of Los Angeles 

models imported on FedEx jets. 

 

“What?”  The table by the window looked at him.  Pravda opened her eyes wide.  Then 

she nodded twice and her smile went girly.  Mekhi’s shoulders eased.  Pravda crossed her 

arms and said “You didn’t tell me you had a girlfriend.  We were wondering.  Miss Tina 

came and told me she calls you Mekhi.  In fact that is what happened.” 

 

“Came where?  When?  Where?”  Then Mekhi closed his mouth.  He forced his muscles 

to relax and he thought his heart rate down four beats.  Then he let his eyes twinkle, gave 

thirty teeth, and said “Oh, I see.  Now I understand.” 
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Pravda’s cheeks shone and she smiled two thousand lumens.  “She’s very pretty.  I can 

see why you like her.”  Mekhi batted eyelashes twice and looked at the table to make like 

he was avoiding eye contact.  He waited.  Then she said “she told me how worried she is 

about you because you got hurt.  She wanted to know if it was some problem at work.  I 

told her everything was okay and that sales were up because of you.” 

 

Then Pravda excused and went to the bathroom.  Mekhi sat and hooked hands pockets.  

He counted the number of days till management, the venture capitalists, and the entire 

Bay State technology sector would know he had destroyed four million in sales so he 

could promote a no-talent band in a losing bid to win a contest for idiots, homeless, and 

illiterate children.  They would put him on a don’t hire list stretching from Route 128 to 

Singapore.  Then AdapTrade would sue him for fraud and restitution.  “Well, Mr. 

Bessell, why were you unable to work, travel, attend sales meetings, and get the orders 

for your company and colleagues who had put so much trust in you?  Why were you so 

bodily hatcheted and repugnant?  Was it because you were knee-deep in a sordid knuckle 

war with the Boston mob?  Was it because they beat you up for treading on their turf with 

your so-called rock group, with your fleet of portable meth labs, with your ring of 

hepatitis child prostitution?  Was it?  Was it!?!?!  The jury will find you liable and guilty, 

Mr. Bessell, and then they will hang you by your balls!!!!!” 

 

Mekhi saw Pravda emerge from the bathroom.  Her lipstick was retouched and now she 

wore eyeliner.  Mekhi didn’t think he had seen her leave the table with a purse, and there 
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were no pockets on her clothes.  “Okay, time to go,” she said, “I have to get back to 

finish something for Roger.” 

 

They drove back to the office and Mekhi slipped into his chair.  He rolled it behind his 

door so the hallway couldn’t see him through the window.  He stuck a pencil and pad and 

tapped the paper for two minutes.  Then he fell asleep.  He woke at 6 p.m..  Steve was 

gone.  So were Pravda, Harriet, and Gerald.  Roger had never come in. 

 

Mekhi put the car in park when he hit the jam at the Alewife T Junction.  Then he saw the 

guy from Accenture in alternative-colored suspenders inch up next to him in the BMW 

323i.  The guy waved and smiled.  Mekhi nodded.  Then the guy rolled down his window 

and ducked his head out to talk.  Mekhi hit the button for his window and leaned to listen 

but then the traffic moved and he geared to drive. 

 

He parked on Centre street and clacked pavement toward his apartment.  He turned the 

corner too fast and understood the big men standing in front of his stoop had spotted him.  

It was Tug Houlan and Typee.   

 

He straightened his neck, dipped his chin, and approached half-speed.  Tug put his hands 

out in front of him and backed up a step.  Then Mekhi stopped and squared legs. 

 

“Tug, how do you know where I live?  Why did you bring him?”  He pointed at Typee, 

who stuffed his fists under his biceps to maximize their relief.  Typee’s left hand was 
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wrapped in heavy bandages.  Mekhi figured Swap Tygers had put it in a vice for some 

violation or another, maybe for serving the coke that had ended up on Dan’s face. 

 

“Dan told me your address.” 

 

“Dan Tygers?” 

 

“Yeah.”  Tug looked nervous.  “I brought my man because he said you might be 

carrying.” 

 

“A gun?” 

 

Tug jumped.  “Yeah, a gun.” 

 

“Dan said I might be carrying a gun?  Are you crazy, Tug?  I am a promoter, Tug.  I don’t 

fucking carry guns!” 

 

“Okay, sorry, Mek.” 

 

Mekhi pressed his toes in his shoes and balanced on the balls of his feet.  He looked at 

Tug’s shoulders and Typee’s legs.  No one moved. 

 

“So you’re not here to beat me up?  I thought that was why you came.” 
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“Dan and Swap say they want me to tell you something.  Listen, Mekhi, I don’t like to be 

doing this.  I don’t want to get in this middle of this war between you and them.” 

 

“Did you say war?” 

 

“Yeah.  That’s what people are saying.”  He shifted and raised palms upwards near his 

shoulders to show universal people.  “I like you, Mekhi.  I don’t want to come down here 

like some kinda….  I just want to do my thing on the stage at Mama Kin.” 

 

“Spit.” 

 

“They said they want you to meet them at the club tomorrow morning to discuss 

business.  They told me to tell you they’re willing to cancel all the debts.” 

 

Mekhi looked at him and then at Typee, who cracked his neck left. 

 

“Okay, that’s it, Mek.  That’s all I needed to say.” 

 

“Right.” 

 

“Should I tell them maybe you’re coming?” 
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“I’ll call or I’ll just come.” 

 

“Okay, Mekhi.”  Tug said come on Typee, and they walked backwards four steps towards 

Mass. Ave. then swiveled and picked pace.  Mekhi watched them till they turned the 

corner. 

 

Why didn’t they come themselves?  Mekhi had never known the Tygers brothers to send 

messengers.  He thought maybe they are cahooting Tyler and Ocasek this very second.  

He envisioned a thrashing foam day-party at M-80 with a hundred hookers, best-of 

Aerosmith and Cars records playing on repeat, a water-slide with pros spreading their 

legs at the bottom, and Dan and Swap on their knees smack in the middle of the foam and 

flesh and strobe lights double-fellating the rock stars one at a time. 

 

Mekhi marched the stairs to his apartment and stuck the Sanyo.  Jeff Katz answered 

“Phoenix.” 

 

“It’s Mekhi.  What did you mean the other night let me win.” 

 

Katz sucked mucus.  Mekhi gripped the phone and sat in the fake leather Adesso club 

chair.  He tapped his feet.  Katz sucked more. 

 

“They’re going to have a hard time letting this one go, Mekhi.” 
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Mekhi stood up again and put his left palm wall.  “Meaning what exactly.” 

 

“You’re the one who turned me on to this.  Why are you so surprised.” 

 

“I turned you….”  He tapped fingers.  “You mean the speakers at Mama Kin?” 

 

“Definitely.” 

 

“What did you find out.” 

 

“It’s all in the article, Mek.  Since then I’m even more convinced.  What’s going on with 

you?  You feeling alright?  You weren’t looking good on Saturday.” 

 

“You mean Dan and Swap actually did pull the plug?” 

 

“Yes.  Or at least they had it done.  But I get the feeling it was them, maybe Swap.  They 

hate you.” 

 

“That’s real?” 

 

“Real as AIDS.  One person I consider totally reliable told me, and a couple of others 

said the same thing.” 
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“Oh.” 

 

“My guess is the Tygers brothers have put down half a plum the past week cozying Tyler 

and Ocasek.  They’ve had quality time, man.  They brought Paul Pierce over to hang at 

the club and talk shit.  They are calling in all their favors and spending another fifty 

getting the djs and club promotion playing C-60 on heavy rotation.  They’re doing it 

smart.  They even got the late-night underground shows on Emerson radio spinning C-60 

in case the judges show up somewhere and want to get a pulse on what feels legit.  I think 

they got hookers for every one of those college disc jockeys.  And they’re buying 

Pistola’s music off the air, paying people not to play it.  The past week, looking into this 

and hanging around the battle, I get the feeling they want you to lose more than they want 

to win.”  He sucked long mucus. 

 

“Why did you put this in the Phoenix?  Is it really worth reporting?” 

 

“I’m not done.  There should be more in the Friday edition.  The brothers suck big 

donkey cock.  They wreck this town.  Nothing good can happen in Boston if one crew is 

running the whole game.  You want to know why there’s been no big bands from 

Boston?  It’s the Tygers brothers.  Maybe I can get them disqualified or just disliked or 

who knows what.  Fuck them.  Besides, didn’t you say you were calling one in.  You’re 

big news, Mekhi.  Live a little.” 

 

“Call one in for Pistola, Jeff.”  He moved into the bedroom and sat. 
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“You think you’re the only promoter in Boston, Mekhi?  I’m working my ass off to 

promote Boston.  I’m promoting the rock scene.  I’m promoting rock.  I’m promoting the 

contest.  I’m promoting my paper.  You think you’re the only guy in the city who knows 

how to pull a crowd?  Don’t shit on yourself.  This is a good story, and you are the 

product.  And don’t give me that saag that it’s all about the band.  You.  Pistola.  Same 

difference.  Much love though, but that’s the truth and you have to have realized that by 

now.”  He sucked mucus and laughed. 

 

Mekhi gave a laugh on the phone without moving his lips.  He said thanks man and after-

party and hung up.  Then he stretched mattress and closed his eyes.  He counted the 

number of times he had thought someone had screwed him and turned out to be wrong. 

 

The Sanyo exploded.  Mekhi opened his eyes twisted his neck to stretch and saw 11:30.  

He answered and Charlie said hello Mekhi. 

 

“How was rehearsal tonight?” 

 

“Good.  Really good.” 

 

“Cool.  I spent the afternoon making moves for the weekend crowds.” 
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Then Charlie said “Allen and I would like to have a band meeting tomorrow after work.  

Can we do that?  It’s a good idea, and besides we’ve been hearing some things and we 

just want to clear them up and be on the same page.” 

 

“Sure.  Definitely.  Great idea.  We have some work to do, anyway.  And actually I have 

plenty of good news to tell you.  A couple of ace in the hole kinda things for you guys.  

Been working over time.  Good updates from some of my peoples in the press.”  Mekhi 

smiled.  “How about I take you all for steaks.  Can you tell the guys to put on sweaters 

for an early dinner tomorrow?  I’ll meet you at the Capital Grille on Newbury at the six.  

All on me.  Tell the band.  Legit steaks.”  Charlie said cool and they hung up.  Then 

Mekhi crossed hands under his head, closed his eyes, and grinned ten teeth. 

 

The Sanyo rang again.  The Caller ID said Unavailable. 

 

“Hi, Michael.” 

 

Mekhi’s eyes glanced left at the wall. 

 

“Hello.” 

 

“It’s Tina.” 

 

“I thought maybe.” 
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“How are you?” 

 

“Breathing.  I just got off the phone with Charlie.” 

 

“I know.  He’s in talking with Allen all ninja in the living room.  They’re pretty excited 

about the steaks.  I think they have some plan for the meeting tomorrow.” 

 

“Yeah, okay.  I’m sure it will be good.” 

 

“Wish I could have some steak, Michael.” 

 

“Nice.” 

 

“Michael’s a nice name.” 

 

“Tina.  Please.” 

 

“Guess what I’m wearing?” 

 

“No.” 

 

“Your necklace.” 
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Mekhi closed his eyes. 

 

“Don’t worry.  Charlie won’t see.” 

 

“There’s one week left.  Can we just hang tough no drama.  We’re close.  The band 

deserves the chance.” 

 

“I know they do.  That girl Pravda is beautiful.  Is she Russian or something?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“I can tell she wants to fuck you.” 

 

Mekhi shifted his legs on the bed. 

 

“Have you fucked her?  I think you deserve to.” 

 

Mekhi shifted again. 

 

“Tina, we should hang up.  It’s late.” 

 

“I know, I know.  It’s just.” 
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“Just what?” 

 

“Give me a call if you feel like it after your meeting tomorrow.  To let me know how it 

went.”  She said her number and hung up. 
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Tuesday 

 

Mekhi arrived at the Capital Grille and saw Pistola slouching a round table drinking ice 

water and eating crackers.  A waiter named Kamel looked nervous.  Charlie rocked a 

Nautica sweater, size small, and a yellow tie on a blue shirt with the tails sticking out.  

Allen wore a green Incredible Hulk tee-shirt and a black sports jacket with velvet lapels 

and a yellow pocket square.  Patrick sat against the wall in a brown flannel suit, striped 

shirt, and yellow bow tie.  He had on wire frame glasses without lenses in them.  Rupee 

had not yet taken off his yellow zip rain jacket.  The fat happy hour business guys looked 

over to figure out if they were famous. 

 

Mekhi ordered five Stoli Dolis.  He started telling stories about the after-party and then 

Ric Ocasek and Steve Tyler.  The appetizers came and then the steak and he ordered the 

third vodka round.  Kamel hadn’t believed that Rupee didn’t eat meat so he had brought 

him shrimp cocktails and then filet mignon.  Rupee lifted creamed spinach in his fork and 

then put it back down.  He looked up at Mekhi who told Kamel French fries and then 

Rupee breathed. 

 

Mekhi sliced two inches of end cut and swallowed it.  “Did I ever tell you fellas the one 

about James Brown and how he saved the city of Boston?  It was back in the day, in 

1968.  The whole city was on edge.  Martin Luther King has been assassinated in 

Memphis.  Every urban center in America is teeming with unrest.  Riots break out in a 

hundred cities.  Cops are out in force in Atlanta, New York, D.C., you name it.  Bobby 
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Kennedy is calling for public calm.  Black heads, white heads, everybody is milling 

around the streets, wondering what’s going to happen.”  He raised his hands above his 

head to show everybody wondering.  “Here in Boston, not Shangri-La for race at the time 

I don’t have to tell you, people are wondering what could give.  And who’s in town?  

James Brown.  James Brown himself.  And he’s set to give a show that night, the day 

after the King has been killed.  The cops are thinking.  The people in the city are 

thinking.  The friggin’ city council is thinking.  Should they let the show go on?”  He 

waved his fork.  “They let the show go on, could be a lot of people—white and black 

people—getting worked up in one room, maybe tensions get high, maybe someone starts 

a riot.  It’s happening everywhere across America.  Then the mayor, Kevin White, and 

James Brown get together and decide they’re not only going to put on the show they’re 

going to televise it”—he thrust his finger across the table at Pistola—“and turn the 

broadcast into a citywide public appeal from the hardest working man in show business 

for civil peace.  The show goes on, James Brown rocks harder than anyone has ever 

rocked before, the whole city watches on TV sitting in their homes, they rock on with the 

show, they hear the message of love and perseverance, and there is no rioting in Boston.  

Our city escapes it.  The city everyone blames in the North for getting race so bad.  But 

we’re the city that makes it through one of the hardest episodes in American history 

unscathed.  And you know why?  Because of music.  Because of live music.  Because of 

a live show.  That is the power of rock at its best!”   

 

Mekhi grabbed his glass and sucked Stoli Doli.  The band said oh my God that’s the 

coolest.  They drank. 
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Then Patrick said “that’s awesome.  I wonder what James Brown played that night.  What 

did he play, Mekhi?  I bet I should write a song about that.  It could be so good for a 

tune.”  He tapped soft drums fingers on the table.  Then he switched to a breakbeat and 

bobbed his head.  Allen nodded with him and tapped an opposite intermittent break with 

his right index.  Rupee turned his head sideways to the table to hear.  Then he bounced it 

deep with Patrick’s rhythm.  Then Patrick looked at Charlie and Charlie opened his 

mouth and whispered a hum.  Patrick said down one octave and Charlie’s hum dipped.  

Rupee smiled.  Allen let a loose baseline trickle out of his throat.  “Dum… dum… bsss… 

dum… dum… bsss….”  Patrick cocked his ear up eight beats and smiled and then bobbed 

it updown again. 

 

Then Charlie sang under his breath.  “Freedom….  Freeedoooooooommmmm….”  Allen 

flurried his left hand on the table and repeated the break with his right index.  Patrick said 

yes.  Then he said yes again.  Then he sang quarter voice.  “At last I’m free….  Nothing 

more to trouble me….  All my troubles is past now….  Because I’m free at last now….  

Brother you know the best dreams never die…  So please don’t ask me to say goodbye….  

Though you might think I’m far away….  I will always be right here to stay….  ‘Cause I 

still have my dream today….” 

 

Allen stopped tapping.  He said Jesus.  He looked at Charlie, and Charlie looked at 

Patrick.  Rupee beamed eighty teeth.  Allen asked “where did you bus those lyrics?”  

Patrick blinked.  “I wrote them.” 
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“When?” 

 

“Now.” 

 

Allen looked at Charlie.  Charlie gaped mouth.  Then Allen said “that was awesome.”  

Charlie kept looking.  Mekhi grabbed Kamel and ordered more Stoli Dolis.  Then he 

raised his glass and the band drank.  Charlie crossed his arms and leaned elbows table.  

“Patrick, can you believe me and Allen were thinking maybe we should replace you from 

the band?” 

 

Patrick twisted his nose and eyebrows.  “Really?  Why?” 

 

Charlie said “that was a long time ago.  And I don’t know what we were thinking!”  He 

slapped the table and smattered juice from the steak on his face.  Allen said “I’m 

confident at this juncture of the point in time that it was the phatty blunt that got us.”  

Then the band laughed, except Rupee, who leaned back into his chair and stared wide-

eyed. 

 

Then Charlie said “You, too, Mek.  I had some beef with you.  Allen and I were all 

rehearsed to throw down over this weird shit in the Phoenix and on the radio.  Like you 

don’t have our best interests at the top of your frontal mind.”  Charlie tapped his forehead 
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to show frontal mind.  Then he put his five-inch binder on the table.  “But forget it we’re 

all good.”  He slapped Mekhi’s shoulder two times. 

 

Mekhi sucked Stoli Doli.  He closed his eyelids and grinned twenty teeth.  It had been a 

good day so far.  He had slept straight through for the first time and didn’t wake up till 

eleven.  He massaged his stomach and felt that the swelling and fluid were down.  Then 

he walked to the Montrose Spa cafe and said Coke and a roast beef sandwich.  He pointed 

to the color on his face and said motorbike accident, gotta replace the blood in my 

system, going to have steak tonight, too.  Then he drove to work and spoke to the guys in 

Texas and they said “we’re ready to move ahead come down here with paperwork we’ll 

sign.”  He told Steve who told Gerald who came over to give high five.  Then they made 

plans to book tickets and cooked an excuse for why Mekhi wouldn’t come.  Mekhi 

breathed when Gerald said no sweat on the commission.  Then he tapped the steering 

wheel on the way into Boston and pounded the valet thirty outside the Capital Grille. 

 

Now he turned to Charlie and said “all good” and “Friday, straight rock, no gimmicks no 

uniforms, rehearse the new one ‘Take You from My Chest’ maybe to open.”  Mekhi gave 

Kamel the Amex and Pistola hoofed it to the street.  Patrick tripped out the door onto 

Allen who said let’s get you home.   

 

Then Mekhi thought maybe he had seen full red lips at the bar and he went back inside.  

He was right.  Tina was smoking a cigar on a stool.  She smiled at him sixty teeth.  Mekhi 
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blinked to make sure and then he sat down at the bar and said Stoli Doli.  He grinned at 

Tina, slapped his chest, and said “it’s been a good day, bonita.” 

 

Tina put her hand on his back gently, and he closed his eyes.  Then he thought this is the 

first soothing sensation I can remember.  Then she said “I figured I’d come sit at the bar 

in case you wanted to celebrate.”   

 

He beamed at her and said “nice” and then he drank.  ”You’re a clever girl.”  

 

“No, I just didn’t want to be left out all the time.”   

 

I understand that.”   

 

”But I guess I am good at some things.”  Mekhi’s brain floated.  He opened his mouth. 

 

Then Mekhi leaned back and the sweat ran onto the mattress.  He looked at Tina’s matted 

hair and then her fingers on his stomach and thought bad idea.  Then he thought fuck it 

there’s no stopping you now.  You read Katz wrong and now the Tygers brothers want to 

deal and the band is all good and you’re handling AdapTrade no hiccups.  You deserved 

this.  Tina grazed the bruising on his legs and torso and lingered on the pooling.  When he 

had removed his shirt she had inspected the scraping and rawness and said 

“beautifuuullll.”  Now she smiled and her eyes gave crow’s feet. 
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The Sanyo exploded and Mekhi hit the button.  It was Tug.  “Mama Kin” blared in the 

background.  “Mek, listen, man, can you please come over here tomorrow.  The brothers 

want to see you no funny business.  They’re killing me over here why you haven’t come 

yet.  Plus they said they heard you work at a company and they were going to show up 

there if you didn’t see them at the club.”  Mekhi squinted.  Then he looked at Tina and at 

the ceiling.  He gave ten teeth.  “Tell them I’ll come in the morning.” 
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Wednesday 

 

Dan and Swap gripped the table hard and looked across.  Tug flitted behind them sifting 

Post-Its and then left.  For a rock club the place was silent. 

 

Dan said “wondered if you were gonna come.” 

 

“You’ve been spreading griff about me.” 

 

“I haven’t even started, Mekhi.” 

 

“I figured.  Nice of you to send the goons.  Classy like your ski jump haircut.” 

 

“How’s your body holding up.” 

 

“I came to tell you I’ve got a couple aces left.” 

 

“You’re bringing some hurt with your friend Jeff Katz at the Phoenix.” 

 

“I also came to gloat.  I’m getting the feeling you’re desperate.” 

 

Dan and Swap gripped the table harder and their hands blew white. 
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“We think we’ve got this pretty well sewed up.  Radio’s playing C-60 on heavy rotation 

on every channel.  They’re getting great crowds at their shows.  And I bet there will be an 

article in the Globe tomorrow on how C-60 is the new Boston sound.” 

 

”One time I had a party on the Cape at this enormous house on its own peninsula.  I was 

told for sure it was vacant for six days.  But out of the blue it all went south when the 

owner showed up on his helicopter just as the thousandth guest paid the gate.  Except it 

turned out okay because the owner is this Internet millionaire thirty year old who loves 

having a melter with two hundred hot girls.  So then it’s excellent, off the hook, for 

another three hours.  But it ends up going south anyway because Jimi Hendrix’s brother 

Leon was getting hella attention from these smoking white blonde chicks.  And who 

knew but the Internet millionaire guy is actually an out and out racist.  So there is a 

monster fight and after that it was all Benny Hill at the end with hordes of people chasing 

each other around the house and down the driveway in jeans and baby dolls while twenty 

coffin speakers bang Twin Hyps and Underworld out the open windows of the mansion.” 

 

Swap stood up and then sat back down.  Dan said “we can all use some insurance.  We’ll 

cancel all debts.” 

 

Mekhi pointed at his face.  “I think I’ve already paid up.” 
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“We’ll drop the flak on Pistola and let the best band win in a fair fight.  If Pistola wins we 

take 50% of your cut but you can keep management control.  If C-60 wins you get ten 

percent.” 

 

“You doing this with anyone else?” 

 

“Not everyone has a manager already.” 

 

Mekhi crossed legs and dipped his chin.  He looked at Dan and waited. 

 

“It’s insurance for us and insurance for you.  Especially if your other income might start 

to dry up.  Let’s face it.  You could have a hard time promoting in this town from now 

on.  It’s good for you to have backup in case you lose what else you have.” 

 

Mekhi squinted.  He rose, crossed to the door, and opened it.  “I’ll think.”  Then Dan said 

“first semifinal is tomorrow.  Decide by the afternoon and I’ll get paper together.”   

 

Mekhi walked across the empty hall and out onto Boylston.  He stuck the ignition and 

drove to Lexington. 

 

He arrived at the office parking lot at noon.  He put on his jacket slowly and looked at the 

office windows and then around the lot for unfamiliar cars.  Then he clacked pavement 

and opened the front glass door.  He led with his left shoulder. 
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Mekhi didn’t see Gerald in his office or Paul the engineering VP in his.  He heard the low 

buzzing of people around the corner outside the conference room.  He leaned his head to 

look.  The engineers huddled.  They’d only done that once since he’d joined the 

company, just before they announced that version 2.0 of the trading engine would be six 

months late.  Then he noticed all of the management were in Roger’s office.  Harriet sat 

sobbing. 

 

Steve looked up at Mekhi.  Mekhi read terminus.  Then he thought fuck you Tygers.  

Roger looked up and immediately barreled his weight toward him. 

 

“What the hell do you think you’re doing here?  Get out of here.” 

 

Mekhi dipped his head right and looked behind.  There was no one.  He backed a wall, 

anyway, and kept his hands low. 

 

“Who the hell do you think you are!”  Roger gurgled phlegm.  He loomed three feet and 

breathed heavily.  Steve followed leading with his left shoulder and watched Roger’s 

hands.  “You think you can scare me by sending over one of your goons?”  Roger heaved 

and phlegm covered his front teeth.  “Back where I grew up I woulda broken your head 

with a brick.” 
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Mekhi touched the wall behind him and said what happened.  Steve stepped two feet and 

said “some guy named Typee came here talking about you.  He got up in Harriet’s face.  

He said you know each other.  Then he asked who’s in charge and Harriet said Roger and 

he got in Roger’s face.” 

 

Mekhi leaned. 

 

Roger said “you send your gang muscle friends to come here and intimidate me.  But you 

got another thing coming Bessel.  People such as me don’t get intimidated by that.  

You’re fired.” 

 

“He’s not my friend.” 

 

“Get out, Michael.  Pack up.”  Roger turned. 

 

“What?” Mekhi looked at Steve, who raised palms.  Harriet sobbed.  Roger said “it 

doesn’t matter you little shit.  I know your games.  You’re fired.” 

 

The engineers dispersed and Mekhi was left alone.  He saw Gerald looking at the floor 

and Pravda with her eyes wide and her face in her hands.  Steve followed Roger into his 

office to negotiate but Mekhi knew he was beat. 
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Mekhi took the photo of himself with the company’s founder from the desk drawer.  He 

looked around to see if that was everything.  Then he looked out at the engineering 

bullpen and down the hall into the conference room.  He walked outside and clacked 

pavement.  He bit his lower lip and geared out onto Mass. Ave. and down 128 to Route 2.  

He looked at the clock as he reached Alewife.  12:45.  Then he drove into the garage at 

the Charles Hotel and crossed the courtyard.  The new three-bill doorman sweated and 

said “hello can I buzz you up?” and Mekhi said no I have a key and took the Otis to eight. 

 

Pakoor was home.  Mekhi said a girl from Wesleyan was stalking him at his apartment 

and he’d given her a key how dumb was that so he needed a place to crash for a night 

maybe four.  Pakoor said fuckin’ shit and opened the door to a guest room.  Mekhi sat on 

the duvet.  Pakoor said watching golf fuckin’ shit and left. 

 

Mekhi looked down and grazed his knuckles on the white 1200-count cover sheet.  Then 

he thought maybe plasma or sap would get on it so he put his hands knees instead.  He bit 

his lip again.  The cut opened and it trickled on his tongue. 

 

Then Mekhi stuck pen and paper. 

 

List of Things I Need Next Four Days. 

 

Mekhi knew he’d have to go home for the money and clothes.  They’d massacre him 

again if he showed up at the wrong hour.  He dialed numbers. 
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Thursday 

 

“Good morning, Boston!  Welcome back to your 95.3 The Box, Boston’s Critical Hit 

Rock with Elephant-Man and Danny.  Boy is it cold out there this morning.” 

 

“It is cold, Elephant-Man.” 

 

“Article this morning in the Globe about C-60.” 

 

“I read that.” 

 

“The preeminently respectable rock writer and critic for the Globe Magnus Rillbeck has 

weighed in on the Battle and predicted the victory of C-60.  Magnus has declared C-60 to 

be the new true sound of the Hub.” 

 

“You can be sure Steve Tyler and Ric Ocasek are going to be reading about this over 

breakfast this morning.  Or whenever rock stars wake up.” 

 

“It’s a good article, actually, and you might want to check it out.  But I have to confess I 

was surprised that Magnus came out so strong for C-60.  I don’t think I remember him 

ever writing about them before.  But he has weighed in now.” 
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“Yes he has.  I’m not sure I agree with him.  I can’t tell you I’m ready to come out in 

favor of C-60 like that.” 

 

“To win it or as the best band in your opinion or both?” 

 

“Either.” 

 

“I agree with you.  But an interesting development nonetheless for a couple reasons, not 

the least of which is that C-60 is managed by none other than Dan and Swap Tygers.  

You wonder where this leaves Mekhi Bessell, who seems to be in open war with the 

Tygers brothers with his band Pistola.” 

 

Mekhi sucked Marlboro and blew it out the window of the Saab.  He had picked up 

Jimmy Chin at four when his bouncing gig at the Milk street after-hours wrapped.  Now 

he sat in the passenger seat with his Vuarnets around his neck.  He wore a green 

American Apparel t-shirt with a stencil of Yoda and the caption “cut your bullsith” in 

white lettering on the front.  He pointed nose when Patrick clacked out of his house and 

Mekhi killed the radio. 

 

It had been a long night.  Mekhi dug sepum out of his eye.  He and Chin had sneakered 

into the apartment on Trowbridge.  Chin smoked while Mekhi gathered cash and clothes.  

No one massacred them on the street or inside, and Mekhi thought maybe the stealth was 

overkill.  Then he stuck the big metal flashlight and pounced the bedroom closet and 
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shower curtain to make sure.  At seven Mekhi called Rupee and Allen.  Now they were in 

Pakoor’s apartment in the downstairs bedrooms waiting for the rest of the band. 

 

Patrick stuck his duffel and Mekhi said wassup this is Jimmy.  They drove I-93 to South 

Boston.  Mekhi tried Charlie on his cell again but nothing.  He hopped the car and 

knocked on Charlie’s door.  Then he rang the bell and leaned to eye the window and 

thought don’t tell me I’m too late they massacred him.  Chin walked up behind and 

Patrick craned his neck from the back seat.  Then Tina opened the door.  Light daffodil-

scented smoke and waves of heat billowed out.  She gripped a bathrobe right hand.  She 

wore full makeup.  Chin slipped the Vuarnets onto his face. 

 

Tina slung left hip and smiled.  She yelled “Charlie!” and he emerged hallway.  “I’m 

guessing they’re here to see you.”  Charlie said “hi, Mekhi, what’s going on.”  Then he 

saw Chin and squinted memory.  Tina looked at Mekhi’s face and then his stomach.  

Then she looked at Chin’s teeth and down.  Charlie rolled his neck her way.  Tina said 

“early morning raiding party?” and Charlie curled. 

 

“Couple things have happened lead me to believe maybe somebody might try to screw us 

up.  There’s a big contract and tour at stake this year in the Battle and some people are 

acting crazy.  I’ve been calling you all night.  I’ve moved myself into Pakoor’s palace up 

at the Charles.  Allen and Pee are already there.  Patrick’s in the car.  I figure just to be on 

the safe side it’s smart for us to stay off-campus till Saturday, just so no one comes along 

and smashes anyone’s fingers.  We can all stay there, do some planning, hang out, etc..” 
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“What, like a sting operation?” 

 

“Yes, Charlie, like a sting operation.” 

 

Charlie pointed at Chin who’s this. 

 

“Jimmy Chin.  He’s helping us because we’re gonna be so busy.  He was working the 

door at the after-party Sunday” and then Mekhi immediately thought stupid thing to say.  

Charlie gave wide eyes at Chin who looked down the street at a moving car.  Tina smiled 

and said “we’ll pack a bag.  Slumber party for the band will be fun.” 

 

“Tina, the band will be sharing rooms at Pak’s so I’m sorry.” 

 

She cocked her head.  “Are you going to be sharing a room?” 

 

Mekhi stuffed hands pockets and Charlie snorted.  He gripped Tina elbow and they went 

inside. 

 

Mekhi plugged Advil.  Jimmy Chin held a bottle of Vivarin.  Mekhi shook no.  He 

breathed cold air nose and knew he was running short on time.  His only upmarket job 

ever was gone and in one minute he had become nationally unemployable in high-tech.  

The brothers’ deal was probably a lie but they were going to drop hydrogen anyway 
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when the clock hit close of business.  He couldn’t work Boston anymore.  Now Pistola 

would be cooped in one place for three days.  Mekhi counted the number of incidents on 

their close-quarters van tours to New York and Chicago.  Then he thought Tina could do 

anything between now and the finals.  If we make it to the finals.  Then Mekhi counted 

the number of days since he had even said hello to the judges.  Dan and Swap were 

probably feeding them breakfast in bed giving them shiatsu rubdown acupuncture 

seaweed wrap colon douche blood replacement therapy.  He, on the other hand, was 

herding his band into a hideout so he could babysit them full-time.  The pooling on his 

stomach continued to dwindle and the cuts on his back and head were no worse.  But the 

ruptured skin was starting to harden and peel which made his program burn and itch all 

over.  The fluids creeping from the cuts were clearer now but Mekhi had pissed blood 

again and could still feel the poison of the vodka Dolis seeping his whole game.  He 

stamped out his cigarette. 

 

They drove back 93 and clacked the red bricks into the Charles Apartments.  When they 

got upstairs Allen was taking Pakoor’s money in a card game and Rupee was slapping 

bass no amps.  Pistola sat couches in front of the Sony plasma 40” and Mekhi said “next 

couple days are gonna be critical.  We can relax, rehearse quiet amps, and get into the 

groove of the final stretch.  It’s just like Steve Tyler when he started.  You know 

Aerosmith lived together for a year in the basement of 1325 Comm. Ave. before they got 

big.  Channel that.”  Then Mekhi stuck Pakoor’s X-Box from the cabinet and passed the 

controllers. 
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Friday  

 

“This Battle is heating up furiously now, Elephant-Man!  What a show last night.  T.T. 

the Bear’s volcanoed in the first of the two semifinal showdowns.  The melodious Laurie 

Geltman advances to the Saturday four-way final, as does Gangsta Bitch Barbie.  Sorry 

for the marvelous Plastic Machine Doll Killer Operator.  They are out of this world.” 

 

“Definitely from a different planet, Danny.” 

 

Mekhi knew by rights PMD K.O. should be in the final and maybe win.  But they were 

still a year or two away from turning their music into load-bearing custom product for the 

labels and it might be too smart in the end, anyway.  Give it to a producer at Sony and he 

could morph the band into a gimmick act for nerds.  Plus their stage excellence would not 

transmit on radio or play easily in an arena.  Tyler and Ocasek knew their business. 

 

The semifinals lineups were strange.  Gigi had put the only two women left, Laurie and 

Krisa from G.B.B., on the same night.  Friday’s Pistola, C-60, and Letters to Cleo came 

across as a mainstream evening to Thursday’s indie program. 

 

“It’s going to be a great show tonight at T.T.’s.  The bill is very different, Elephant-Man.  

They rocked a wide range of acts last night, and tonight it’s closer together.  Pistola and 

C-60 have a similar sound, gotta tell you.  This could actually make the judging job even 

harder.” 
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“And they went up against each other already in the early rounds last Tuesday.” 

 

“That’s actually true, Elephant-Man.  It’s almost as if the powers that be want them to 

eliminate each other.” 

 

“Almost like that.” 

 

”This feud between the Tygers brothers and Mekhi Bessel has another chance to climax 

tonight.” 

 

“Speaking of that, there’s an article in the Phoenix this morning from Jeff Katz.” 

 

“And how, Elephant-Man!  Woah!  Katz really puts the hurt on the Tygers brothers this 

morning.  If Magnus Rillbeck at the Globe came out in favor of C-60 yesterday, Jeff Katz 

is coming out against the Tygers cartel.  Makes you wonder who is on whose payroll.  

Katz hurls all kinds of allegations at Dan and Swap Tygers.  He has them paying off djs 

to play music by C-60.  He has them sucking up to the judges pretty bad.  He even 

suggests some shenanigans with escort ladies, if you know what I mean.  Katz alludes to 

an “all night jag” at Bellie Bomber’s house on Comm. Ave., complete with pro sports 

players, djs, and the requisite women.  Then, the unsurprising kicker by now, he says they 

are campaigning to kill Pistola’s chances to win the Battle.  He quotes a couple of 

unnamed sources in the article.  Wonder who they are!?!?” 
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“Too bad we weren’t invited to any of the parties.” 

 

“Totally.  Hey, Dan, Swap, Mekhi.  Why haven’t you called us?  Our vote is for sale!” 

 

Yesterday the Sanyo went ballistic at 3 p.m. and didn’t stop till Mekhi turned it off late.  

The Tygers brothers started calling him to see what he was going to do in the deal.  Then 

they called to see where he was.  Later they called him to see where he had been, and 

then they called to see why he hadn’t come to the show so they could massacre him St. 

Valentines.  This morning the whole planet called.  Ginny phoned at 7 am and spat 

polyunsaturated stupidity.  Boston wanted to know about the Phoenix article. 

 

Patrick sucked Corn Pops and looked at Mekhi.  Rupee raised his eyebrows hairline.  

Charlie crossed his legs kneecaps and adjusted the fuzz on his shins.  Then Allen 

emerged pajamas kitchen and put on a black shortsleeve that read “Fry Mumia.”  Allen 

said “You gotta admit that’s weird, Mekhi.  Maybe there’s something I don’t get about 

your business.  But what is going on with you and the Tygers brothers?” 

 

Mekhi sank back into Pakoor’s Cassina Dodo K10 Toshiyuki Kita armchair and pinched 

the leather to wait.  Patrick took the spoon out of his mouth and said “I don’t suppose I 

understand this.  You and the Tygers brothers seem to be fighting over something we 

don’t know about.  I’ve never met the Tygers brothers.  Is your beef about music or 

Pistola or another thing.  You bring us over here in the middle of the night like the CIA 
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and tell us we could be in saag.  We play hard for you.  The show is coming up tonight 

and I’m feeling frazzled by all this confusion and different inputs from all sides and 

people saying all these things on the radio and in our ear.”  Mekhi narrowed eyes.  “Don’t 

you think we deserve an explanation.  We’re your band, Mekhi.  We’re your band.” 

 

Mekhi looked at Charlie who smoothed the hair on his legs.  He hung four beats and then 

said “I don’t know altogether what’s going on but I’d rather be safe and smart in case.  I 

think a couple guys in the papers are having a little fun.  But Jeff Katz has got your back I 

think.  Don’t take it too heavy, fellas.  Remember two years ago Weepin’ Willie and 

Little Joe Cook got into this mosh in Yankee magazine with Yo-Yo Ma from Newbury 

Comics because he didn’t want to sell the graphic novels they had developed with the 

Wachowski brothers about their lives in blues music.  Turns out it was all kissell 

concocted by the Yankee editorial board to stir the pot.  Newbury Comics bought like a 

thousand copies of the books on pre-order.” 

 

Patrick said “oh right, that makes sense” and Allen said “I have a graphic novel I want to 

write.”  Rupee furiously picked a callous on his left hand. 

 

Charlie touched his Clark Kents.  He said “Mekhi, when’s the last time you spoke to the 

Tygers brothers?” 

 

Mekhi crossed his legs.  Then Patrick said “you know, Mek, what you say makes sense, 
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but I have to blurt out that, no offense, maybe you could tell us more.  If it’s all bull, why 

did you bring us to Pakoor’s house?  Why are you so beat up?” 

 

Charlie said “you know what I heard.  You’ve been meeting with the Tygers brothers.  

Tina went to T.T.’s last night and she talked to Dan Tygers.  He says you and he made a 

deal where you get a piece of C-60’s action if they win the Battle.” 

 

The room blew vacuum.  Mekhi popped eyes and felt his blood pressure floor.  Mist 

issued pore whole body and he thought he sensed his organs scream for water.  Then he 

blinked half-speed two times and gripped the heat on the back of his neck.  He saw 

Pistola look at him Judas Iscariot.  “That’s not true.  I –“ 

 

Charlie spat “bullshit, Mekhi.  When is the last time you saw the Tygers brothers.” 

 

“Tuesday.  No, Wednesday.” 

 

“So you did meet with them!”  Charlie dialed decibels.  The rest of Pistola gave deer 

headlights.  “And you can’t keep your story straight when you did!” 

 

“I saw them but we didn’t –“ 

 

“Where did you see them?” 
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“I went down to Mama Kin’s.” 

 

“Aha!  Just like Tina said!  Her story checks out, guys.”  Charlie yelled now.  “You’ve 

been fucking us over like Jim Crow!” 

 

Pakoor appeared in the hallway.  He rubbed scalp and bleared eyes.  He looked at 

Charlie, muttered “fuckin’ shit,” and retreated. 

 

“Charlie, this is nuts.  Will you hang on one second?” 

 

“What’s your real name, Mekhi?  Come on, tell the guys.  Tell them!”  Charlie leapt 

couch and pointed from his shoulder. 

 

“What difference does it make?” 

 

“Tell us your real name, Mekhi!” 

 

“Michael.” 

 

“See!  We don’t even know who you are!  How can we believe a single word you say?  

You sold us out Jim Crow to the Tygers brothers for a piece of C-60!  You’re like 

goddamn Pete Rose betting against his own team!” 
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“Will you hang on a second.”  Mekhi raised his palm stop.  “Just hang on a second.  

Please.  You know me a long time.  I support this band totally.  You look at this.”  He 

touched the bruising around his eye socket.  “This happened to me because I work with 

you.  The Tygers brothers.  I’m giving you a lot of myself.  I got jumped so bad my piss 

is black.  So fuck Jerry Maguire!” 

 

Allen asked “Tygers brothers did that?”  Mekhi said “yes, them, whatever.”  Charlie 

lowered his arm.  “I’ve been hearing and reading basically the same things you have 

about the Tygers brothers.  I met with them because I wanted to know what the hell the 

deal was and to see how committed they were to winning and maybe to putting me and 

who knows the rest of us in stretchers.  Dan Tygers propped a deal to exchange 

percentages in Pistola and C-60 but I didn’t take it.” 

 

“So you told them no?” Allen said. 

 

“I –” 

 

“See you liar!  You can’t even answer us straight!”  Charlie screamed. 

 

“I haven’t told him anything.” 

 

“What the hell is that supposed to mean?  You either told him yes or no, Mekhi!”  

Charlie’s face flamed red. 
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“I was supposed to tell them either way by yesterday afternoon and I just never called 

them back.  I wasn’t going to say yes, but I didn’t feel like I had to call them to tell them 

no, either.  I think they’re pissed.  They probably dropped this bullshit on Tina so it 

would sow some discord in the band.”  Mekhi breathed and leaned left armrest.  He 

tapped his teeth together and waited. 

 

Allen asked “why didn’t you tell us about this?” 

 

“I didn’t think it was something you needed to know.  I thought it could distract you.  

You have enough to focus on as it is.  I’ve never told you this shit.” 

 

Patrick coughed and said “you don’t think much of us.”  Mekhi dipped back in to the 

Toshiyuki Kita and felt his vertebrae roll one by one.  His breathing shallowed and his 

eyes drooped.  His ribs grated against one another.  Pistola cocked heads and looked at 

him.  He said “no, I don’t think that’s true.” 

 

“Yes it is, Mekhi,” Patrick said.  He stretched his hand out and looked at his nails.  “You 

don’t think much of us.  You like our music.  You believe in our band.  But as people you 

think we’re jokes.  You think we are funny and ridiculous.  That’s okay.  You’ve taken 

good care of the band.”  He leaned forward and gripped forearms hands.  “But you don’t 

trust us with anything.  Not even with your name or anything about you.  Like where 

you’re from or if you’ve got a family.  You must think we are really dumb.  I know I’m 
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not the smartest person in the world.  But I’m not that dumb that I don’t care about this 

stuff.  Sometimes we ask you a question and you tell us kissell rap about this or that when 

you want to change the subject.  I can’t always tell which ones are for real and which 

ones are bogus.  But I like your stories.  They’re like poems, some of them.  Who cares if 

they’re true.  But after a year or two of hearing them you start to get the sense that you’re 

giving us a line.”  Mekhi looked at the whitewash behind the television.  Patrick 

scratched his left shoulder and yawned.  “You think we always believe you.  Or you think 

we don’t notice.  Now that’s pretty dumb.  You don’t think much of us.  Is there anyone 

you do trust?” 

 

Patrick looked at Rupee, who touched his fingers temples.  Allen and Charlie looked at 

Patrick.  Mekhi exhaled nose. 

 

“I don’t know what to say.”  Mekhi stuffed hands under his legs.  “I never meant to….”  

He looked at the white Thorlo short socks on his feet and shifted toes.  The fabric 

stretched.  “I don’t know what to tell you.  I don’t talk about myself because….  Because 

I’m not focused on it….  Because for me it’s not interesting….  Because I already know 

about it.  Because I’m always thinking about what’s next.  My family–” Mekhi coughed 

and light blood glazed his uvula.  “I’ve plastered pavement for years to–”  He palmed the 

rough edge of his forehead hairline.  Then he looked at the drawstrings dangling chest 

from his navy Jerzees hooded. 
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Patrick said “I don’t think I’ve ever seen you having fun.”  Allen and Charlie twisted 

eyebrows and gave Patrick million lumen glares.  Mekhi flipped eyes ceiling and stuffed 

hands into the sweatshirt’s kangaroo pocket.  The room waited.  Allen shifted and the 

couch leather creaked.  Charlie touched his Clark Kents and rubbed his eyesocket.  

Patrick raised neck to look outside at the river and the people in the park.  Then Rupee 

stuck his bass, popped it knees, and strummed the bottom line from “Rock and Roll Part 

II.”  Allen laughed immediately.  Then Mekhi did and then Pistola.  Rupee fluttered slap 

bass for the chant and Pistola gave “hey!” one time. 

 

Mekhi rose and brushed jeans.  “Fellas, I gotta go work up the crowd for tonight.”  He 

clacked floorboards to the bathroom and sat writing the list of promoters, phone calls, and 

emails he would pound to deliver a horde of early-show partisans.  His breath stayed 

shallow as he wrote. 
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Friday 

 

T.T.’s rocked stadium from ten p.m..  Four satellite trucks and a half dozen radio vans 

blocked the street outside and filled the house with cables.  The Irish kids from 

Charlestown made nice with the Italian kids from what was left of old Back Bay to mob 

the corner and prevent anyone else from approaching the table where Tyler and Ocasek 

would sit. 

 

At least three crews of black kids from J.P. showed up wearing red-yellow-green 

sweatbands wrists.  One group of ten rocked slung jeans and Carharts and Adidas low 

soles with ripped cloth vests to show Hub guitar cred.  They stuffed hands pockets who 

gives a shit and sidled toward the mosh at nine.  Another hung unsurprised in the back in 

Mano Nero t-shirts sipping rum full fist wrist red 16-ounce Dixie saying gully and 

ignoring the white girls who looked and smiled.  The third group was twenty strong and 

staked a dozen feet in front of the bar freestyling lyrics condemning the Battle and 

Boston for shutting out all the hip hop acts.  They ticked digital photographs fingering 

“B” two hands chest and raised hands judges and spat “get my contract!”  The Cantonese 

kids from Mattapan parked their technical fluorescent Civics and S4s in a row on Mass. 

Ave. and flipped elbows center room with the Brazilian kids from Cambridge.  One kid 

near the side bar rocked a Kappa slippery zip-up and gave fast Gabber glowsticks two 

hands.  The vodka Teutonic-Synthgoth kids in white t’s moshed small pit around him 

because they thought it was new.  The Jewish professors’ kids from Newton slipped half-

sleeves and lumberjacks and glasses and spiked hair frontal tufts and mouthed the lyrics 
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to the pump tracks coming over the speakers.  The frat kids from Zeta Psi on State Street 

emptied into the club with Asian girls at 9:45 dripping red jello shots on their shirts.  

Eight hardcore kids mashed a hole in the crowd when they let loose a new dance that 

raised knees chin and blazed steam eyes and tongues.  The Prada girls hipped in the doors 

telegraphing disinterest and tonguing straw drinks as they looked at the judges’ empty 

chairs.  Even the mainstream Dockers and Levis kids who never went to shows came for 

the event of it. 

 

Lights and steam crossed the stage tied by computer to the thump and whistle of the 

playlist.  A banner for Bank of North America hung the full breadth.  But there were no 

Bacardi girls or any other women in short shorts.  Peter Donnelly, T.T.’s sixty-five year-

old house talent manager who wore a tweed cap every second and who had been working 

on his PhD dissertation on Sappho at Brown for four decades and who was known in 

town only by his Black Panther fellow traveler name Plan Deadly, would never allow 

stage girls in his club.  Mekhi stood hands pockets to the left of the door next to Jimmy 

Chin and surveyed across his popped leather collar.  It was 10:15.  Now the mass frothed 

under an extended recording of the Mighty Mighty Bosstones’ “The Impression That I 

Get” and then “Wallet.”  The bands were away in the green room and Mekhi believed 

Plan Deadly when he said no one else would be admitted. 

 

Mekhi counted a hundred friendly faces and then worked his list backwards to see who 

hadn’t shown.  Then he spotted Tina.  She backed a heavy water pipe wrapped in three 

inches of soft insulation on the clear far side of the hall maybe thirty feet from the stage.  
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Her left hand was up near her face touching her teeth and skin with a black plastic comb.  

Her hair was up on top of her head.  She wore a dark Polartec vest and forty fans hopped 

beat straight-arm fists within fifteen feet but Mekhi saw no sweat near her hairline.  Her 

skin gave snow white and her jaw creased three times in one minute.  Mekhi thought 

maybe she is a head taller than before or is she in wicked stilettos because you can spot 

her straight through the crowd.  He looked at Jimmy Chin.  He had his Vuarnets over his 

eyes no irony and gave placid face Buddha. 

 

Plan Deadly walked to the middle of the stage in the gray tweed cap and the fans gave 

atomic welcome.  “Yooooooo!”  He stopped in the middle of the mic, dropped his chin, 

and raised his right hand fist shoulder.  The crowd gave “Yo!” and Mekhi exhaled mouth.  

Then Deadly grabbed the mic two hands and said “Hello Boston!”  The crowd yelled.  

“Welcome back to the second night of the semifinals of the biggest and most important 

Battle of the Bands in the history of Boston!”  The crowd heaved and yelled.  Behind him 

two grips untied the Bank of North America banner and folded it off-stage.  “I am 

honored to invite your attention to the judges’ table.” 

 

“Yo!” 

 

“The embodiment and perpetual vanguard of the New Wave, Ric Ocasek fronted The 

Cars, who broke out in 1978 with their self-titled debut.  Combining intelligent 

synthesizers with the best of 1970s rock guitar and massive vocal harmony, Ocasek and 

The Cars released five more original chart-topping albums before moving on to other 
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projects.  A solo artist, a major music producer, and even a published poet, Ocasek may 

have been born in Baltimore, but he truly is one of Boston’s own rock legends.”  The 

crowd gave love.  “Yoooooo!”  A spotlight hit the judges’ table and Ocasek smiled and 

waved.  The room surged and crushed left toward them. 

 

“Our second judge tonight has been making magic and music with the same monster 

band for more than three decades.  Always on the cutting edge and frequently ahead of 

the times, Steve Tyler has sung more than fifty Aerosmith singles and written many of 

them.  He is the frontman for a legendary group that is and must be the greatest Boston 

band.  Steve Tyler!”  The crowd yelled and crushed again.  Tyler grinned two hundred 

teeth and waved.  Someone hurled a clear plastic cup full of beer.  It crashed against the 

wall behind the table and sprayed the judges.  The fans gave “yo!”  Tyler smiled and 

nodded.  Ocasek slurped residual beer forearm and the crowd crushed again.  Two 

bouncers craned necks from inside the bar to see if they could spot the fiend to drag him 

outside legs and coffin him. 

 

“It is very exciting for me to welcome to the stage the first band of the Battle semifinal, 

Letters to Cleooooooo!”  The lights flashed out and the crowd crushed and yelled in the 

dark.  Mekhi saw the band run on stage to their instruments and thought good energy.  

Three spotlights blazed back on and the fans gave love full volume.  The band waved, 

gave “one two three four,” and opened “Here & Now,” which probably the whole city 

knew had made it onto the soundtrack for Melrose Place.  The crowd threw hands and 

Mekhi thought that was generous of them.  The rock heads might have been dubious 
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about a song with such pure stevia cred but even they gave love.  Mekhi looked at the 

stage and thought all the bands for tonight looked practically identical.  All the musicians 

were men.  There wasn’t a single woman on the bill.  Cleo used to have a girl drummer 

but she left to join a Chicago band that made it big and they replaced her with Lorne 

Verjee who was probably better but still.  Then he thought maybe it was good that the 

bands look alike because the sound will have to separate them.  Then he thought about a 

hundred thousand dollars on airplay. 

 

Frontman Jake Eisenberg whipped the room with the easy head rolling chorus “The 

pleasance of nuisance of a dime inside your eye will never terminate the role of the 

radiator that you need in your heart right here…and…noooooooowwwwww!”  The fans’ 

heads bounced.  Mekhi looked at Chin who bent his lips approval.  Cleo had played this 

single at every performance in the Battle, and Mekhi wondered if it was a smart idea for 

them to keep leaning on it.  Maybe the judges would see them as a band that had come 

along but never far enough.  Shopped goods.  Mekhi’s throat cracked and he thought a 

Coke.  He worked his way to the back edge of the bar and fingered “C” to Peggy the 

bartender and she sprayed 16-ounce Dixie fountain.  He drank and moved back.  Then 

someone slammed his elbow and Coke splashed his face.  He ducked and looked.  A fan 

flailed arms and dove forward.  Chin slapped Mekhi on the shoulder when he returned, 

and he closed his eyes.  Then he thought it was okay for Cleo to play “Here & Now” as 

their lead-in.  It would prime the crowd. 
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The band wrapped the song with a happy-face Sprite TV pose.  The room screamed and 

stretched fingers to the stage.  After eight seconds Jake Eisenberg relaxed, threw his 

hands in the air and said “thank you, Boston!  We are Letters to Cleooooooo!!’  The band 

gave easy smiles and focused their energy at him and the fans.  The crowd crushed hard 

and twenty girls yelled “I love you!”  Jake looked at his guitar and tapped his right foot.  

Then he wicked the first chord of “Cruel to be Kind.” 

 

Forty girls under twenty shrieked.  Mekhi raised eyebrows and knew immediately this 

was an error.  “Cruel” was the second most commercially successful single Letters to 

Cleo had released.  It had made its way onto the soundtrack for 10 Things I Hate About 

You with an early Heath Ledger and Julia Stiles.  The sound was meadow candy pop and 

the guys in the audience were instantly left behind.  It wasn’t even Cleo’s.  The song was 

a cover of Nick Lowe’s from 1979 and it sounded worse.  They turned Lowe’s winsome 

into whine.  They struck heavy guitars to make it sound more serious but it just came 

across as teenified.  Mekhi figured they had managed to play themselves with the crowd 

and the judges in one go.  Nick Lowe had made his bigs working with Elvis Costello in 

the ‘80s and the judges would likely find the low quality to be an insult, not a tribute.  

They might even hear it as a generational slap.  Oh boy bad move.  Mekhi looked at 

Eisenberg’s face but he couldn’t tell if this was an attempt to curry points and show range 

or a deliberate hari-kari.  Then he thought maybe Dan and Swap Tygers had given them 

cash or a cut of something to take a dive.  Then he thought come on keep it straight. 
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The room thinned as the guys and post-tween women moved to the bars to rake drinks.  

The band cruised south after that.  They maintained their pro posture but never recovered 

the energy from the audience.  And the songs they chose to play only emphasized that 

they were a Mouseketeer troop and not a Boston rock band.  They didn’t have to do that.  

They had other songs.  But “Because of You,” “Sparklegirl,” and “Pizza Cutter” gave off 

early Christina Aguilera if she had dyed her hair green and stuck a nose ring and her 

publicist had used the word “spunk” every ten seconds.  The “Wuss Song” was at least 

funny but it was so down-mood and the crowd were so departed by the middle of the set 

that it read unintentional.  Plus Cleo were too old to be convincing on teen love songs. 

 

The band breathed life back into their act with their last track, a teengauge ballad called 

“Nevermore.”  A heavy classic guitar flourish supported Eisenberg as he railed the lyrics 

with half-screams.  “I cannot pretend to know what I was thiiiiiiiiinkiiing….  I cannot tell 

you now what I kneeeeeeeewwwww….  But I’ll run from here to you to convince you 

daaaaarrliiiiinng—that I know now exactly what I’d dooooooo…..  Nevermore!  

Nevermore!  Nevermore!  Nevermore!  Nevermore!  Nevermooooooorrrre!”  The kids in 

hoodies and leather jackets turned waist at the bar.  Then they bounced their heads.  

Mekhi thought fine but not enough, barring total failure by the other bands.   

 

Cleo rocked the finish pose and waved, and the crowd gave love and whistled.  The fans 

reassembled in the middle of the room but no one crushed or carried.  The band walked 

stage left and Plan Deadly crossed them on their way off. 
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“Let’s hear it for Letters to Cleo!”  The crowd raised arms and gave “Whoo!” and three 

lighters flickered.  “Come on, T.T.’s, let’s hear it for your Boston band Letters to 

Cleooooo!!”  Plan Deadly lifted his arms overhead Kim Il Sung and the room gave 

“Yooo!”  Then he said “and now, I am proud to present four more of your very own, 

from J.P. to Cambridge to Weston, the one and only Peeeeeeestooooooolaaaaaaaaa!!!” 

 

The crowd raked and heaved toward the front, and one kid in the middle of the room 

leapt-and-carried off his friend’s back.  The fans gave love and rock hands to the ceiling.  

Covering rock from Aerosmith’s 1989 Pump blasted loudspeaker.  Then Allen walked 

out stage left in ¾ syncopated step.  He raised eyebrows audience and twisted them 

Pierce Brosnan hello.  Then he shimmied hips and chin.  Charlie emerged identical 

behind him.  Then Patrick and then Rupee.  They walked staccato swinging hands two 

feet extra high.  When Rupee appeared Mekhi laughed.  They had updated the Beatles 

Abbey Road cover without telling him.  He clapped hands and laughed again.  The kids 

in Burberry kicks and hats in front of him turned around to look.  He winked.  Then five 

other fans started to laugh and the crowd gave smatterplause.  The band gripped 

instruments and sidled mics.  Allen and Charlie kept eyebrows Pierce Brosnan.  Then 

Patrick ripped a baseline on the drums and Rupee fingered his bass heartbeat.  Allen 

shifted weight foot to foot with the beat.  Charlie picked his guitar up an octave for the 

next eight count and then gave it back to Rupee.  The crowd shifted weight with them and 

a few of the hip-hop heads said “yooo!!”  Then Allen gripped and stepped microphone 

and said “Look…if you had…one shot…or one opportunity…to seize everything you 

ever wanted…in one moment…would you capture it…or just let it slip?” 
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The crowd roared.  They crushed the stage and covered their mouths to laugh.  One kid 

climbed over the security guard next to Charlie.  Then he leapt and carried.  Mekhi 

smiled forty teeth and said yes.  He looked at Chin, who laughed right hand stomach.  

The fans rocked the beat heavy shoulders and pointed at the band.  Mekhi craned to see if 

the judges got it but couldn’t spot them through the room in the dark. 

 

Allen released the mic and the band quit the beat and smiled two hundred teeth and 

crow’s feet.  The crowd gave “yo!”  Then Pistola gave relaxed smiles to one another.  

Mekhi thought excellent.  Then Allen nodded easy five times.  He and Charlie took their 

guitars into strong high-note chords and then into a half-time descent toward 

conversational bass.  The pace was slower than the hip-hop had been but the band 

chugged the psych forward with Rupee’s strings and Patrick’s floor drum and toms.  The 

crowd dipped heads side to side.  “Take You from My Chest” was written three months 

ago and had never been performed.  It was a risk to open with it, but Mekhi had figured 

Cleo would be weak and it was easier to show the judges difference and courage tonight 

than at the final. 

 

Allen raised the microphone nose.  Then he tilted back ten degrees and put his eyes at the 

far left corner ceiling back of the room.  Then he sang half-volume at the bottom of his 

range.  The band softened to give his vocals space.  Patrick tapped the rim of his tom to 

keep quiet time.  Then Allen gave “I thought…I could leave you behiiind, and I’d come 

to learn to love me…more with-out yoouuu.  I thought…I was just being kiiind, and that I 
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could leave my future…on the same night I left yoouuu.”  Then Allen opened his lungs 

eighty percent and the band gave tempo and upper octaves.  “But it’s just not in my 

hands…and after all my strain…I’ve had to change my plans!”  Then he blew mouth and 

throat open fifty caliber.  Charlie attacked guitar and Rupee and Patrick high-geared 

waists and torsos.  “I can’t get your faaace!…taken from my cheeest!…remove it from 

my miiind!…cut it from my so-oul!….I can’t get your eyes!…out from in my 

skull!…even if I will!…my heart is still confiii-iiined!!!!”  Allen cut the words up heavy 

lips and teeth and the syllables rang clear over the room.  He kept his eyes open and his 

face relaxed.  Charlie did the same.  Mekhi thought perfect.  Allen bent his right leg knee 

as he opened his valves.  His chest and shoulders heaved on intake but otherwise he was 

still.  Blood engorged the veins in his neck, and the girls could see it happen because he 

had to chin up to sing mic.  They shrieked. 

 

Pistola blazed the last chord, held pose for two seconds, and relaxed.  The fans yelled.  

The single was too slow to get them electric but they nodded comprehension.  Mekhi 

spotted the guys in Hawaiian shirts and suits and cutaway collars along the bar tapping 

notes into blueberries or holding pen flashlights mouths and scribbling black flipbooks.  

Then they looked up at the crowd and scanned faces and clothes and wrote more.  In the 

last two days a ska redux band called More Allstonians had been signed to Kiko Records 

in Providence, and Two Ton Shoe had been given a $25,000 advance from the Anodyne 

A&R rep who had come from Denver.  The A outfits had hung fire so far but now Mekhi 

saw a faster jawline as Perry Owen-Heppet from Cappiroll Records chewed his gum. 
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Allen held the sustain from “Chest” for eight beats and then went straight into “Things” 

after Patrick rapped out the interval hard sticks.  The fans heaved and threw hands and 

gave bottom-of-the-ninth “Yoooo!” as soon as Charlie threw his hand into the first chord.  

Space opened in front of Mekhi and Chin as the room pressed to touch the band.  Mekhi 

grazed the wall behind him right fingertips and looked around for bumrushers.  Then he 

saw Chin looking around double-speed, too, and he felt immediate heat arms and scalp.  

Then ten seconds passed and the muscles in his neck loosened.  The fans bounced toes 

and flipped hands beat.  Allen brought his body around his mic, and Charlie gripped his 

guitar white knuckles and leaned back thirty degrees rigid waist and left leg.  He belted 

his words to the ceiling midway room and reset his head staccato every time he breathed.  

Then Mekhi saw Rupee giving fierce attack face.  Now he rocked bulging eyes and 

dropped his chin two inches.  Rupee sealed his mouth to slow the oxygen and make his 

face red and eyeballs swell to bursting.  His neck showed veins and now the sweat in his 

hair flung tufts whole compass.  He pounded his right arm elbow and shoulder, and 

Mekhi thought maybe he saw a streak appear on the bass’ black finish from the pick.  The 

crowd gave love and Mekhi heard ten fans shout “Pee!!!”  Then Allen looked at Rupee 

left shoulder and smiled fifty teeth.  Then he looked at Charlie, and Charlie smiled father 

figure.  Then he looked back at the crowd and smiled and they gave love again “Peeee!!!” 

 

A middle-aged paunch wearing glasses appeared at Mekhi’s left hand.  He shouted “great 

band!” over the music.  Mekhi looked and thought too old to be here.  The paunch smiled 

and kept watching the stage.  Mekhi looked at his face again.  Mayor Menino.  The actual 

mayor.  A cop hung shoulders behind him. 
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“You like these guys?” Mekhi asked. 

 

“Oh, yeah!” the paunch beamed.  “They’re just like the Clash.  I used to love them and 

the Stones before Jagger broke the ruckus with Van Halen and Vangelis.” 

 

“I’m Michael.”  He stuck his hand.  Menino pumped it.  “I’m Tom.  Glad to meet you.”  

He danced from his waist.  Then he said “cool jacket.”  The band ripped chords and the 

crowd gave “it’s just a matter of the things that do not matter!” full lungs. 

 

“People call me Mekhi.” 

 

“Nice to meet you, Mekhi.”  Then he said where you from.  Mekhi said Reveah and 

Menino stuck his hand and said put it there.  Then he said “you know I been coming to 

shows like this since I was thin like you and had hair like you.”  Mekhi smiled crow’s 

feet.  “But this show is great.  Oh yeah, foh suah.  I used to go with Kris Fell from Boston 

Rock magazine, and we went every single week to the Rat to hear the Wickermen, Gang 

Green, the Pixies, Aerosmith, you name it.  She was something in those days.  We don’t 

have anyone writing about music today in town who is as good.  I saw James Brown play 

the night after Martin Luther King was shot.  Oh yeah.  Did you know he played heah in 

Boston the night after King was shot?  I was theah.  Then when Ted Kennedy and Tip 

O’Neil and Bahney Frank got into it with the guys from Baybanks about the Memorial 

Day show at the half shell and the bankers pulled the sponsorship because they said 
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Morrissey wasn’t the right message.  I went there with my college roommates and saw 

Morrissey and Frank Zappa and Eric Clapton play for four hours in front of sixty 

thousand people with nothing but one-foot amps because there was no money for bigger 

equipment.  And here’s Bahney Frank and Tip O’Neil and Ted Kennedy on stage 

bouncing around and waving their arms dancing!”  He slapped his thigh right hand and 

cackled loud.  Mekhi smiled again.  “What a show!  This one is good, too, though.”  

Menino wiped his eyes and gave “whew.”  Then he said “hey Mekhi, who beat you up?” 

 

Mekhi looked right and saw Chin eyeing Menino’s cop peripheral vision.  Then he 

looked left again and bounced his shoulders up-down one time.  “Nah, nah, it’s not like 

that.  I tripped over some stairs and concertina wire.  Plus you should see the other guy.”  

He gave Menino twenty teeth. 

 

“Right, okay.  Never mind what ain’t mine to mind.”  Menino smiled and stuffed hands 

pockets khakis.  They watched the band.  Charlie lunged right leg and gripped mic two 

hands forty degrees from the stage.  He belted the “You keep it in a she-ee-eell!” from 

“Pavel.”  Allen sang the reply backup “can’t seem to tell…why you keep it in a shell,” 

and Patrick punished the drumset and leapt out of his seat every time he king konged his 

arms.  Inside a ten-foot imaginary square at stage left, Rupee flew legs and ripped sweat 

and now he had a following.  Charlie held his pose rigid the whole song and fumed the 

words gut throat mouth.  He fired eyeballs straight at the water pipe in the middle of the 

room.  His neck and shoulders spleened eight Richter tension up to his neck and then to 

his face and forehead but his jaw opened limber boneless.  After sixty seconds of straight 
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singing ten girls in front shrieked and then two hundred roomwide.  Mekhi saw a hundred 

girls shake epileptic.  Then he thought woah.  You have underestimated them.  Please 

God Tyler and Ocasek are paying attention. 

 

“It’s a good band, Mekhi.  You know when I was twelve we moved to Dohchestah from 

Somehville.  I was the only Italian kid on the block.  Every other house was Sully or 

Reilly or Rourke.  I think I don’t have to tell you though back then believe me it was ten 

times.”  Mekhi leaned back on the wall.  Then he looked at the mayor and shifted weight 

back to right himself.  “I was public fish number one for four years.  First it was the cash 

in my pocket.  Then it was principle.  Then it was habit.  And by the time you’re fifteen 

fellas can hit.”  Mekhi narrowed eyes.  Then Mekhi gave crow’s feet and then epiglottis 

chuckle to show generation disconnect.  “Oh yeah, I used to get it bad.  There were these 

two brothers who gave it to me special order wicked.”  Menino clapped hands to show 

wicked.  Then he laughed and threw his arms and bounced waist.  Mekhi cocked his head 

left and felt his palms moisten.  “Name of O’Farrell.  They used to get me on the way to 

school, on the way home, after work, all the time.  Everyone else I could deal with once I 

grew a sack.  But these guys were different.  They came at me with this rap that I owed 

them twenty dollars.”  Mekhi squinted and looked at the cop, who wasn’t moving.  

Menino threw hands and fingers as he talked.  He looked at the stage.  Four times a 

minute he turned to Mekhi and gave eyebrows.  “Who knew why they thought I owed 

them money.  But no way was I gonna pay.  I had gotten stubborn, boy.  More stubborn 

than I am now, if you can believe it.”  Menino pealed.  “And I got the feeling the 

O’Farrells took a shine to the fact that I wasn’t going to pay.  It let the tension build.”  He 
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extended hands palms down and shook them to show tension building.  “They gave me 

small tastes here and there, and I let ‘em have a piece, too, when they come at me.  But 

then one day they caught me alone as I was coming out the back of Wonderland where I 

was workin’.  I had no friends theah, nothin’.  I didn’t even know what hit me.  They beat 

me up so bad!”  He pealed and now the cop behind him was laughing.  “Oh, boy, that was 

a terrible night.  Someone took me to the hospital ‘cause I musta passed out.  I woke up 

looking like you!”  He laughed hard, and the cop slapped knee open palm.  Mekhi 

squeezed cheekbones and opened his mouth.  He felt his heartbeat accelerate.  He looked 

at the back of Menino’s head and thought is this really happening?  “So I was laying in 

the hospital bed with my face all busted up like a pro boxer, and my mom and dad come 

into see what’s cooking.”  He turned his body to face Mekhi.  Pistola clocked forward 

through “Pinkshirt” on stage.  The fans threw hands.  Mekhi saw Plan Deadly dancing 

with Gigi full body and arms below the lights.  Mekhi smiled.  Menino smiled sixty teeth 

and said “you can imagine my mom’s bawling the whole time, and my old father is not 

too happy, either.  When my mom takes off he leans into the hospital bed and says give.  

So I tell him the whole story.”  He stretched arms out whole story.  The cop stepped 

closer and Mekhi thought massacre at the hands of the mayor and police with billyclubs, 

Smith and Wessons, and eight and a half million-volt tasers right here in T.T. the Bear’s.  

“I tell him how I’ve managed to make it past all the Irish guys in the neighborhood 

except the O’Farrell brothers.  That they never got this bad before except for some reason 

they got it into their heads that I owe them twenty dollars.  And this happened last night 

because I haven’t paid ‘em yet and so help me I ain’t ever gonna pay ‘em!”  He paused 

two beats and beamed at Mekhi.  “And you know what my old father said?  Here I 
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expected him, this Italian mason hands of steel, to kick me in the ass and say good for 

you and go kill ‘em.  But he just put his hands together like this and he says pay the men 

the twenty dollars.”  The cop exploded laughter.  “I was floored.  But I got out of there 

the next day, and I went and paid the brothers twenty dollars.  They just tapped me on the 

shoulder and never bothered me again.”  He slapped his hands together all done.  “But I 

still walked around with some massive eye socket trauma for a long time!  Looks like I 

don’t have to tell you that.”  He smiled and gripped Mekhi right hand shoulder.  “Ah, 

never mind kid.  Thanks for listening to that.  Old story from an old man tryin’ to relate 

to the new crowd.” 

 

Menino bopped his paunch with the lyrics.  The cop let himself nod his head to Patrick’s 

bass.  Mekhi swallowed dry.  He looked left right and saw Chin’s neck tense but also 

craning to see in the middle of the room.  Mekhi counted to twenty.  The adrenalin came 

hard and tremored his fingers.  The pores on his chest gave mist now and he felt the chill.  

He looked at Menino, who swung his arms and twisted hips Chubby Checker.  Then 

Menino turned his head and smiled sixty teeth. 

 

Mekhi closed his eyes, breathed, and opened again.  He felt his center of gravity slide 

down his abdomen below his bellow button and then to his bowels.  He coughed, cracked 

his neck left, and forced the weight back above his stomach.  He pressed his balance onto 

his left foot and then right and again to the left.  Then he said “Tom, where’d you say you 

were from?”  Chin half-stepped forward and bristled ready to fight. 
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Menino turned and smiled.  “Somehville.” 

 

Mekhi straightened his neck dipped his chin and grinned.  “Nice.  How many brothers 

and sisters you got.” 

 

“Just one brother.  Lotsa sisters.  Four!” 

 

Mekhi nodded and eyed the stage.  Allen matched Rupee’s leaps now, and the fans gave 

hundred decibel love.  Mekhi craned for the judges’ table but the crowd threw hands and 

blocked the sightline.  He tapped eight beats fingers and then “so what ever happened to 

the O’Farrell brothers?” 

 

Menino clapped hands bass.  “They went off to California.  They got into the porn 

business and one of them killed the other and went to San Quentin.” 

 

Mekhi leaned back into the wall.  He exhaled fast and gave dimples.  That’s twice you 

read bad blitz.  Try to keep the paranoia low throttle.  Chin eased back and nodded head 

beat. 

 

“Never mind what I said.  Just old man memories.  But you better believe I can still 

tussle.”  He swung one fist elbow to show tussle.  Then he took three steps back and 

stood next to Mekhi.  “You look like a smaht kid.”  Mekhi tucked chin.  “You also look 

tense.  Excuse me for saying, but it takes a hustlah to know a hustlah.  I coulda pegged 
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you from the New Hampshire bohdah.  All I’m sayin’ is whatever enron you’re in, don’t 

wear it too hard.  You got a lot to live for.  Whoever did this,” he waved a hand across 

Mekhi’s program, “is lookin’ for blood.  Be smaht.  You wanna be careful who you’re 

hustlin’.  Not even Houdini or Billy Bulger could hustle everyone all the time.  And if 

you don’t mind my sayin’ one more thing.  Guy looks like you do he’s hustlin’ his 

friends, and probably definitely himself.”  He stamped his feet.  “Alright, that’s enough 

from me.  I gotta go be mayor somewhere else.  There’s a thing for Bank New England at 

the top of the Hancock tower.”  Menino looked at his shoes, rotated heels, and walked 

out. 

 

Mekhi stuffed fingers pockets and hung shoulders wall.  Chin leaned and said “nice work, 

Mek.  That was really the mayor?”  Mekhi said “yo” and Chin replied “Yo.  You totally 

schooled him.” 

 

Pistola wrapped “Pinkshirt” and the room heaved seismic.  Allen gave two bonus chords, 

Patrick gave bass and toms, and then Allen and Charlie walked robot to the guitar rack to 

switch instruments.  They stepped mic again and plugged amps.  Patrick tapped snare, the 

lights dimmed, and the fans gave love “yoooooo!”  Allen said “thank you, Booostoooon!  

We got another one here for you.  We hope you like it.  It’s called “40 Days.”  The fans 

crushed and gave “yoooooo!”  Charlie picked warmup chords behind, and Mekhi thought 

he saw him look down and screw eyebrows. 
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Patrick stood on his chair and bent waist to hit the toms.  The fans screamed.  Then he 

straightened his back and waved his arms side to side.  The fans gave love and four 

hundred arms followed left right left right.  Patrick gave side to side five times and then 

he stuck his arms pinwheel and the room erupted laughing.  Mekhi craned but he couldn’t 

see the judges.  Allen stepped mic and said “1, 2, 3, 4” and Patrick leapt down to his seat 

and crushed the drums King Kong.  Allen struck low-slung guitar hero pose and picked 

fingers shoulder.  The crowd gave loud love but Mekhi saw Allen look down at the guitar 

and he cocked his ear to listen.  He thought maybe the strings were slurring.  Then he saw 

Charlie look at Allen.  Rupee swayed back and forth heavy motion bouncing chords right 

hand.  Allen crooned “I’m so tired of waiting for it….I’m so tired of falling for it….”  

Charlie nodded his head and jumped into his first guitar riff fast elbow.  He looked down 

immediately and then back up to the crowd and smiled.  Patrick slammed double beat 

drums but now his mouth was closed and he squinted at Allen and then Charlie.  Rupee 

swayed half-speed now and eyed the guitars.  In the room two hundred hands fell waists 

and Mekhi saw twenty kids cock heads and then fifty.  Allen played notes but Mekhi saw 

him flip his right palm to show rapid intervals.  Charlie did the same.  Then Allen 

squinted distance into the audience.  He craned and then relaxed to smile.  Mekhi counted 

the seconds it would take to hoof through the crowd to get inside Allen’s vision.  Too 

long. 

 

Allen sang “First glance you were fresh from the farm….No one wanted to do you 

harm…” and a hundred kids gave lyrics and fists but the slippage from the guitar strings 

was obvious now.  The band’s regular fans eyed one another and shifted.  One of the Goa 
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Trance kids with the careful hearing in the middle of the room gave wild arms and “Yo!  

What the hell?!?” top lungs.  The kids around him nodded yes and raised shoulders and 

palms.  Then Allen and Charlie scrunched eyebrows at the crowd and another kid in the 

back shouted “Dude!” and it looked like someone in the front did the same.  Patrick 

drummed forearms-only and Rupee looked worried.  Allen and Charlie looked at each 

other and stopped playing. 

 

The crowd screamed hysteria pissed.  Mekhi flared sweat.  Jimmy Chin angled his torso 

out from Mekhi and raised his hands chest.  Fifty kids threw Dixie 16 ounces and the fans 

were soaked with rum and beer.  The room shrieked again.  The house and jungle kids 

broke yellowgreen glow-sticks and whipped them triple-time over heads.  Mekhi squinted 

could he see the cause of the problem on the strings but still nothing. 

 

Allen grabbed mic and spoke but the crowd drowned him.  Mekhi’s neck gave magma 

heat.  Ten feet from the finish line.  Get up, Allen, get up. 

 

Allen sucked breath and raised hands.  Charlie raised his.  The fans quieted.  One chick 

shouted “come on, motherfuckers, finish the fucking song!” and the fans screamed 

“yooo!!!”  Allen smiled fifty teeth but Mekhi could see he was struggling.  “Nice!  We’re 

gonna finish this fuckin’ song fo’ sho’!”  The crowd said yes.  “I don’t know what 

happened my beautiful peoples.  Someone put a hex on our guitars.”  He held up his 

Stratocaster and the room laughed and crossed their arms wrists to make X’s.  “There’s 

some strange crap on our strings.  Charlie, what do you think happened to our 
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instruments?”  Charlie leaned in mic and twisted his vocal chords Red Hot Chili Peppers 

Flea “maybe the phatty blunt got ‘em.”  The room erupted fists and “yooooo!!!!!!” and 

Patrick gave a drum smash to keep the momentum.  Allen and Charlie stuck the 

instrument rack at stage right and gripped the guitars they had used for the set.  Then 

Allen stepped mic and said “alright, Boston, we’re gonna wing this bad boy.  These 

guitars aren’t tuned for “40 Days,” but we are going to do this song from the top.”  The 

crowd gave forty decibel love and squeezed two feet toward the stage.  Allen shifted his 

left foot forward and right back and caved his frame around the mic stand.  Then he gave 

"Please prepare yooouuurrrssseeeeeelllllllves"! in Michael Buffer HBO Boxing voice.  

The fans nodded two times and the Goa Trance kid shouted "yeah, that's what I'm talkin' 

about" and the kid in the back said "get some, Pistola" and then the room gave 

“yoooo!!!!”  Mekhi saw the fat guys in Hawaiian shirts at the bar smile and one in 

wireframes tap a note thumbs Blackberry.  Allen turned to the band, twisted his hand 

ignition and then made a G thumb and forefinger.  The he low-slung the first chord and 

Pistola ripped into the song double volume.  Allen and Charlie yelled the lyrics at the 

crowd full neck veins and rocked their fists with the “Forty days and still they’re all 

locked down inside…the institutioooonnnn” and now the crowd jumped air and then kids 

in the middle by the water pipe heaved instant mosh. 

 

Mekhi smiled.  Then he curved eyebrows upwards and said “what the hell was that” out 

loud.  Then he blew air and smiled again.  What the hell did who put on the guitar 

strings?  Mekhi knew the Tygers brothers as soon as he thought it but he still wondered 

maybe grease or even peanut butter?  That’s some low life enron.  He stuffed hands 
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pockets.  “Grease on the guitar strings?” he said, and Jimmy Chin turned.  Mekhi popped 

eyes forward and said “grease on the guitar strings?” again.  What the hell is going on?  

He looked right to Chin and said “you ever seen the Pink Panther?”  Chin raised 

eyebrows over his Vuarnets and Mekhi looked back at the stage. 

 

The fans at the back jostled and a channel opened.  Tina burst out of the crowd at normal 

walking speed.  The kids jawed her body.  Mekhi thought he saw her red skirt throw 

bright light for a second but then he blinked and it was gone.  Pistola leapt and gave full 

body rock behind her “forty days is not enough to counteraaact…there’s no 

solutioooooonnn.”  Tina stopped a foot from Mekhi and Chin and fixed hair that wasn’t 

out of place.  “The boys in the middle of the room were getting a little rowdy for my 

taste.” 

 

Mekhi said “oh that’s too bad for them” and grilled fifteen teeth and crow’s feet.  He read 

Julius Adams blitz, but he couldn’t put his finger on the play.  Then he saw the Tubini 

glint from under the Polartec.  She smiled lumens at him.  

 

“I thought I’d hang out back of the room and see how the adult boys have been living.”  

She bopped her head beat.  Charlie gored the “Noooowwww…see what they’re asking 

for…” Nagasaki decibels, and the ballad rock kids from Weymouth in ripped Lee’s and 

long hair covering volcanic skin convulsed top lungs and body slammed the Seattle ‘90s 

kids in the open button-down brown wool sweaters and underneath tye-die t-shirts 

emblazoned “No Irony,” who body slammed them back.  Allen roughed the main guitar 
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chord and the amps screeched but no one cared.  Rupee flipped his head 200 degrees 

Quasimodo and sweat sprayed visible lights from his scalp.  Then he saw the froth in the 

room and he gave the rave kids an extra bass line electric amp and Patrick picked up on it 

and gave high note glockenspiel.  The BU and MIT kids in Kappa sleeves flipped their 

heads Rupee and punched glowsticks.  They leapt air and landed hard crush and fists and 

the rest of the fans thought come on dickheads it’s a rock show.  Then Mekhi saw Ric 

Ocasek standing up throwing arms at the stage and the crowd roared 

“Yoooooooooo!!!!!!!!”  Allen threw him rock salute fist and the fans roared again.  Tina 

curved eyebrows. 

 

Then Mekhi felt hands and body slam him blindside left.  The adrenalin choked his 

program speed of light and he squeezed throat muscles to hold back the vomit.  He 

ducked knees and raised right hand fist and he saw Chin break elbows and wheel left.  

Then he saw it was Ginny Sepulveda crashing into him drunk.  He thought yo, cool your 

wiring, kid, no danger and then she sloshed something red probably vodka cranberry on 

his Versace pants and Prada wrecks and he thought nice. 

 

“Mekhi!  Mekhi!”  Ginny hung his neck right wrist and vodka cranberry trickled down 

his back.  “I’m here doing research for the tv show!”  She straightened and glowed at him 

eyes.  Even sloppy drunk she looked excellent.  “This is so great!  Your band is doing so 

great!”  She squealed.  Then she stuck her hand Chin and said “Hello, I’m Ginny.  We’ve 

met before, I think.”  He said hi I’m Jimmy.  Then she stuck her hand Tina and said “Hi 

I’m Ginny.”  She flash-corrected her head left and stumbled.  Tina shook her hand Andy 
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Warhol and said Tina.  Ginny said “I love your lipstick and shoes!” and Tina smiled five 

teeth.  Then Tina turned and said “what’s wrong, Mekhi, you don’t look too happy.  This 

is a big night for you.”  She rubbed his back palm and said “come on, dude, smile!  You 

look like someone dropped a stink bomb on your face!” 

 

Mekhi smiled.  So did Chin.  Ginny squealed.  Tina slung her right hip low.  She put her 

right hand on the inside of her left elbow and vice versa.  Ginny flash-corrected and 

wacked Mekhi’s chin forehead.  They stumbled and she sloshed more vodka cranberry 

and icecubes on the Versace pants.  Then she pealed and Mekhi gave fifty teeth and 

laughed.  Chin gripped left hand right bicep, pinched the bridge of his nose right hand 

fingers, and laughed five decibels.  Ginny doubled over and squealed.  Then Mekhi saw 

Tina holding a paisley S. Matheson handkerchief.  She stepped to him one foot and 

palmed the cloth against his left leg.  Then she knelt and dried his wrecks.  Ginny slapped 

her on the back and shrieked “thank you, girl, you’re my girl.”  Tina brushed the rag up 

his calf and then up and Mekhi shifted and said “yo, thanks, that was good I’m good.”  

She straightened her knees and spine and looked at him eyes eight inches.  Then she 

looked at Chin eyes and glistened twenty teeth and irises.  “How about you, Jimmy?  You 

need drying off?” 

 

Ginny said “come see me and my fiancé later, we’re over there.”  Mekhi said after-party 

and gave her low five. 
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Allen ripped the last chord and struck spent rock hero pose one arm ceiling.  Charlie 

finished 90 degrees to the audience and curved over Schwarzenegger bodybuilding right 

leg bent in front.  Six hundred fans gunned forward stage and roared hands and lungs.  

Rupee smiled eighty teeth and heaved oxygen and poured sweat.  Patrick stood behind 

his drum set, beat his chest two hands, and yelled “yeah! yeah! yeeeeaaaaahhhh! yeah!” 

 

Plan Deadly emerged stage left and stuck a mic.  “Oh my God here comes Pistooolaaa!”  

The fans crushed love and he said again “Boston give over for Pistooolaaaa!”  The band 

waved and exited for the green room.  “Now I know you’re gonna welcome to the stage 

the final band of the evening, the rockin’, the monster, your very own Ceeee-

Sixtyyyyyy!”  The fans threw hands and three kids leapt-and-carried.  Mekhi grimaced 

“your very own.”  Then he craned and squinted and saw Hawaiian shirts and leather 

jackets heading backstage green room supposed to be off-limits.  Plan Deadly better not 

be lying.  He flicked fingers three times right hand pocket.  Then he felt himself tap his 

left heel five times fast.  Then he walked straight for the backstage door front of the 

room. 

 

At the bar Mekhi passed the Celtic rock kids earrings pale faces freckles red and black 

hair.  One kid named Sean Doyle asked him after-party and Mekhi said definitely.  Then 

Mekhi saw the hip hop arm band crew said wassup one time and they nodded yo.  He 

passed four McKinsey late-20s he didn’t recognize except a tall kid blond hair blue eyes 

who made noise one two years ago about getting into the music business but never did.  

Then Mekhi bumped into Nicole Souzi, the hottie from Nigeria.  He said hello and gave 
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thirty teeth but she didn’t recognize him.  Then he reached the A&R guys who hadn’t 

moved from their perch and he thought maybe he heard their teeth gnashing.  He pushed 

through the shoulders of the hardcore rock kids near the front who jostled him back 

because they didn’t want to give up their spots.  Someone behind him shoved hard and he 

felt his pressurebeat leap again.  Mekhi turned to look but there was no one in particular.  

Jimmy Chin hadn’t followed him, either.  Mekhi heeled forward again and pushed 

shoulders. 

 

Then he saw Gigi leaning the backstage door facing the Hawaiian t-shirts.  She shook her 

head no and pursed lips fight me.  A house bouncer three bills something grazed the wall 

nearby and scratched his bald skull.  One shirt screamed at her.  The one next to him held 

a billfold left hand and flipped centuries into his right.  Another one spiky hair light tan 

deerskin jacket stood behind them and laughed hard with his face pointed ceiling.  Mekhi 

liked him immediately.  Gigi craned and waved.  “Yo, Mekhi, I’m tryin’ to tell ‘em they 

can’t go back theah no matta what.  They all wanna go harangue Pistola and whatnot but 

I told ‘em off-limits.”  Mekhi smiled and mouthed thank you.  She pounded chest fist and 

flipped two fingers peace. 

 

The guy with the hair turned to Mekhi.  “Hi, I’m Zig Helmut.”  He began to extend his 

hand and then hooked it back to his jeans.  Hair curled long and wide in back but receded 

four inches forehead.  He was 5’10” and weighed 290 probably at least.  Sweat 

accumulated at the base of his neck.  “Are you Mekhi involved with the band?  You’re 
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the manager?  I’m from” then he said the record company and Mekhi thought yep that’s 

big. 

 

Mekhi said “Yeah, that’s me.”  Then the others turned to him and Mekhi looked at Gigi 

and she raised eyebrows and shrugged palms shoulder level.  “You like the show?” 

 

“The band is good.”  Helmut rocked weight back on his heels and stuffed hands pockets.  

Then he smiled thirty teeth and gave crow’s feet.  “Definitely.  They’re good.  You know 

how to pick ‘em.”  He paused six seconds and looked at Mekhi eyes.  Mekhi thought 

woah, excellent sales.  Then Mekhi shimmied shoulders two inches and said “thank you, 

man.  Much appreciated.”  Then he thought turn or stay?  He saw the other two A&Rs 

step behind Helmut for a listen. 

 

“With the right setup they could be great,” Helmut said. 

 

“I think that’s right.” 

 

“You’ve obviously done a helluva job with them.  I’m guessing you worked ‘em over a 

long time, too.  You didn’t find ‘em like that.” 

 

“Hello, Booooooostooooon!!!”  Eric Cohen, the lead singer of C-60 who had gone by 

Pompous Pilot for three years until he decided it wasn’t working for a Jewish kid in 

Boston and changed back to his regular name, grabbed the mic and the crowd gave 
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“yooooo!!”  The bartenders flung drinks triple time ad the fans pressed back toward the 

stage.  Cohen said “one two one two three four” and the whole band leapt air and struck 

the first chord of their popular “Fish Soup” when they landed. 

 

“We worked together for a while, but they were always good.”  Mekhi smiled and now 

Helmut smiled genuine article, too.  Helmut eased shoulders and gave teeth and crow’s 

feet when he spoke.  “I mean a setup with promotion, producers, couple writers 

songsmiths, the good album artwork….” 

 

“Yeah, that would be the right setup.” 

 

“Every good band deserves that.” 

 

Mekhi shifted his left heel and tucked chin.  Then he looked at Helmut eyes again.  “I 

believe that.” 

 

“Do you know how many bands that are really good or really promising never make it the 

way they should just because they didn’t have the help they needed to make their music 

heard?  I can’t tell you how many.” 

 

Mekhi breathed nose and heard Cohen scream “your love is not as salty…not as 

sweeeeeet….not as malty….not as deeeeeeep….as my mother’s fucking fish 

sooooouuuuuup!” 
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“Never mind all the other reasons good bands never make it.  Never mind the alcohol, the 

drugs, the stupidity of band members who want to cut some other band members over 

some dumb whatever, the girlfriends who force this or that, the boyfriends, the ego of the 

lead singer who thinks he’s God so all the club managers hate them so they can’t play 

out, or the crappy band managers who don’t get them gigs or good equipment or 

whatever—you know the ones I’m talking about.  Even after all that.  Even after all the 

different things are copacetic and tee’d up to walk through the door”—Helmut raised 

hands parallel vertical to show door—“I can’t tell you how many bands fall down right 

there before the finish line because they didn’t have the machine behind them doing what 

it’s supposed to do.” 

 

Mekhi twisted lips counterclockwise and chewed teeth. 

 

“And then it’s a matter of a year or two years before the band breaks up.  Happens over 

and over again.  Everyone knows they’re at a certain point and they should already be on 

their way.  And if there is no movement, no one can lie anymore.  So it’s a ticking self-

destruct device.  It does no one any good.  The band never gets where it’s supposed to go 

after five six years of playing.  And their manager doesn’t get anywhere, either, after 

years of working with them, probably with almost no compensation based on the amount 

of sweat he’s gushed into it, less than half minimum wage over time, probably.” 
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Mekhi blinked but didn’t let himself nod yes.  Then he thought good sales.  “Gushed” 

was good, better than “put” or “sunk” or “poured.”  The man knows his audience. 

 

“No one gets paid.  No one advances their business.  None of the people in the equation 

get better set up for the next project.  The band, the manager and even the record 

company that might have been part of the picture all lose out.”  Helmut twisted face and 

bulged eyeballs one second.  “It’s a ridiculous system, but it’s the way of the thing.” 

 

Mekhi retucked his chin and loosened hands jacket pockets.  The A&R guys behind 

Helmut said a few words to each other he couldn’t hear.  Mekhi turned to the stage.  C-60 

was on their second song now, called “Sheila,” a hoppy punk track about a girl on 

exchange program from Australia.  The track had made rounds on the college stations 

because of the double-time tempo, Grease-lightning roller beat, and funny lyrics, which 

Mekhi and half the crowd knew by heart. 

 

“We met in detention…oh ah oh oh oh! 

She had perfect dimensions…oh ah oh oh oh! 

And I don’t need to mention…oh ah oh oh oh! 

I waved to get her attention…oh ah oh oh oh! 

She said Hi I’m from Sydney…oh ah oh oh oh! 

And my boyfriend just dumped me…oh ah oh oh oh! 

And I’m really quite lonely…oh ah oh oh oh! 

Then I’m like oh yeah Jesus loves me…oh ah oh oh oh! 
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But then I felt instant tension…oh ah oh oh oh! 

Deep anal retention…oh ah oh oh oh! 

The lunch burritos slid through me…oh ah oh oh oh! 

And the Jolt blew out my kidneys…oh ah oh oh oh! 

I smile tryin’ to hold my ass in suspension…oh ah oh oh oh! 

And pray God please one shot at redemption…oh ah oh oh oh!” 

 

Mekhi mouthed the words.  Helmut sidled shoulder and hung.  Then Mekhi said “seems 

to me the winner of this competition is going to have a setup with Sony.  That’ll do pretty 

well.” 

 

“The winner will, that’s true.” 

 

“I knew you were going to say that.” 

 

“Where’s that going to leave numbers two three and four?” 

 

“You don’t think they’ll get a deal?” 

 

“Well, maybe.  But then the shine’s off.  What kind of terms can someone get when he’s 

already lost.  Much better terms, I’m guessing, when he still might win.” 
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Mekhi turned his head right and looked at Helmut.  “How does it work if you sign them 

and then they win?  How does Sony make its bet?” 

 

“I’m sure they’ve got a right of first refusal on anything that comes out of here the 

winner.  A dickhead who signed a band that won might fight for ownership.  But that 

would be Sheryl Crow dumb.  The world is small.  A company like that is big.  

Everybody in the industry will want a job at at Sony at some point in their careers.  No, 

I’m guessing whatever pro label ended up with a winning band would flip it real quick, 

maybe look to share a cut of the thing going forward.” 

 

“What would that cut look like.” 

 

Helmut looked left at him.  “I think twenty percent would feel like real participation.” 

 

“Twenty percent of what?” 

 

“Of the whole thing, say.  Actual revenues.  Somewhere between gross and net.  After 

out-of-pockets and before conversions.” 

 

“Music, merchandise, tours?” 

 

“The whole thing.  Tours are based on the label.  But usually, depending.” 
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“Let’s assume that kind of picture might be copacetic for the first stage of the 

transaction.” 

 

“It’s only reasonable.” 

 

“How does something like that look?” 

 

“What do you think it might look like?” 

 

Mekhi squinted.  He looked forward and saw Cohen belt the refrain “Oh Sheila, come let 

me feel ya.”  The rock kids front of the stage and the girls from Wachusett tank tops 

threw fists and belted with him.  Mekhi looked back at Helmut and said “for five years of 

work, brink of success, no consultation deal, surrender management control, explain it to 

the band after the fact and get them fired up about it, 20% of all ongoing revenues, the 

comp should account upfront for all past expenses plus two years of expected if you guys 

fuck it up or change your minds about the band.  The cash portion would have to be” and 

then he said a number and knew it was high but would it give him freedom. 

 

Helmut didn’t pause.  “I can’t do that.  The whole Sony upfront signing bonus for the 

winner is only a fraction of that.   But I can either do what you want and then we call it an 

advance against your part of the revenues until we get past” and he said something lower 

than Mekhi’s.  “Or I could” and he said something also lower than Mekhi did “and the 

revenue share is as before from the first dollar.” 
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Mekhi looked at Zig Helmut’s face and then his chest and then his hands.  He wasn’t 

lying.  Then he looked at the A&R guys hovering three feet behind.  Their eyes were 

fixed on the space between him and Helmut. 

 

The band gave tommy gun “Shei-la!” to wrap the track and the crowd crushed hard.  

Mekhi looked left and saw Ric Ocasek smile sixty teeth.  Then he looked at the audience 

and saw them froth lips.  The song was pure entertainment.  Mekhi did the math in his 

head. 

 

Cohen recovered pose, stepped microphone, and raised his right hand palm full extension 

ceiling.  Then he bobbed head and the drummer slung heavy beat same tempo.  Mekhi 

recognized the single was “Kill me,” and he thought finally a mistake.  It was another 

teenage angst ripper, even if this one was plaintive instead of funny.  Then he thought 

gotta admit the music is solid rock hall anthem.  It was perfect for background every time 

Peter Parker appeared onscreen conflicted about revealing his secret identity to Mary 

Jane. 

 

Mekhi looked at Helmut.  “How long do I have to decide.” 

 

“Before the judges vote tonight, I’d say.”  He reached pocket and stuck a blackberry.  

“I’ll email the terms to my assistant right now, and we’ll have paper waiting for me at the 
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hotel to sign.”  He grinned lips and chin.  “We’ll have to trust each other not to 

renegotiate after the results from tonight.” 

 

“I understand.” 

 

Helmut stretched his hand.  Mekhi smiled and said “you know what I got an itch and I 

want to scratch it.”  Helmut nodded and lowered his hand.  “We both know how tonight 

is going to turn out, right?  So why do we have to wrap before the judges vote?” 

 

Helmut nodded and gave eyebrows.   He raised his right arm elbow stretch.  “Call it a 

combination of good faith and risk management.  You can never tell what judges are 

gonna do in a battle for whatever reason.” 

 

Mekhi squinted.  Then he felt another itch but decided forget it.  “Alright, I’m going back 

to my perch at the back of the room.  I’ll be there the rest of the show.  You can’t miss 

me.  I’ll sift and answer before the end of the night.  Come back before the voting.”   

 

Then Mekhi walked through the middle of the all ages kids from Methuen with the Snake 

t-shirts and ripped Lee’s and the all ages kids from Boston with the “Marilyn Manson 

isn’t cool enough to be gay” t-shirts and the skinny all ages kids from Cambridge with the 

Japanimation haircuts.  Then he brushed by a girl platinum blond rocking a Deep Throat 

designer v-neck and a three-buck-something guy in a kevlar vest who gave weight back 

as he moved past.  Mekhi glanced Cristina? Paris? and pressed the ball of his right foot 
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to turn around to verify and sidle but then he thought shake it off probably a posette.  

Then he smiled sixty teeth as he worked his way through a half dozen kids in green hair 

dye, horseshoe quiffs, blackscara, fifty tatts, and overalls.  They bounced up and down 

hands pockets.  They were the first psychobilly heads he had seen in the Hub.  Mekhi 

edged behind them watched their feet and hopped tempo five times to memorize it.  Then 

he counted tatts again and spotted dragons and smiling farm animals and a giant tractor 

that he swore was henna. 

 

Then Mekhi swiveled and slung hips to the back of the room.  Jimmy Chin gripped Tina 

one hand inside her waistband, and she grazed him nose neck.  Mekhi looked at Chin 

eyes.  Chin removed his hand two inches and straightened but that was it.  Mekhi 

breathed out two seconds and hung shoulders.  He felt Tina make a noise and then felt 

them sidle two feet farther away. 

 

C-60 wrapped “Kill me” and the girls crushed.  The boys roared “Mooooook” for the 

song Mekhi knew the band would never play in a competition, and he heard one crew 

shout “Free Biiiiiiirrrrrd”.  Cohen smiled and wagged his head good stage presence.  

Then he slung hips under the mic and said “here’s a new one for you one, two, three 

four.”  Then the bassist and keyboards bombed a megaton NRG backbeat and Cohen laid 

his head back and splayed his arms low hung crucifix. 

 

Mekhi perked.  It was the right idea.  The band had shown skill and now was flaunting 

range.  Gustavo Ruiz on guitars kept the song inside their rock scope but the bottom line 
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was fresh.  What a good choice to spin out a new song in the semis.  Says you don’t have 

to save the goods for the finals because you have more in the can.  Then Mekhi thought 

who is giving them the good advice.  And then wait who wrote the song?  He closed eyes 

to see if he could hear if the beat had been sampled, but he came up blank. 

 

The trance kids threw candy striped Tornado glowsticks.  The middle of the room leapt 

rhythm.  Mekhi tapped his foot one two.  He looked right and saw Chin and Tina smile 

and grind.  Then he craned to see the crowd pulse.  Near the judges’ table he saw a t-shirt 

swinging in the air. 

 

Cohen swung his legs under the microphone and sung long notes ceiling.  

“Oooooooooohhhhhhh.  I give uuuuuuuuuuupp.  I give iiiiiiiiiiinnnnnnnnn.  I 

surreeeennnderrrrrrr.  It’s tiiiiiimmmmme.  I lay doooowwwnnnn.  I submiiiitttttt.  I’m 

yours foreeeevvveerrrrrrr.” 

 

The fans pressed forward.  Mekhi looked and Tina and Chin were sucking face.  She 

moved her hips against his leg.  Mekhi stuffed pockets exhaled and sidled away two more 

steps.  The middle of the room crushed again, and the back and sides hooked in towards 

them.  Mekhi saw he was surrounded by open air.  The room had all crushed forward. 

 

Then Cohen stomped foot and released the band with a “NEVER!” eighty decibels.  The 

guitarist thrashed the stage and Molson Brehmer the keyboardist threw shoulders into his 
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keys.  Cohen gave “NEVER!” four times and the crowd knew it was the refrain so now 

they threw hands and yelled NEVER with him. 

 

The hand grabbed Mekhi’s armpit five tons and flung his body backwards ragdoll.  His 

back cracked on the floor and his legs buckled.  Then they dragged him hard on the collar 

away from the fans.  He snapped to look and saw wool coats.  He gave “Chiiin!” but it 

wasn’t as loud as he expected.  Then his shoulder hit the door jam and he was outside.   

 

Mekhi’s sweat flash froze.  He heard someone say “You make me sick, Mekhi” and 

thought maybe Dan Tygers.  “You make a deal with Zig Helmut like some low life vag 

kissell faggot.  You have not been listening.”  Mekhi opened his eyes saw a boot coming 

at him and prayed he would live. 
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Sunday 

 

“Good Morning, Boston!  It’s one minute past the hour, and you are listening to the 

Sunday Morning Zoo with Elephant-Man and Danny on 95.3-The BOX, Boston’s Critical 

Hit Rock!  Very exciting news, Danny.  Pistola has won the Battle of the Bands.  Steve 

Tyler and Ric Ocasek crowned them the big daddy kane winners at the end of last night’s 

monster showdown final.  What a night!  Pistola with the big win!” 

 

“It’s true, Elephant-Man, it really was a big night!” 

 

“I know!  Mayor Menino was there, Tyler and Ocasek were there, Matt Damon and Ben 

Affleck came and hung in the judges’ booth.  Ed Norton and James Spader were drinking 

Smuttynose and Bridget Moynahan was makin’ out with Tom Brady and Bobby Brown.  

David Robinson from the Cars posted up at the bar to pal around with Joe Perry.  It was 

like a Hollywood convention right here in Boston.” 

 

“I hear that, Elephant-Man.” 

 

“And the night was not without its drama, Danny!  Woah was there drama.  C-60, and 

Pistola threw down in the biggest head-to-head battle I’ve ever seen, anyway.  Get this.  

C-60 does its set.  The crowd goes nuts.  Then Pistola does its set.  The crowd goes nuts 

again.  Then, totally unexpected and uninvited, C-60 COMES BACK OUT ON STAGE 

and does ANOTHER set!  They just bring out their instruments, take over the amps, and 
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rock out for five more songs. Huge rock and roll moment right there.  The fans are going 

crazy.  Ric Ocasek is standing on the judges’ table whipping his shirt around in the air.  

Steve Tyler is mouthing the lyrics to the songs with those huge lips.  The entire room is 

full of sweat and screaming.  Then Tyler and Ocasek go ON STAGE, grab the hands of 

the C-60, and raise them in the air like some kinda stadium rock salute.  The crowd goes 

nuts again.  Then Tyler and Ocasek go backstage and the crowd is thinking what the hell 

is going on.  They’re back there doing something for like five minutes.  No one knows 

what the hell is going on.  Everybody is freaking out.  Then Tyler and Ocasek COME 

BACK ON STAGE…WITH PISTOLA, PUSHIN’ FRIGGIN PISTOLA ON TO THE 

STAGE TO PLAY ANOTHER SET!!!!  I mean, the crowd flips upside down now.  Pistola 

amps up and tears into another set.  The fans are leaping up on the stage and throwing 

themselves back into the crowd.  The bodyguards are totally run down by the mob.  Tyler 

and Ocasek aren’t worried at all.  They stand right there at the side of the stage and rock 

out while Pistola is playing.  The fans are coming up to Pistola, they’re coming up to 

Tyler and Ocasek.  The stage is the biggest frickin’ party I’ve ever seen.  I thought Steve 

Tyler was gonna stage dive any second!  Pistola finishes its set.  Allen Bey and Charlie 

Wise from Pistola are standing there with the widest smiles this side of the Playboy 

mansion, throwing the crowd massive rock salutes for their love.  Rupee, the band’s 

bassist, usually a pretty mild-mannered guy who has never even talked in his life—have 

you ever heard him talk, Danny?— 

 

“No, I’ve never heard him talk, Elephant-Man!” 
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“Well this guy Rupee leaps up off the stage into the crowd, and they carry him all over 

the room and then throw him back on the stage like he’s Bono. 

 

Tyler and Ocasek go back to the judges’ booth maybe I don’t know to talk with the 

Mayor.  Then they bring Mayor Menino back on stage, and the crowd goes nuts again.  I 

mean twenty year old kids from Watertown yelling “Wassup Mayor Meninoooo!!!!!  

Tyler takes the microphone and brings Eric Cohen and Allen Bey up to the front of the 

stage.  And he says you were all great, and we’re proud to be here with you for the best 

and greatest Battle of the Bands of the entire country.  Then he says that he and Ocasek 

are especially happy that Boston is about to retake its rightful place in the pantheon of 

rock-ominance ” 

 

“So am I, Elephant-Man!” 

 

“And how, Danny.  And then Tyler says that he and Ocasek have thought about it and 

talked it over with the big Mayor, and they agree that 

PEEEESSTTTOOOOOOOLAAAAAAA is the Next Boston Band! 

 

The crowd flips out screaming “Pis-to-la!  Pi-sto-la!  Pi-sto-la!  Pistola is leaping 

everywhere.  Tyler and Ocasek are going nuts.  The Mayor is blazing a smile fifty billion 

teeth.  Then here comes Lord Howard Stringer and Mariah Carey from Sony right on 

stage.  The crowd goes crazy again.  Tyler takes the mic and says ‘You know what this 

means, right, boys?  You’ve got a record deal with Sony, and here comes Duke Stringer.  
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Ric is going to produce your album.  And, if you want, you can come on world tour with 

me and the rest of the guys from Aerosmith.  Whaddya think?”  The crowd goes crazy 

again.  Allen Bey and Charlie Wise look so shell-shocked they’re gonna vomit all over 

themselves.  They come up to the microphone and Allen says “Thank you” and the crowd 

explodes like a volcano, like these guys are ALREADY bona fide rock stars, like they’re 

the biggest thing on the planet.  Charlie says “thank you, Boston, we love you, Boston” 

and now the crowd is losing themselves crying—the place is starting to cry, ‘cause these 

people know Boston used to be the biggest deal in rock and roll and we’ve had a long 

drought, and finally, finally, finally, we have a rock band again.” 

 

“Then what happened, Elephant-Man?” 

 

“Well, that’s just it.  This is the biggest part of the drama.  So Allen Bey from Pistola 

takes the mic again and says “we’d also like to thank our manager, Mekhi.  For sure we 

could not have done it without him.  He couldn’t be here tonight, but we would not be 

here without him, and we wanted to give love.”  The crowd went nuts again, shouting 

“Mekhi, Mekhi, Mekhi” like he’s a rock star, too, and “Pis-to-la!  Pi-sto-la!  Pi-sto-la! 

 

The big mystery that no one can solve right now is where the hell did Mekhi – who we 

learned this week is actually named Mekhi Bessel – disappear to?  And where the hell are 

the Tygers brothers?  Where did they go?  We’ve been tracking this saga for the past 

couple of weeks now.  Dan and Swap Tygers are the managers of C-60.  Mekhi manages 

Pistola.  They’ve been in a humongous beef over something mysterious.  Probably drugs 
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originally or who knows what nefariousness.  They have these two dueling bands that 

advanced to the finals, with a huge recording contract at stake.  And on top of this we 

have it from a reliable source that the Tygers brothers owe Mekhi money or maybe Mekhi 

owes them money.  The whole thing is exploding all over Boston all during the Battle of 

the Bands.  And now NOBODY HAS SEEN EITHER OF THEM SINCE FRIDAY NIGHT.  

They have disappeared off the face of the earth.  No one saw them at the show last night.  

No one saw them at any parties on Friday night.  One of our producers Stella spoke last 

night with Patrick, the drummer from Pistola, and he didn’t answer when Stella asked 

him where Mekhi was and what happened to him.  Nobody knows where this guy lives, so 

we can’t call him at home.  And what about the Tygers brothers?  I called the Lansdowne 

Music Hall this morning and spoke with Tug Houlan, very nice guy, but he wouldn’t even 

say anything to me.  Just hung up.  I called the Tygers brothers publicity office on 

Newbury Street and no one was there.  They are listed in the book, we called them this 

morning at home, and no one picked up.  Stella talked last night with Eric Cohen, the 

lead singer of C-60, and he said he didn’t know, hadn’t seen Dan or Swap.  I mean, is 

there an A.P.B. out on these guys or what?  What the hell is going on in the Hub?” 

 

Mekhi opened his eyes twisted his neck and thought maybe I’m dead.  He moved toes 

and hands and decided no not yet.  Dan or Swap, he couldn’t tell, had brought his foot 

down on his game and that’s the last he had.  He remembered thinking for a second I’m 

going out for this? then that was it.  He was out and figured terminal. 
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It didn’t happen.  He cinched his chin and looked at his hands.  Thrashed.  Then he 

thought how many hours will it take to find out what happened. 

 

The story was together in a few days.  Jeff Katz from the Phoenix sucked mucus over the 

phone and gave him pieces.  Jimmy Chin filled in gaps.  Even Typee had a hazy version 

that confirmed details and frills.   

 

The bass line was that no matter how big Mekhi thought he might get, no matter how big 

he thought the guy coming after him was, his list was wrong.  Everybody hustles for 

someone.  Jimmy Chin and Katz told him that the news about Whitey Bulger’s return to 

Boston was true.  The Tygers brothers figured Mekhi owed them money, and they had 

been tightening their belts across his back.  Whitey Bulger figured Dan and Swap owed 

him, and he had been doing the same. 

 

Bulger was probably the last American outside of New York or Chicago you wanted to 

owe money.  He calculated the brothers were into him for a quarter million in cash for 

lost kickup and commissions.  He wanted it stat.  It wasn’t huge dough, but it was 

enough.  Their house was in debt, cash was short, they couldn’t pay, and nobody goes to 

the bank for this kind of grip.  So they figured their band to win the Battle and they get a 

contract they can milk instantly.  As an idea it scanned better than selling drugs and 

crawling further into Bulger’s business.  The Tygers brothers needed the funds, plain and 

simple.  Mekhi was the spoiler in their way. 
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Outside of Lansdowne, in the alley, they were maybe gonna kill him and then go find 

Pistola and break some arms.  If they had a third eye and a clairvoyant on retainer, the 

punters would have given Mekhi a fifty percent chance of waking up.  But old Bulger had 

a different idea.  The brothers were so worked up about getting into Mekhi they never 

figured to look who was going to massacre them.  They didn’t have a chance.  Tip 

O’Neill used to tell Reagan you never bring a knife to a gunfight.  Bulger would have 

brought ten grenades no pins. 

 

When Mekhi learned it was Bulger’s crew, it didn’t take long to read the other 

dimensions.  Bulger’s guys had been creeping town for weeks.  The black eye he’d seen 

on Dan Tygers was Bulger’s, not his.  Typee’s busted hand was Bulger’s, not Swap’s.  

And Jeff Katz was wrong when he said Mekhi’s crew had shown up at Mama Kin’s about 

the same time he was there.  He didn’t have a crew.  But Katz hadn’t been lying when he 

said there was a crew.  Those were the guys in North Face and Burberry he had seen 

heading into the club when he crawled into the daylight towards his Saab gripping his 

guts from the bruising the Tygers gave him.  It was Bulger’s guys showing up to make an 

impression.  No wonder the whole town was spooked.  Jimmy Chin had heard right.  

Boston had been a war zone for two weeks with the biggest gangster in New England 

collecting bills and everyone else paying it south down the line. 

 

Mekhi blinked turned his head left at the phone on the side table and saw Brigham and 

Women’s Hospital written in 1980s typewriter label above the keypad.  Then he tucked 

chin to look down at the bed and figured sandpaper 30-count white sheets.  Then he 
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contracted his stomach to sit up and expected to vomit.  Nothing came.  He counted 

fingers moved limbs and thought how am I intact.  He swung one leg and saw his game 

in the mirror.  His top lip was open in the middle and above the enamel two over to the 

right.  Gauze covered his nose.  But the cracking around his eyes was closing, and 

nothing seeped.  

 

He found the Sanyo and dialed Allen.  Allen answered “yoooooo, Mek, we won!”  Mekhi 

said yes I know.  Then Allen said where the hell you been and Mekhi said I had to jet 

short notice.  There was silence.  Then Allen said “come on, Mek, skip the kissell.  

Everybody knows you got beat by somebody out behind Mama Kin’s.  Charlie and I even  

know it was the Tygers brothers.  Well we think we know.  Just tell us what happened.”   

 

Mekhi squinted.  He counted four beats and then said “okay, I will.”  Then Allen said 

“dude, come on, tell me where you are we’ll come get you.  You got to help us talk to 

these Sony guys.  They’re intense.”  Mekhi smiled twenty teeth and felt his eyes burn.  

“I’m at Brigham’s.  They think my name is Michael Bessel.  Do me a favor and don’t tell 

them something else.”  Allen said you got it kid. 

 

Nobody heard from the Tygers brothers again.  After ninety days the lawyers examined 

their books and discovered their program was already half hocked.  The clubs, the 

licenses, and the management contracts all went into receivership.  Jeff Katz got wind 

that a promoter picked up the assets with backing from Aerosmith and maybe some other 

money, but to look at the paperwork Tug Houlan was now the tenth richest man in 
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Boston.  One detective at the BPD’s Schroeder Plaza headquarters asked cui bono for 

about ten minutes before his captain did the math for him and he shut up.   

 

Charlie wiped his hands of Tina.  When she showed up at the Charles River Apartments 

wearing a hot red blouse and black stretch pants, Pakoor didn’t know what to do with her, 

so she took off for San Francisco with the Bulgari Tubini.  Charlie and Jimmy Chin 

cleared the air in less than one Magic Hat Number 9.  Patrick wrote a song called the 

“Tigers of Boston.”  Allen posed for Bob Gruen’s Boston magazine cover photo in a Red 

Sox t-shirt and picked up five thousand more fans for the band.  Rupee drew an album 

cover with the band wearing black leather jackets with the collar up.  When Mekhi got 

out of Brigham’s, he talked to the Sony guys, told them a story about Tyler, Menino, and 

the Celtics, and found they were no trouble.  

 

 
 


